This is a list of instructors, which includes all tenure/tenure track faculty, as well as academic staff who were listed as an instructor on a course at UW-Madison in Fall 2019 and Spring 2020. The list is refreshed annually in March.

Contact information for all faculty and staff (http://www.wisc.edu/directories/)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AARLI,LISA</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Counseling Psychology</td>
<td>EDM 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOTT,DANIEL E</td>
<td>Assoc Professor (CHS)</td>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>MD 2016 University of Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOTT,DAVID H.</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Obstetrics &amp; Gynecology</td>
<td>PHD 1979 University of Edinburgh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBOTT,NICHOLAS</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Chemical &amp; Biological Engr</td>
<td>PHD 1991 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABD-ELSAYED,ALAA A</td>
<td>Asst Professor (CHS)</td>
<td>Anesthesiology</td>
<td>MD 2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABDULLAH,FAISAL</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>PHD 2012 Royal College of Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAHAM,OLUFUNMILOLA</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAMS,SAMANTHA</td>
<td>Assoc Lecturer</td>
<td>Information School</td>
<td>MA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABRAMSON,LYN</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>PHD 1978 University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACKER,LINDSAY</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Accting &amp; Info Sys</td>
<td>MACC 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACKERMAN,STEVEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDINGTON,REBECCA LYNN</td>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADEL,JEAN CLAIRE ANDREWS</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Neuroscience</td>
<td>PHD 2014 Duke University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADLER,HANS</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>German, Nordic &amp; Slavic</td>
<td>PHD 1978 Ruhr Universitat Bochum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFFI,ABOUD</td>
<td>Clinical Adjunct Professor</td>
<td>Volunteer Staff</td>
<td>MD 1989 University Of Aleppo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGASIE,ROBERT</td>
<td>Instrmt Innovator/Ins</td>
<td>Engineering Physics</td>
<td>MS 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGOKE,ADEOLA</td>
<td>Asst Faculty Assoc</td>
<td>African Cultural Studies</td>
<td>MA 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AILGREN,KATHERINE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDEL,JEAN CLAIRE ANDREWS</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Neuroscience</td>
<td>PHD 2014 Duke University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADLER,HANS</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>German, Nordic &amp; Slavic</td>
<td>PHD 1978 Ruhr Universitat Bochum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFFI,ABOUD</td>
<td>Clinical Adjunct Professor</td>
<td>Volunteer Staff</td>
<td>MD 1989 University Of Aleppo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGASIE,ROBERT</td>
<td>Instrmt Innovator/Ins</td>
<td>Engineering Physics</td>
<td>MS 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGOKE,ADEOLA</td>
<td>Asst Faculty Assoc</td>
<td>African Cultural Studies</td>
<td>MA 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AILGREN,KATHERINE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lecturer
Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• AHLQUIST, PAUL GERALD
Professor
Plant Pathology
PHD 1981 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• AHMAD, NIAL
Professor
Dermatology
PHD 1989 University of Lucknow

• AHN, SUE
Professor
Civil & Environmental Engr
PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

• AHN, YEONHYUN
Assistant Professor
Art
MFA 2007 Maryland Institute Colg Of Art

• AHRENS, SARAH ELIZABETH
Clinical Assoc Prof
Medicine
MD 2002 U of California San Francisco

• AIKEN, JEFFREY P
Adjunct Professor
Civil & Environment Engr
JD 1972 Marquette University

• AIZAWA, NAOKI
Assistant Professor
Economics
PHD 2014 University of Pennsylvania

• AJMANI, VIVEK
Assoc Faculty Assoc Engr Professional Development

• ALBANO, ADITYA
Professor
Computer Sciences
PHD 2005 Carnegie-Mellon University

• AL-ADRA, DAVID
Assistant Professor
Surgery
PHD 2012 University of Alberta

• ALAGAPPAN, RAM
Assoc Lecturer
Computer Sciences
PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ALAGOZ, OGUZHAN
Professor
Industrial & Systems Engr
PHD 2004 University of Pittsburgh

• ALARCON, CAROLINA
Visiting Asst Prof
Art History
PHD 2018 Florida State University

• ALARID, ELAINE
Professor
Oncology
PHD 1991 Univ of California Berkeley

• ALATOUT, SAMER N
Associate Professor
Community & Environ Sociology
PHD 2002 Cornell University

• ALBARGHOUTH, AWS
Assistant Professor
Computer Sciences
PHD 2014 University of Toronto

• ALBER, NADIA
Lecturer
Cals Academic Affairs
MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ALBERS, CRAIG
Associate Professor
Educational Psychology
PHD 2002 Arizona State University

• ALBERT, LAURA
Professor
Industrial & Systems Engr
PHD 2006 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• ALBERTINI, MARK RICHARD
Professor
Medicine
MD 1984 University of Vermont

• ALBRECHT, PETER
Adjunct Instructor
Law School
JD 1986 Washington University

• ALBRECHT, RALPH MUEHL
Professor
Animal Sciences
PHD 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ALCALA GALAN, MERCEDES
Associate Professor
Spanish And Portuguese
PHD 1994 Univ Complutense de Madrid

• ALDAG, RAY
Professor
Management & Human Resources
PHD 1974 Michigan State University

• ALDER, SIMEON DAVID
Visiting Asst Prof
• ALEXANDER, ANDREW LAFAYETTE
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1994 University of Arizona

• ALEXANDER, ANGELA
  Faculty Associate
  English
  MA 2011 University Of Central Florida

• ALEXANDER, CAROLINE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Gender And Women Studies
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ALGABLI, SALAH AHMED ALI
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Inst Reg Intl Studies
  BA 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ALI, SHANTEL D
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Military Science
  BA 2002

• ALI, SYED EKHYEYAR
  Senior Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  PHD

• ALIBALI, MARTHA W
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1994 University of Chicago

• ALISCH, REID S
  Assistant Professor
  Neurological Surgery
  PHD 2003 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• ALIX-GARCIA, JENNIFER
  Associate Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

• ALKORTA, NURIA
  Visiting Professor
  Lat Amer Carib Iber St
  PHD

• ALLEN, CAITILYN
  Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 1987 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

• ALLEN, DAVID BRUCE
  Professor

• ALLEN, HEATHER
  Associate Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 2002 Emory University

• ALLEN, MATT
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 2005 Georgia Inst of Technology

• ALLEN-HOFFMANN, BARBARA L
  Professor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1981 Cornell University

• ALLEWAERT, MONIQUE
  Associate Professor
  English
  PHD 2006 Duke University

• ALLIE, MARK C
  Faculty Associate
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  MS 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ALONSO, ARACELI
  Dis Lecturer
  Gender And Women Studies
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ALTINO, SOH-HYUN PARK
  Associate Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  PHD 2002 Cleveland Institute Of Music

• ALTSECH, MOSES
  Lecturer
  Marketing
  PHD 1996 Pennsylvania State University

• ALTWIES, JOY
  Faculty Associate
  Engr Professional Development
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• AMADOR-NOGUEZ, DANIEL
  Assistant Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 2007 Baylor University

• AMANN, KURT JOSEPH
  Associate Professor
Integrative Biology
PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- AMASINO, RICHARD M.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1982 Indiana University

- AMATO, FELICE CATHERINE
  Lecturer
  Art
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- AMINE, LAILA
  Assistant Professor
  English
  PHD 2011 Indiana University

- AMSBARY, PAUL
  Adjunct Assoc Prof
  Information School
  MS 2007 Georgia Inst of Technology

- AN, PANDUAN
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Statistics
  PHD 2019 Ohio University

- AN, ZHE GIGI
  Assistant Professor
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
  PHD 2018 University of Kansas

- ANANTHARAMAN, KARTHIK
  Assistant Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 2014 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- ANCOS GARCIA, PABLO
  Associate Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERS, CRYSTEL
  Adjunct Assoc Prof
  Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs
  MSSW 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERSEN, CLAUS E
  Assistant Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 2015 University of Helsinki

- ANDERSON, DAVID
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERSON, DAVID F
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2005 Duke University

- ANDERSON, LORI
  Assistant Professor
  Nursing
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERSON, MARK
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERSON, PAUL A
  Professor
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
  MD 1979 Wayne State University

- ANDERSON, PETER
  Senior Lecturer
  Nutritional Sciences
  MS 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDERSON, RICHARD A.
  Professor
  Administration
  PHD 1982 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- ANDERSON, ROZALYN
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 1999 Univ of Dublin-Trinity College

- ANDES, DAVID R.
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1992 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

- ANDREAE, SUSAN J
  Assistant Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2015 Univ of Alabama at Birmingham

- ANDRESEN, CHRISTIAN G.
  Assistant Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2014 University Of Texas At El Paso

- ANDREWS, CATHY
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Nursing
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDREWS, JOSEPH
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2019 Duke University

- ANDREWS, LISA M
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Consumer Science
  MBA 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANDREWS, URI
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2010 Univ of California Berkeley

- ANDRZEJEWSKI, ANNA
  Professor
Art History
PHD 2001 University of Delaware

- ANE, CECILE
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 2000 U de Toulouse II (Le Mirail)

- ANE, JEAN-MICHEL
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 2002 U de Toulouse II (Le Mirail)

- ANEX, ROBERT
  Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 1995 Univ of California Davis

- ANEY, JENNIFER KAY
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  MS 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-StevensPoint

- ANGENENT, SIGURD B.
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1986 State Univ Of Leiden

- ANGULO BRACHO, HERNAN LIZARDO
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1999 Univ Ncnl Autonoma de Mexico

- ANGUS, JENNIFER
  Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  MFA 1991 Sch Of The Art Inst Of Chicago

- ANJUM, UMAR
  Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  M.PHIL

- ANNA, ERIKA
  Lecturer
  Nutritional Sciences
  BS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ANSARI, ASEEM Z
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1995 Northwestern University

- ANTONY, KATHLEEN
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Obstetrics & Gynecology
  MD 2008 University Of Rochester

- APLIN, RON
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARCHAMBAULT, JOHN
  Assistant Dean/L

Engineering Student Developmnt
MS 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Green Bay

- ARCHDEACON, THOMAS J.
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1971 Columbia University

- ARBJ
  Assistant Professor
  Law School
  PHD 2017 Yale University

- AREFEVA, ALINA
  Assistant Professor
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  PHD Stanford University

- ARENDT, LISA
  Assistant Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARFA, SANDRA
  Faculty Associate
  English
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARINKIN, DIMA
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD Harvard University

- ARMSTRONG, GRANT W
  Associate Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 2011 Georgetown University

- ARMSTRONG, JOSHUA
  Associate Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 2013 University of Virginia

- ARNDT, KIMBERLY KESEL
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
  MD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARNOLD, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Materials Science&Engineering
  PHD 2006 Northwestern University

- ARNOLDY, COURTNEY JEANNE
  Clinical Instructor
  Small Animal Iii
  DPT 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ARORA, NEERAJ
  Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 1995 Ohio State University

- ARPACI-DUSSEAU, ANDREA C.
  Professor
Computer Sciences  
PHD 1998 Univ of California Berkeley

• ARPACI-DUSSEAU, REMZI H.  
  Professor  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 1998 Univ of California Berkeley

• ARRIAGA, FRANCISCO  
  Associate Professor  
  Soil Science  
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ARRIOLA APELO, SEBASTIAN I  
  Assistant Professor  
  Dairy Science  
  PHD 2013 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

• ARTHUR, EMILY  
  Associate Professor  
  Art  
  MFA 2000 Pennsylvania Acad Of Fine Arts

• ASCHENBROICH, SOPHIE ANN  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Pathobiological Sciences  
  PHD 2014

• ASEN, ROBERT  
  Professor  
  Communication Arts  
  PHD 1998 Northwestern University

• ASHTON, LYDIA MAGDALENA TEJEDA  
  Assistant Professor  
  School Of Human Ecology  
  PHD 2014 Univ of California Berkeley

• ASHTON, RANDOLPH  
  Associate Professor  
  Biomedical Engineering  
  PHD 2007 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst

• ASIF, MUHAMMAD  
  Lecturer  
  Asian Languages & Cultures  
  EDD 2011 University of Leeds

• ASIMAKOPOULOS, FOTIS  
  Clinical Adjunct Assoc Prof  
  Volunteer Staff  
  PHD 1997 University of Cambridge

• ASMUS, JENNIFER M  
  Professor  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 1995 University of Iowa

• ASSADI-PORTER, FARIBA MASOUMEH  
  Senior Scientist  
  Integrative Biology  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ASTHANA, SANJAY  
  Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 1980 University of Delhi

• ASTOR, BRAD C  
  Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 2000 Johns Hopkins University

• ASTRELLA, JULIE  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Nursing  
  MSN 2009 Edgewood College

• ATAPATTU, SUMUDU  
  Dis Admin Prgm Spec  
  Law School  
  PHD 1998 University of Cambridge

• ATTIE, ALAN DAVID  
  Professor  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 1980 Univ of California San Diego

• ATUCHA, AMAYA  
  Assistant Professor  
  Horticulture  
  PHD 2012 Cornell University

• ATWOOD, CRAIG S  
  Associate Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 1993 Univ of Western Australia

• ATZ, KAREN  
  Lecturer  
  Division Of Continuing Studies  
  BA 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• AUDHYA, ANJON  
  Professor  
  Biomolecular Chemistry  
  PHD 2002 Univ of California San Diego

• AUGER, ANTHONY  
  Professor  
  Psychology  
  PHD 1981 University of Washington

• AUGHERBAUGH, EMILY KATE  
  Professor  
  Liberal Arts & Applied Studies  
  PHD 1991 University of Wisconsin

• AUGHENBAUGH, WILLIAM  
  Professor (CHS)  
  Dermatology  
  MD 1997 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• AULIK, NICOLE ANN  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Madison Microbiology  
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• AUSDERAU, KARLA  
  Assistant Professor
• AUSTERWEIL, JOE
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Berkeley

• AVEY, GREGORY
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Radiology
  MD 2005 University of Washington

• AVRAMENKO, RICHARD
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2004 Georgetown University

• AYARI BEN HADJ KACEM, MOUNA
  Senior Lecturer
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2009 Uni Pierre & Marie Curie Paris

• AYLWARD, WILLIAM
  Professor
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2000 University of Cincinnati

• AZOCAR, SAMUEL ALEJANDRO
  Senior Lecturer
  English
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• AZODI, JAHANA
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Theatre & Drama
  MFA 2014 University of Cincinnati

• BABCOCK, SUE
  Professor
  Materials Science & Engineering
  PHD 1987 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• BACH, ERIC
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Berkeley

• BACH, JONATHAN F.
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2000 Univ of Minnesota-St Paul

• BACH, TAIYA RENAE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Nutritional Sciences
  MPH 2008 Tulane University

• BACK, LARISSA E
  Associate Professor
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 2007 University of Washington

• BAKSHI, VAISHALI P
  Associate Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1998 Univ of California San Diego
• BAL, AYDIN
  Associate Professor
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
  PHD 2009 Arizona State University

• BALANTEKIN, A. B.
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1982 Yale University

• BALASUBRAMANIAM, VIVEK
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1995 University of Pittsburgh

• BALDACCHINO, JOHN
  Professor
  Art
  PHD 1994 University of Warwick

• BALDO, BRIAN A
  Associate Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1998 Univ of California San Diego

• BALDRIDGE, BIANCA J.
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2012 Columbia University

• BALLESTEROS CHAVEZ, JESUS A
  Assoc Lecturer
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 2017 George Washington University

• BALSTER, NICK
  Associate Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 1999 University of Idaho

• BAMBERG, JOHN B
  Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BANERJEE, MOU
  Assistant Professor
  History
  PHD 2018 Harvard University

• BANERJEE, SUMAN
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2003 Univ of MD-University College

• BANHOLZER, WILLIAM
  Senior Scientist
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHS 1983 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• BANKS, MATTHEW ISAAC
  Professor
  Anesthesiology
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARAK, PHILLIP
  Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 1987 Hebrew University of Jerusalem

• BARAK-CUNNINGHAM, JERI
  Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 2000 Univ of California Davis

• BARBAT, ERIN MURPHY
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2006 Marquette University

• BARCELOS, CHRIS
  Assistant Professor
  Gender And Women Studies
  PHD 2016 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• BARCZI, STEVE
  Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 1989 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• BARFORD, CAROL L
  Senior Lecturer
  Sustainability & Global Environ
  PHD 1997 Harvard University

• BARFORD, PAUL R
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2000 Boston University

• BARGER, AMY JOSEPHINE
  Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 1997 University of Cambridge

• BARGER, VERNON
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1963 Pennsylvania State U-Hershey

• BARHAM, BRADFORD
  Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  PHD 1988 Stanford University

• BARICH, JOSEPH
  Senior Lecturer
  Engr Professional Development

• BARLETT, CARL
  Lecturer
  Risk & Insurance
  JD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BARNARD, ERLIN
  Lecturer
  Asian Studies
  PHD 2011 Leeds Metropolitan University

• BARNEKOW, KRIS ANN
Lecturer
Kinesiology
PHD 2003

- BARNES HELLER, HEIDI
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2000 Michigan State University

- BARNES, JILL
  Assistant Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2009 University of Texas at Austin

- BARNETT, SUSANNE
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BARRETT, BRUCE PATRICK
  Professor
  Family Medicine
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BARRETT, CLAIRE
  Student Services Cord
  Prevention Services
  MS 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BARRETT, PATRICK STEPHEN
  Lecturer
  Studies Program
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BARRICKMAN, JESSICA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BARRY, AMY QUAN
  Professor
  English
  MFA 1997 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- BARRY, LYNDA
  Associate Professor
  Art
  BA 1978 Evergreen State College

- BARSON, BENJAMIN
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Asian Amer St
  MA 2017 University of Pittsburgh

- BART, DAVID J.
  Associate Professor
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  PHD 2003 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

- BARTA, CHERI
  Faculty Associate
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 University of British Columbia

- BARTELS, CHRISTIE M
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 2001 Creighton University

- BARTFELD, JUDITH
  Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BARTHOLOMAY, LYRIC C
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BARTHOLOMEW, KYLE
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BARTLETT, HEATHER L
  Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1995 University of Arizona

- BARTLETT, LESLEY
  Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2001 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

- BARTOLL, LAURA JEAN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Engineering Physics
  DS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BARUAH, SAMANTHA
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MBA 2017 Washington University

- BARZEN, JEB A.
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  MS 1989 University of North Dakota

- BASHIRULLAHA, ARASH
  Associate Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 1999 California Institute of Tech

- BASKAYA, MUSTAFA K
  Professor
  Neurological Surgery
  MD 1987 Ankara University

- BASTIAN, LAUREL KATHERINE
  Senior Lecturer
  Wisconsin School Of Business
  MFA 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BATES, DESIREE M.
  Inform Process ConsLt
  Chemistry
  PHD 2010 University Of Mississippi

- BATT, BOB
• BATZLI, JANET MC CRAY  
  Acad Program Director  
  Biology Core Curriculum  
  PHD 2011 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign  

• BAUER, ADAM  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 2012 University of Iowa  

• BAUER, ANNIE  
  Assistant Professor  
  Geoscience  
  PHD 2017 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech  

• BAUER, DANIEL  
  Associate Professor  
  Risk & Insurance  
  DS 2007 Universitat Ulm  

• BAUER-ARMSTRONG, CHERYL  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Planning & Landscape Arch  
  MA 2003 Harvard University  

• BAUM, DAVID A.  
  Professor  
  Botany  
  PHD 1991 Washington University  

• BAUMANN, LINDA  
  Professor Emer  
  Nursing  
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• BAUTISTA MENDOZA, GLORIA ROCIO  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Statistics  
  MS 2009  

• BAUTISTA, LEONELO E  
  Associate Professor  
  Population Health Sciences  
  PHD 1993 Johns Hopkins University  

• BAVAFI, HESSAM  
  Assistant Professor  
  Operations & Information Mgmt  
  PHD 2014 University of Pennsylvania  

• BAYLISS, R. ADAM BERNELL  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Human Oncology  
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• BAYOUTH, JOHN E  
  Professor  
  Human Oncology  
  PHD 1993 Univ of TX Health Sci Center  

• BAZALAKOVA, MIHAELA H  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Neurology  
  PHD 2008 Vanderbilt University  

• BEA, MEGAN DOHERTY  
  Assistant Professor  
  School Of Human Ecology  
  PHD 2019 Cornell University  

• BEACH, JEREMY PAUL  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Agricultural & Applied Economics  
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• BEAMSLEY, MARK B  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Family Medicine  
  MD 1999 Loyola University of Chicago  

• BEAN, DEREK MERRILL  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Statistics  
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley  

• BEARDEN, ELIZABETH B  
  Professor  
  English  
  PHD 2006 New York University  

• BEARDMORE, ALAN B  
  Lecturer  
  Agricultural & Applied Economics  
  PHD 2013 Simon Fraser University  

• BEATTIE, ROBERT  
  Faculty Associate  
  Academic Programs  
  PHD 1998 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech  

• BECHTOL, KEITH  
  Assistant Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 2012 Stanford University  

• BECKHAM, SARAH  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Asian Studies  
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• BEDNAREK, SEBASTIAN YORK  
  Professor  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 1992 Michigan State University  

• BEDNARZ, BRYAN P  
  Associate Professor  
  Medical Physics  
  PHD 2008 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst  

• BEEBE, DAVID J  
  Professor  
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• BEEBE, REBECCA
Sr Student Serv Coord
Academic Affairs
MS 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• BEEMELMANNS, CHRISTINE
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Chemistry
  DS 2010 Freie Universitat Berlin

• BEGAM, RICHARD J.
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1989 University of Virginia

• BEHDAD, NADER
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 2006 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• BEHM, JENNA LYNN
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  PSYD 2014 North Central University

• BEIA, SUZANNE
  Artist-In-Residence
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  OQUAL

• BEILIN, KATARZYNA O
  Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 1998 University of Chicago

• BELL, DAVID R
  Associate Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2010 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• BELL, MICHAEL M
  Professor
  Community & Environ Sociology
  PHD 1992 Yale University

• BELLING, SHAWN D
  Lecturer
  Engr Professional Development

• BELLMORE, AMY
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2001 University of Connecticut

• BELTRAN PORTALES, DAVID
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2017 University of Birmingham

• BEMENT, WILLIAM M.
  Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1991 Arizona State University

• BENDLIN, BARBARA B
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2006 University of Arizona

• BENEKER, JEFFREY
  Professor
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2002 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• BENSON, JOHN T
  Associate Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 2010 University of Texas at Austin

• BENGURIA DEPASSIER, SOLEDAD
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Mathematics
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BENNETT, ALLYSON J
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1996 University Of Memphis

• BENSKEY, ANNE MARYSE
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BENSON, MARK E
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  Dartmouth College

• BENT, ANDREW
  Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 1989 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• BENTLEY, ELLISON
  Clinical Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1993 University of Florida

• BENTZ, MICHAEL L
  Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1984 Temple University

• BERG, BJORN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Consumer Science
  MBA 2013 Drake University

• BERGER, LAWRENCE M
  Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2002 Columbia University

• BERKELMAN, JAMES
  Faculty Associate
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 1997 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

• BERKEN, JORDAN PETER
  Lecturer
Counseling Psychology
MA 2013

• BERLAND, LEEMA
  Associate Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2008 Northwestern University

• BERLAND, MATTHEW
  Associate Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2008 Northwestern University

• BERNARD, KRISTEN
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BERNARD-DONALS, MICHAEL
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1991 SUNY At Stony Brook

• BERNER, COURTNEY
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Cooperatives, Univ Center For
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BERNHARDT, DAVID T.
  Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BERNHARDT, RONDA S.
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Curriculum And Instruction
  EDM 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

• BERRIDGE, CRAIG
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1988 University of Florida

• BERRY, JOHN FERGUSON
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2004 Texas A & M University

• BERRY, TODD
  Adjunct Assoc Prof
  Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BERSHADY, MATTHEW A.
  Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 1992 University of Chicago

• BERSON, ARGANTHAEL
  Lecturer
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2007 Ecole Centrale de Lyon

• BERSU, EDWARD THORWALD
  Professor Emer
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BERTELSON, RYAN JOHN
  Lecturer
  Theatre & Drama

• BERTRAM, LISA
  Assistant Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2007 Yale University

• BERTRAM, TIMOTHY H.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Berkeley

• BERVE, NORMAN LEE
  Professor Emer
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
  PHD 1973 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BEST, KAREN
  Senior Lecturer
  English
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BETHKE, PAUL
  Associate Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 1995 Univ of California Berkeley

• BETZ, NATALIE ANNE
  Faculty Associate
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Prg
  PHD 1992 Univ of Nebraska Medical Ctr

• BHATTACHARYYA, ANITA
  Assistant Professor
  Cell And Regenerative Biology
  PHD 1993 University of Cincinnati

• BHAVNANI, RIKHIL
  Associate Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2010 Stanford University

• BIER, VICKI
  Professor
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 1983 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• BILBIJA, KSENJIA
  Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 1990 University of Iowa

• BILIR, LISA KAMRAN
  Assistant Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2011 Stanford University

• BINKLEY, JENNIFER L.
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Law School
• BINKLEY, NEIL C
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1979 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BIRD BEAR, AARON
  Lecturer
  Acad&Prg-Noncredit
  EDM 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BIRD, IAN M.
  Professor
  Obstetrics & Gynecology
  PHD 1987 University of London

• BIRKELAND, LAURA ELIZABETH
  Sr Clin Genetic Couns
  Pediatrics
  MS 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BIRN, RASMUS
  Associate Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1999 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• BIRSTLER, JEN
  Assoc Researcher
  Biostatistics&Med Informatics
  MS 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BISHOP, MALACHY LIAM
  Professor
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BISHORSEAN
  Univ Svc Prg Assoc
  English
  MFA 2011 University Of Houston

• BITZAN, AMOS
  Assistant Professor
  History
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• BJORLING, DALE E.
  Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1978 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• BLACK, DAVE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Journalism&Mass Communication
  MA 1991 San Francisco State University

• BLACK, KEVIN
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2005 Boston University

• BLACKWELL, HELEN E.
  Professor
  Chemistry

• BIRD, IAN M.
  Professor
  Obstetrics & Gynecology
  PHD 1987 University of London

• BIRN, RASMUS
  Associate Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1999 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• BIRSTLER, JEN
  Assoc Researcher
  Biostatistics&Med Informatics
  MS 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BISHOP, MALACHY LIAM
  Professor
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BISHORSEAN
  Univ Svc Prg Assoc
  English
  MFA 2011 University Of Houston

• BITZAN, AMOS
  Assistant Professor
  History
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• BJORLING, DALE E.
  Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1978 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• BLACK, DAVE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Journalism&Mass Communication
  MA 1991 San Francisco State University

• BLACK, KEVIN
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2005 Boston University

• BLACKWELL, HELEN E.
  Professor
  Chemistry
• BLONIEN, NATALIE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Academic Affairs
  DPT Arcadia University

• BLUE, JACOB MICHAEL
  Assoc Lecturer
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  MS 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BLUM, BARAK
  Assistant Professor
  Cell And Regenerative Biology
  PHD 2009 Hebrew University of Jerusalem

• BLUM, HANNAH BETH
  Assistant Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD

• BLYTHE, VERDA
  Faculty Associate
  Marketing
  MS 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BOADO, JOEL MAGDALES
  Assoc Lecturer
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  BS 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BOCHSLER, PHILIP N
  Clinical Professor
  Madison Pathology/Toxicology
  PHD 1989 Cornell University

• BOCK, ADAM J
  Lecturer
  Management & Human Resources
  MBA 1991 Edgewood College

• BOCK-SHONKWILER, JULIE ANN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BOEDE, STEVE
  Faculty Associate
  Erdman Ctr For Ops & Tech Mgmt
  MBA 1991 Edgewood College

• BOEKHOFF-FALK, GRACE ELISABETH
  Associate Professor
  Cell And Regenerative Biology
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BOELEDT, DEREK STEVEN
  Assistant Professor
  Obstetrics & Gynecology
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BOGGESS, JACQUELYN LOUISE
  Lecturer
  Social Work

• BOLDYREV, STANISLAV
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1999 Princeton University

• BOLLING, BRADLEY WARREN
  Assistant Professor
  Food Science
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BOLOTIN, SERGEY
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1997 Moscow State Tec Univ

• BOLIN, DANIEL
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 1999 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• BOLY, MELANIE
  Assistant Professor
  Neurology
  PHD Universite de l'Etat a Liege

• BOMKAMP, TAMMY M.
  Clinical Instructor
  Nursing
  MSN 2005 University of Phoenix

• BONAMICI, CHLOE
  Assistant Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BONAZZA, RICCARDO
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1992 California Institute of Tech

• BONK, NICOLE A.
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 2009 Loyola University of Chicago

• BOORMAN, HEATHER
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2005 University of Denver

• BOOSKE, JOHN H.
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1985 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• BOOTHE, ERIC
  Lecturer
  Academic Programs
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BOOTHALINGAM, SRIRAM
  Assistant Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
PHD 2014 Trinity Western University

- BORDWELL, DAVID J.
  Professor Emer
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1974 University of Iowa

- BORMAN, GEOFFREY D
  Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 1997 University of Chicago

- BOROS, BALAZS
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2013 Eotvos Lorand University

- BORTNOWKSI, HARRIET BARBARA
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1981 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- BORZA, TUÐOR
  Assistant Professor
  Urology
  MD 2010 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

-BOSE, TULIKA
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2007 Columbia University

- BOSSCHER, GEORGIA
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2015

- BOSTON, NIGEL
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1987 Harvard University

- BOW, LESLIE
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1993 Univ of California Santa Cruz

- BOWE, SCOTT
  Professor
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2000 Virginia State University

- BOWLING, JOSEPH
  Lecturer
  English
  PHD 2018 City University Of New York
• BOWMAN, MATT
  Senior Lecturer
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BOYDSTON, AJ
  Associate Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2007 University of Texas at Austin

• BOYETTE, PATRICIA
  Professor
  Theatre & Drama
  MA 1974 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• BRACE, CHRIS
  Associate Professor
  Radiology
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BRACHMAN, LAURIE
  Senior Lecturer
  Marketing
  MA 1990 Marquette University

• BRADBURY, ELIZABETH
  Assoc Lecturer
  Botany
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BRADBURY, KENNETH RHOADS
  Professor
  Natural Res Inst
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BRADFIELD, CHRISTOPHER
  Acad Program Director
  Biotechnology Center
  PHD 1986 Univ of California Berkeley

• BRADLEY, KRISTIN ANN
  Professor (CHS)
  Human Oncology
  MD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BRANCH, KRISTIN
  Faculty Associate
  A.C. Nielsen Ctr For Mkt Rsch
  MBA 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BRANCHAW, JANET LYNN
  Assistant Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BRANDT, CURTIS R.
  Professor
  Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
  PHD 1984 Columbia University

• BRANTLY, SUSAN
  Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1987 Yale University

• BRAR, VICTOR W.
  Assistant Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2010 Univ of California Berkeley

• BRASIER, ALLAN R
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1983 U of California San Francisco

• BRATZKE, LISA
  Associate Professor
  Nursing
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BRAUER, MARKUS
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1994 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• BRAUNGINN, JENNY
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSSW 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BRAYLORA N
  Assoc Lecturer
  Information School
  MLIS 1993 Northern Illinois University

• BREEDELOVE, TRISTAN S
  Clinical Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2010

• BREKKE, LINDSAY RAE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BRENnan, MEGHAN BETH
  Assistant Professor
  Medicine
  MD 2006 University of Vermont

• BRENNER, RACHEL
  Professor
  Ctr For Jewish St
  PHD 1986 York University

• BRESLOW, ROBERT
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  BS 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BRESNICK, EMERY H.
  Professor
  Cell And Regenerative Biology
  PHD 1989 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• BREUER, RYAN MARK
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Madison Administration

• BRIDGER, ALISON
• BRIGHOUSE, HARRY
  Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 1991 Univ of Southern California

• BRITLAND, KAREN
  Professor
  English
  PHD 2000 University of Leeds

• BRITO, TONYA
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1989 Harvard University

• BROCKLISS, WILLIAM
  Associate Professor
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2012 Yale University

• BROM, JONELLE QUINN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BROMAN, KARL
  Professor
  Biostatistics & Med Informatics
  PHD 1997 Univ of California Berkeley

• BRONKHORST, CURT A.
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1991 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• BROOKE, STEVEN
  Assistant Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2015 University of Texas at Austin

• BROOKS, ERIN GRACE
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  MD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BROOKS, MARGARET ALISON
  Associate Professor
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
  MD Univ of Tennessee, Memphis

• BROOKS, WESLEY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Statistics
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BROOKSBY, RICHARD
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2011 Kansas State University

• BROSSARD, DOMINIQUE
  Professor
  Life Sciences Communication
  PHD 2002 Cornell University

• BROUNTS, SABRINA HELEN
  Clinical Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1999 Utrecht University

• BROW, DAVID A.
  Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 1986 Univ of California San Diego

• BROWER, AARON M
  Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 1985 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• BROWN, ASHLEY
  Assistant Professor
  History
  PHD 2017 George Washington University

• BROWN, BRADFORD
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 1979 University of Chicago

• BROWN, DAVID P.
  Professor
  Finance
  PHD 1984 Stanford University

• BROWN, DUSTIN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Law School
  JD 2007 New York University

• BROWN, HEIDI WENDELL
  Assistant Professor
  Obstetrics & Gynecology
  MD 2006 Brown University

• BROWN, JOSHUA
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2013 Univ of Southern California

• BROWN, MARIE ASHLEY
  Lecturer
  Curriculum And Instruction
  EDM 2013 Edgewood College

• BROWN, MATTHEW
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Surgery
  PHD Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BROWN, MATTHEW
  Assistant Professor
  African Cultural Studies
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• BROWN, MICHAEL K
Visiting Asst Prof
Mathematics
PHD 2015 Univ of Nebraska at Omaha

- **BROWN, RANDALL TODD**
  Associate Professor
  Family Medicine
  MD 1996 University of Washington

- **BRUCE, MICHAEL JOHN**
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSSW 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **BRUNET, JOHANNE**
  Professor
  Entomology
  PHD 1990 SUNY At Stony Brook

- **BRUNOLD, THOMAS C**
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1997 Universitat Berne

- **BRYAN, GINA MARIE**
  Clinical Professor
  Nursing
  DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **BRYAN, TOM**
  Assoc Marketing Spec
  Horticulture
  MS 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **BUA, ENTELA**
  Senior Scientist
  Surgery
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **BUCCINI, STEFANIA**
  Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 1988 Brown University

- **BUCHBERGER JONES, AMANDA RAE**
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Chemistry
  DS 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **BUCK, DOUGLAS SCOTT**
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **BUCKINGHAM, TANYA**
  Instruct I Prg Mgr III
  Geography
  MA 2016 Alfred Adler Institute

- **BUDGE, STEPHANIE LYNNE**
  Associate Professor
  Counseling Psychology
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **BUGNI, TIM S**
  Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 2003 University of Utah

- **BUHL, TIM**
  Lecturer
  Marketing
  MBA 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **BUHNEMANN, GUDRUN**
  Professor
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 1980 Universitat Wien

- **BUHR, KEVIN ANDREW**
  Lecturer
  Biostatistics & Med Informatics
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **BUHR-LAWLER, MELANIE**
  Clinical Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  AUD 2011 University of Florida

- **BUISCH, DERRICK**
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1996 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- **BULLER, ANDREW R**
  Assistant Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2013 Johns Hopkins University

- **BULLOCK, ERIKA C**
  Assistant Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2013 Georgia State University

- **BULLTAIL, GRACE**
  Assistant Professor
  Academic Programs

- **BUNN, HENRY T.**
  Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 1982 Univ of California Berkeley

- **BURCHELL, DAMON**
  Assistant Professor
  African Cultural Studies
  PHD 2015 Northwestern University

- **BURDEN, BARRY**
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 1998 Ohio State University

- **BURGER, CORINNA**
  Associate Professor
  Neurology
  PHD 1994 Univ of Colorado at Denver

- **BURGESS, RICHARD**
  Professor Emer
Oncology
PHD 1969 Harvard University

- BURIVALOVA,ZUZANA
  Assistant Professor
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2015 Eidgenossische Tec Hoch Zurich

- BURK,LINNEA
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Psychology
  PHD 1998 Auburn University

- BURKARD,MARK EDWARD
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2001 University Of Rochester

- BURKE,STEVEN D.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1978 University of Pittsburgh

- BURKHOLDER,KRISTY
  Lecturer
  Human Development&Family Study
  PHD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BURKI,KRISTIN ANNE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSW 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BURLINGHAM, WILLIAM J.
  Professor
  Surgery
  PHD 1979 Syracuse University

- BURMEISTER, DAVID ALLEN
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Naval Science
  MA

- BURNETTE, RONALD
  Associate Dean
  Faculty Affairs
  PHD 1982 U of California San Francisco

- BURNS, MARGUERITE ELIZABETH
  Associate Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BURNS, WILLIAM CHARLES
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Academic Programs

- BURNSIDE, ELIZABETH S
  Professor
  Radiology
  MD 1993 Tufts University

- BURSTYN, JUDITH N.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1986 Univ of California Los Angeles

- BURT,BRIAN A.
  Assistant Professor
  Ed Leadership&Policy Analysis
  PHD 2014 University of MI

- BURTON,BRIANA
  Associate Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 2003 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- BUSH,ELIZABETH
  Assistant Professor
  Family Medicine
  MA University Of New Mexico

- BUSHMAN, WADE A
  Professor
  Urology
  PHD 1985 Brown University

- BUSSE,WILLIAM W.
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1966 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BUTCHER, SAMUEL E.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1995 University of Vermont

- BUTLER, JEFFREY DAVID
  Lecturer
  Art
  BS 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- BUTLER, MARGARET R
  Associate Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  PHD 2000 Ohio State University

- BYARS-WINSTON, ANGELA M
  Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 1997 Arizona State University

- BYKHOVSKAYA, ANNA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Economics
  PHD 2019 Yale University

- BYKOVSKIY, ANDREA
  Assistant Professor
  Nursing
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

C

- CABRERA, VICTOR E
  Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 2004 University of Florida

- CAFFREY, ALISON
• CAHILL, MICHAEL EDWARD
  Assistant Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2011 Northwestern University

• CAHILL, NICK
  Professor
  Art History
  PHD 1991 Univ of California Berkeley

• CAI, JIN-YI
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1986 Cornell University

• CAI, WEIBO
  Professor
  Radiology
  PHD 2004 Univ of California San Diego

• CAILOL, CECILE SARA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Physics
  PHD 2016 Universite Libre de Bruxelles

• CALDARARU, ANDREI
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2000 Cornell University

• CALDERON, CLAUDIA IRENE
  Lecturer
  International Studies & Programs
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CALDERON, JAVIER
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MM 1975 Univ Of NC At Greensboro

• CALDWELL, MICHAEL F.
  Senior Lecturer
  Psychology
  PHD 1988 University of Denver

• CALHOON, JOSHUA
  Associate Professor
  English
  PHD 2012 University of Delaware

• CALLACI, EMILY
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2012 Northwestern University

• CALOMINO, SALVATORE
  Associate Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1982 Harvard University

• CAMAL, JEROME SEBASTIEN
  Associate Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 2011 Washington University

• CAMARA, N’JAMEH MARIA
  Lecturer
  Theatre & Drama

• CAMERON, KENNETH
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1996 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• CAMERON, STARR
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Medical Sciences
  BVM 2009 University of London

• CAMPBELL, ANNA
  Assistant Professor
  Gender And Women Studies
  MFA 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CAMPBELL, JEFFERY L.
  Assistant Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2010 University of Texas at Austin

• CAPITINI, CHRISTIAN
  Assistant Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 2002 University Of Rochester

• CAPTAIN, AMANDA K.
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Computer Sciences
  MS 2015 Edgewood College

• CARAYON, PASCALE
  Professor
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CARAZA-HARTER, TYLER RAY
  Asst Faculty Assoc
Computer Sciences
PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CARCHMAN, EVIE
  Assistant Professor
  Surgery
  MD 2006 Virginia Commonwealth Univ

- CARDA, RONNIE DEAN
  Prof Consult-Lte
  Office
  PHD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CARDIFF, MICHAEL
  Associate Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 2010 Stanford University

- CAREY, HANNAH V.
  Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 1983 Univ of California Davis

- CARLSMITH, DUNCAN
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1984 University of Chicago

- CARLSON, JAMES STUART
  Preceptor
  Volunteer Staff
  MPT 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CARLSON, JANE
  Adjunct Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  MS 1988

- CARLSON, MARCY
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- CARLSSON, CYNTHIA M
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1995 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- CARLSSON, ERIC
  Lecturer
  History
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CARNE, DANIELLE L
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2002 University of Iowa

- CARNES, MOLLY L
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1978 SUNY at Buffalo

- CARR, SUSAN
  Clinical Instructor

Medical Sciences
MS 2018

- CARROLL, ALAN ROBERT
  Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 1991 Stanford University

- CARROLL, RACHEL
  Lecturer
  Art
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CARSTENSEN, PETER
  Professor Emer
  Law School
  MA 1968 Yale University

- CARTER, SARAH ANNE
  Visiting Professor
  Centers
  PHD 2010 Harvard University

- CASCIO, CHRISTOPHER
  Assistant Professor
  Journalism & Mass Communication
  PHD 2017 University of Pennsylvania

- CASID, JILL
  Professor
  Art History
  PHD 1999 Harvard University

- CASIMIR, DAVID ALAN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1999 Stanford University

- CASLER, MICHAEL D
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1980 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- CASSITY, SHAREL
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MM 2007 Julliard School

- CASTRO, MARIANA
  Faculty Associate
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CASTRONOTO, RUSS
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1992 Univ of California Santa Cruz

- CATTAPAN, MOIRA
  Clinical Instructor
  Nursing
  MSN 2000 Loyola University of Chicago

- CATTAPAN, STEVEN E
  Clinical Assoc Prof
Faculty

- **CAVAGNERO, SILVIA**
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1996 California Institute of Tech

- **CAVINESS, JULIET**
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **CEDERSTROM, B. MARCUS L.**
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **CENGIZ, PELIN**
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1996 Marmara University

- **CENTOLA, MICHAEL J**
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Military Science
  MS 2011 Capella University

- **CEREZO PAREDES, ALICIA**
  Associate Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 2008 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- **CERO, SHAUN**
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Naval Science
  BA 2013 Marquette University

- **CERULLI, ANTHONY**
  Associate Professor
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 2007 University of Chicago

- **CHACON, MARCUS**
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Neurology
  MD 2000 Medical College Of Wisconsin

- **CHAIET, SCOTT RANDOLPH**
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Surgery
  MD 2007 Baylor College Of Medicine

- **CHAMBERLAIN, CONNIE SUE**
  Associate Scientist
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **CHAMEDES, GIULIANA**
  Assistant Professor
  History
  PHD 2013 Columbia University

- **CHAN, SHELLY**
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Santa Cruz

- **CHAN, STELLA**
  Lecturer
  Economics
  PHD 2008 Univ of California Los Angeles

- **CHANA, NADIA**
  Assistant Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  PHD 2018 University of Chicago

- **CHANDARA, BARON**
  Professor
  Department Of Neuroscience
  PHD 1998 India

- **CHANDARANA, SHARAD**
  Senior Lecturer
  Mathematics
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **CHANDLER, BRAD**
  Faculty Associate
  Nicholas Ctr For Cf&Ib
  JD 2007 University of Chicago

- **CHANG, BRIANA**
  Associate Professor
  Finance
  PHD 2012 Northwestern University

- **CHANG, HAO**
  Assistant Professor
  Dermatology
  PHD 2008 Univ of TX Health Sci Center

- **CHANG, LIZA**
  Research Associate
  Wiscience
  MS 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **CHANG, QIANG**
  Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 2000 University of Pennsylvania

- **CHANG, YU-CHAN**
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2019 Louisiana State U-Baton Rouge

- **CHAPMAN, EDWIN R.**
  Professor
  Department Of Neuroscience
  PHD 1992 University of Washington

- **CHAPMAN, ELIZABETH NICOLE**
  Clinical Asst Prof
• CHAPPELL, RICHARD J.
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 1990 University of Chicago

• CHARLES, PAJARITA
  Assistant Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2009 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• CHARLESTON, SHERRI
  Asst Vice Chancellor
  Vp Diversity And Climate Prog
  JD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHARO, ALTA
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1982 Columbia University

• CHATTERJEE, RAHUL
  Assistant Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2019 Cornell University

• CHAUDHRY, DIVYA
  Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  PHD 2016

• CHAVAS, JEAN-PAUL
  Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  PHD 1978 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• CHAVEZ, MONIKA
  Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1992 University of Texas at Austin

• CHAVEZ-CONTRERAS, RAFAEL
  Dis Lecturer
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHD 1985 University of Utah

• CHAWLA, SHUCHI
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2005 Carnegie-Mellon University

• CHEADLE, MICHAEL
  Senior Lecturer
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHEN, GAO
  Assistant Professor
  Mathematics

• CHEN, GUANG-HONG
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 2000 University of Utah

• CHEN, GUANHUA
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics & Med Informatics
  PHD 2014 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• CHEN, HUI-CHUN
  Lecturer
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHEN, KAIPING
  Assistant Professor
  Life Sciences Communication
  PHD 2019 Stanford University

• CHEN, LIANYI
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2009 Zhejiang Univ of Sciences

• CHEN, NAN
  Assistant Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2016 New York University

• CHEN, SCOTT B
  Professor Of Mil Sci
  Military Science
  MS 2010

• CHENG, CINDY I
  Professor
  History
  PHD 2004 Univ of California Irvine

• CHEONG, YEONHEE
  Spec Act Helper-Lte
  Exhibits & Collections
  MFA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHERWIN, KARIE LYNN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2016 Colorado State University

• CHESLER, NAOMI
  Professor
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 1996 Harvard University

• CHEWNING, BETTY
  Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 1973 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHHEDA, SHOBHINA G
  Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 1990 SUNY at Buffalo

• CHIEN, PETER
  Professor
  Statistics
• CHILDERS, MICHAEL R
Professor
School For Workers
PHD 2004 Southern IL Univ.-Carbondale

• CHINN, MENZIE D.
Professor
Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs
PHD 1991 Univ of California Berkeley

• CHISHOLM, SALLY
Professor
Mead Witter School Of Music
MM 1973 Indiana University

• CHIU, BILL
Professor
Department Of Neuroscience
PHD 1977 University of Washington

• CHO, JACEE
Assistant Professor
English
PHD 2012 University of Iowa

• CHOI, CHRISTOPHER
Professor
Biological Systems Engineering
PHD 1990 Colorado State University

• CHOI, HYONBIN
Assoc Lecturer
English
PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHOI, KYOUNG-SHIN
Professor
Chemistry
PHD 2000 Michigan State University

• CHOI, WILLIE
Associate Professor
Acting & Info Sys
PHD 2011 Emory University

• CHOPRA, PREETI
Professor
Art History
PHD 2003 Univ of California Berkeley

• CHOY, JENNIFER
Assistant Professor
Engineering Physics
PHD 2013 Harvard University

• CHOY, PEGGY
Associate Professor
Dance
MFA 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• CHRISTENSEN, CRAIG
Adjunct Instructor
Law School

• CHRISTENSEN, GRACE
Lecturer
Calgs Academic Affairs
MS 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHRISTENSEN, BRIDGET ANNE
Lecturer
Curriculum And Instruction
EDM 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHRISTIAN, BRADLEY THOMAS
Professor
Medical Physics
PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHRISTOPHERSON, MELISSA
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Bacteriology
PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHRISTY, KATHRYN R
Assistant Professor
Journalism & Mass Communication
PHD 2016 Ohio State University

• CHUI, MICHELLE
Associate Professor
Pharmacy
PHD 2001 Purdue University

• CHUN, RUTHANNE
Clinical Professor
Medical Sciences
DVM 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CHUNG, DANIEL J
Professor
Physics
PHD 1998 University of Chicago

• CHUNG, KEVIN
Assistant Professor
Marketing
PHD 2013 Carnegie-Mellon University

• CHUNG, MOO K
Associate Professor
Biostatistics & Med Informatics
PHD 2001 McGill University

• CHURPEK, JANE
Assistant Professor
Medicine
MD 2005 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• CHWALA, MONICA
Dis Professor (CHS)
Medical Sciences
DVM 2015

• CIANCIA, KATHRYN
Assistant Professor
History

• CHUNG, KEVIN
• CIRELLI, CHIARA
  Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1993 Scuola Normale Sup de Pisa

• CISLER, JOSH
  Assistant Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 2010 Univ of Arkansas, Fayetteville

• CIUCCI, MICHELLE
  Associate Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2006 University of Arizona

• CLAESSENS, AMY E
  Associate Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2007 Northwestern University

• CLANCY, JEFFREY
  Assistant Professor
  Art
  MFA 2005 San Diego State University

• CLARK, HEIDI JENNIFER
  Lecturer
  Comparative Biosciences
  DVM 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CLARK, JOEL
  Lecturer
  Political Science
  PHD 1998 U of California-Santa Barbara

• CLARK, LAURIE BETH
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1983 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

• CLARK, LINDSAY
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  PHD 2014 Univ of California San Diego

• CLARK, ROSEANNE
  Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1983 Northwestern University

• CLARK, SHARI
  Faculty Associate
  Kinesiology
  MS 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CLARK, TERI
  Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CLARK-PUJARA, CHRISTY
  Associate Professor
  Afro-American Studies

• CLARKE, LORELEI LYNNE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Madison Pathology/Toxicology

• CLATTERBUCK, HAYLEY
  Assistant Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CLAUSS, JIM
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1989 Kansas State University

• CLAYTON, SARAH C
  Associate Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 2009 Arizona State University

• CLEARY, JIM
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1984 University of Adelaide

• CLOSE, GLEN S.
  Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 1997 Yale University

• COBEY, COLLEEN E
  Faculty Associate
  Academic Affairs
  MS 2006 Ohio University

• COBIAN, DANIEL GARRETT
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
  PHD 2015 University of Iowa

• COBURN, JESSICA
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Nursing
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• COCHRAN, AMY
  Assistant Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 2013 Cornell University

• CODLYN, ROCHELLE ALLEXIA
  Clinical Instructor
  Nursing
  MBA 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• CODNER, ERIC
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHD 2001 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• CODY, PAULA JO
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 2007 Medical College Of Wisconsin
• COE, CHRISTOPHER  
  Professor  
  Psychology  
  PHD 1976 Brooklyn College Of Cuny

• COFF, RUSS  
  Professor  
  Management & Human Resources  
  PHD 1993 Univ of California Los Angeles

• COFFEY, PATTI  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Psychology  
  PHD 1994 University of Vermont

• COGBILL, THOMAS H.  
  Clinical Adjunct Professor  
  Volunteer Staff  
  MD 1977 Univ of Colorado at Denver

• COHEN, ADRIAN NATHANIEL  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Law School  
  JD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COHEN, STACY  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Communication Sci & Disorders  
  MA 2011 California State U- Long Beach

• COLE, JUSTIN DAVID  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Geography  
  MS 2007 Rochester Institute Of Tech

• COLLER, RYAN J  
  Assistant Professor  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 2006 Johns Hopkins University

• COLLIER, LARA  
  Associate Professor  
  Pharmacy  
  PHD 2002 Stanford University

• COLLINS, DENIS  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Ev Mba Program Office  
  PHD 1990 University of Pittsburgh

• COLLINS, ELIZABETH A.  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Nursing  
  MSN 2013 Cardinal Stritch University

• COLLINS, J. MICHAEL  
  Professor  
  School Of Human Ecology  
  PHD 2008 Cornell University

• COLLINS, JANE L.  
  Professor  
  Community & Environ Sociology  
  PHD 1981 University of Florida

• COLLINS, JULIE  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Integrative Biology  
  MS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLLINS, MARY BETH  
  Lecturer  
  Consumer Science  
  JD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLLINS, MICHAEL  
  Professor Emer  
  Pathobiological Sciences  
  PHD 1975 University of Georgia

• COLLINS, SUSAN LYNN  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Law School  
  JD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLOPY, SARA  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Surgical Sciences  
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLQUHOUN, JED  
  Professor  
  Horticulture  
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COLUMNA, LUIS A  
  Associate Professor  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 2007 Texas Womans University

• COMBS, DAVID  
  Professor  
  Dairy Science  
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONAWAY, JESSICA DEBORAH  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Strategic Communications  
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONLEY, SHAWN  
  Professor  
  Agronomy  
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONN, AUDREY M.  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Social Work  
  MSSW 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONNER, CRAIG PATRICK  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  MS 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• CONNOR, NADINE
  Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONRAD, CLIF
  Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 1975 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• CONROY, COLLEEN
  Assistant Professor
  Theatre & Drama
  MFA 2017 University of London

• CONROY, TESSA
  Assistant Professor
  Community Dev Inst
  PHD 2014 Colorado State University

• CONTI, JOSEPH
  Associate Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2008 U of California-Santa Barbara

• CONVERSE, ALEXANDER MILOVAN
  Lecturer
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• CONWAY, JAMES H
  Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1990 Cornell University

• CONWAY, KELLEY
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1999 Univ of California Los Angeles

• CONWELL, JORDAN A
  Assistant Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2017 Northwestern University

• COOK, DANE B
  Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 1998 University of Georgia

• COOK, JESSICA M
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2004 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• COOK, NIGEL B
  Professor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1992 University of Bristol

• COOK, SUSAN
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  PHD 1985 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• COOK, THOMAS DAVID
  Lecturer
  Biostatistics & Med Informatics
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COOK, VANEESA M.
  Lecturer
  History
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COON, JOSHUA J
  Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 2002 University of Florida

• COON, KERRI
  Assistant Professor
  Entomology
  PHD 2017 University of Georgia

• COOPER, LISA
  Associate Professor
  English
  PHD 2003 Columbia University

• COPA, ANNETTE
  Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 1991 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• COPEROVITCH, MARK
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2005 Harvard University

• COPPERSMITH, SUSAN
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1983 Cornell University

• CORBAE, DEAN
  Professor
  Finance
  PHD 1990 Yale University

• CORBY, KATE
  Professor
  Dance
  MFA 2007 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• COREY, DANIEL JOSEPH
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2018

• CORFIS, IVY A.
  Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 1982 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• CORNELIUS, DANIEL JOSEPH
  Lecturer
  Horticulture

• CORONA, JAMES STEVEN
• COSTANZO, ERIN SUSAN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Psychiatry
  PHD 2006 University of Iowa

• COTHEY, MICHAEL
  Assoc Lecturer
  Theatre & Drama
  MFA 2019 Northwestern University

• COTTER, MEGHAN MARIE
  Lecturer
  Academic Affairs
  PHD 2011 Case Western Reserve Univ.

• COUET, ADRIEN
  Assistant Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 2014 Pennsylvania State University

• COURTIER, ANNA M. BISHOP
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Wiscience
  PHD 2008 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• COVALESKI, MARK A.
  Professor
  Acting & Info Sys
  PHD 1978 Pennsylvania State University

• COVINGTON, ALEXANDER MICHAEL
  Assoc Lecturer
  Statistics
  MS 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COVINGTON, ELIZABETH E
  Faculty Associate
  European Studies
  PHD 1998 Calif. State Univ. Los Angeles

• COX, BENJAMIN LOUIS
  Assoc Lecturer
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COX, ELIZABETH D
  Professor
  Pediatrics
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• COX, MICHAEL M.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1980 Brandeis University

• COXHEAD, DIAN
  Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  PHD 1989 Australian National University

• COYLE, SCOTT
Clinical Professor
Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
EDD 2006 Pennsylvania State University

- CRNICH, CHRISTOPHER J
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD Rush University

- CRONE, WENDY
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1998 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- CRONON, WILLIAM
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1990 Yale University

- CROOK, DAVID
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  PHD 1991 Princeton University

- CROSS, LORI J.
  Lecturer
  Ev Mba Program Office
  MS 1983 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst

- CROWTHER, SHAUNA LEE
  Senior Lecturer
  English
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CRUICKSHANKS, KAREN J.
  Professor
  Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
  PHD 1987 University of Pittsburgh

- CRUVELLIER, THIERRY
  Lecturer
  Is Major
  MA 1990 France

- CRYNS, VINCENT
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1987 Harvard University

- CULBERSON, WESLEY STUART
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Medical Physics
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CULLINANE, MICHAEL M.
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Asian Studies
  PHD 1989 Michigan State University

- CULPLINDSEY
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2000 Kansas State University

- CULVER, KATHLEEN
  Associate Professor
  Journalism & Mass Communication
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CURRIE, CAMERON
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 2000 University of Toronto

- CURRY, TOM
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  DMA 2015 Northwestern University

- CURTIN, JOHN J.
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2000 Florida State University

- CURTIS, KATHERINE J
  Professor
  Community & Environ Sociology
  PHD 2003 University of Washington

- CURTIS, MARAH
  Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2005 Columbia University

- CUTSFORTH, TANYA M
  Instructl Prg Mgr l
  Cals Academic Affairs
  MS 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- CZAJKOWSKI, CYNTHIA M.
  Professor
  Department Of Neuroscience
  PHD 1987 SUNY Health Sci Cntr-Brooklyn

- CZUPRYNSKI, CHARLES JOSEPH
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- D'ANTONI, LORIS
  Assistant Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2015 University of Pennsylvania

- D'ETCHEVERRY, CHARO
  Associate Professor
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 2000 Princeton University

- D'ONGHIA, ELENA
  Associate Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 2003 Univ degli Studi di Milano

- DAHL, GARY
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Computer Sciences
DAHMAN, MARIA ROSE  
Lecturer  
Counseling Psychology  
MCA 2015 DePaul University

DAI, JUN  
Assistant Professor  
Pharmacy  
PHD 2000 Tulane University

DAKES, CHRIS  
Faculty Associate  
Innovation  
PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

DALBY, KRISTIN  
Senior Lecturer  
English  
MA 2010 University of Leicester

DALE, THOMAS  
Professor  
Art History  
PHD 1990 Johns Hopkins University

DALESSANDRO, ANTHONY  
Professor  
Surgery  
MD 1981 MCP Hahnemann University

DAMODARAN, SRINIVASAN  
Professor  
Food Science  
PHD 1981 Cornell University

DAMSCHEN, ELLEN  
Professor  
Integrative Biology  
PHD 2005 North Carolina State Univ

DANAHER, DAVID  
Professor  
German, Nordic & Slavic  
PHD 1995 Brown University

DANKO, ISTVAN  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Pediatrics  
PHD 1998 Hungary

DARIEN, BENJAMIN J  
Associate Professor  
Medical Sciences  
DVM 1984 Univ of Tennessee at Nashville

DASU, SRIDHARA  
Professor  
Physics  
PHD 1988 University Of Rochester

DAVIDSON, RICHARD J  
Professor  
Psychology  
PHD 1976 Harvard University

DAVIS, ABIGAIL NANETTE  
Adjunct Professor  
Ms In Biotechnology Degree Prg  
MS UW Colleges Online

DAVIS, DAWN BELT  
Associate Professor  
Medicine  
PHD 2001 University of Chicago

DAVIS, ELISE C  
Lecturer  
Academic Affairs  
PHD 1995 Univ of California Los Angeles

DAVIS, JIM  
Professor  
Operations  
PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

DAVIS, PETER GOWIN  
Adjunct Instructor  
Law School  
JD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

DAVIS, SARAH  
Clinical Professor  
Law School  
JD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

DAVIS, THULANI  
Assistant Professor  
Afro-American Studies  
PHD 2014 New York University

DAVOODI, AZADEH  
Professor  
Electrical & Computer Engr  
PHD 2006 Univ of Maryland College Park

DAWSON, JULIE  
Associate Professor  
Horticulture  
PHD 2008 Cornell University

DAWSON, THOMAS J  
Visiting Assoc Prof  
Academic Programs  
JD 1975

DE MIGUEL, CRISTINA  
Clinical Instructor  
Surgical Sciences  
DVM 2009 Univ Complutense de Madrid

DE FERRARI, GUILLERMINA  
Professor  
Spanish And Portuguese  
PHD 2000 Columbia University

DE GASPERI, DIEGO  
Clinical Instructor  
Surgical Sciences
• DE LEON GATTI, NATALIA
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DE VILLIERS, MELGARDT
  Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHD 1993 Potchefstroom University

• DE WERD, LARRY ALBERT
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1970 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DE WITT, JOHN RICHARD
  Senior Lecturer
  Wisconsin School Of Business
  JD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DEAN, ALICIA MEGAN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2010 Augsburg College

• DEAN, DOUG
  Assistant Professor
  Pediatrics
  PHD Brown University

• DEAN, JAKE
  Faculty Associate
  Grainger Ctr For Scm
  MBA 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DEBAISIEUX, MARTINE
  Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Berkeley

• DEBOER, DOUGLAS J
  Professor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1981 Univ of California Davis

• DECMALCOLM MCAVOY
  Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1983 Harvard University

• DECI, DAVID M
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 1980 University of Florida

• DECIETTO, MICHAEL PETER
  Assoc Lecturer
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DECOX, GREG
  Professor
  Operations & Information Mgmt

• PHD 1992 Stanford University

• DEERING, KATHLEEN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 1988

• DEITZ, RITT
  Faculty Associate
  French And Italian
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DEL PIA, ALBERTO
  Assistant Professor
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 2009 Univ degli Studi di Padova

• DELANEY, MATTHEW S
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MA 2009 Michigan State University

• DELLA, STEVEN
  Professor
  Agricultural&Applied Economics
  PHD 1988 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• DELSANDRO, ELIZABETH
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  MS 1991 West Virginia University

• DELUCA, HECTOR F.
  Professor Emer
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1955 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DEMARCO, CHRISTOPHER
  Professor Emer
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Berkeley

• DEMETS, CHUCK
  Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 1988 Northwestern University

• DEMETS, DAVID L.
  Professor
  Biostatistics&Med Informatics
  PHD 1970 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• DEMING, DUSTIN ALAN
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DEMPSEY, ROBERT J.
  Professor
  Neurological Surgery
• DEN HARTOG, DANIEL J
Dis Scientist
Physics
PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DENECKERE, RAYMOND JACQUES
Professor
Economics
PHD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DENG, YONGHENG
Professor
Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
PHD

• DENISSOV, SERGUEI
Professor
Mathematics
PHD 1999 Moscow State Univ Lomonosov

• DENLINGER, LOREN CLARK
Professor
Medicine
PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DENNIS JR, SAMUEL F
Associate Professor
Planning & Landscape Arch
PHD 2000 Pennsylvania State University

• DENNIS, JOSEPH
Associate Professor
History
PHD 2004 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• DENT, ERIK WOLFE
Professor
Department Of Neuroscience
PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DENU, JOHN M
Professor
Biomolecular Chemistry
PHD 1993 Texas A & M University

• DEPPELER, DEBRA
Faculty Associate
Computer Sciences
MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DESAI, ANKUR R
Professor
Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
PHD 2006 Pennsylvania State University

• DESAI, ANUJ
Professor
Law School
JD 1994 Univ of California Berkeley

• DESAN, SUZANNE
Professor
History

• DESANTIS, HELENE
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences
DVM 2011 U Autonoma de Centro America

• DESHPANDE, ABHISHEK
Visiting Asst Prof
Mathematics
PHD 2018

• DETWYLER, ANATOLY ROBERT
Assistant Professor
Asian Languages & Cultures
PHD 2015 Columbia University

• DEUTSCH, BENJAMIN ROBERT
Sr Univ Rel Spec
Journalism & Mass Communication
BA 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DEVINE, PATRICIA GRACE
Professor
Psychology
PHD 1985 Ohio State University

• DEVOS, ALISSA MARIE
Faculty Associate
Academic Affairs
MPAS 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DEVOSS, AMANDA KAY
Clinical Instructor
Family Medicine
MMS 2000

• DEVOUS, KELLY KRISTINE
Clinical Instructor
Nursing
MSN 2015 Vanderbilt University

• DEWANE, JUDY
Assoc Professor (CHS)
Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
DS 2009 ROCKY MOUNTAIN UNIVERSITY

• DEWEY, COLIN
Professor
Biostatistics & Med Informatics
PHD 2006 Univ of California Berkeley

• DEY, MAHUA
Assistant Professor
Neurological Surgery

• DHARWADKER, APARNA
Professor
English
PHD 1990 Pennsylvania State University

• DHARWADKER, VINAY
Professor
English
PHD 1989 University of Chicago
• DIAKONIKOLAS, ILIAS  
  Assistant Professor  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 2011 Columbia University

• DIAKONIKOLAS, JELENA  
  Assistant Professor  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 2016 Columbia University

• DIAMOND, CAROL A  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 1985 U Health Sci/Chicago Med Sch

• DIAMOND, JOHN B  
  Professor  
  Ed Leadership&Policy Analysis  
  PHD 1998 Northwestern University

• DIAS MOREIRA, ANA SOFIA  
  Post Grad Trainee 5  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2011 Universidade do Porto

• DIESTELMANN, MEG  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DIETZ, AMY TRENTHAM  
  Professor  
  Population Health Sciences  
  PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DIFFEE, GARY M.  
  Professor  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 1991 Univ of California Irvine

• DIGMAN, MATTHEW  
  Assistant Professor  
  Biological Systems Engineering  
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DILL, CHARLES  
  Professor  
  Mead Witter School Of Music  
  PHD 1988 Princeton University

• DILLARD, JOSEPH  
  Professor  
  Medical Microbiology  
  PHD 1994 Univ of Alabama at Birmingham

• DILWORTH-BART, JANEAN  
  Professor  
  School Of Human Ecology  
  PHD 2001 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

• DIMA, VLAD  
  Associate Professor  
  African Cultural Studies  
  PHD 2010 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• DINES, BRENDA L  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2015 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• DINH, HONG  
  Faculty Associate  
  Se Asian Summer Studies Inst  
  BA 2011 Univ Of Da Lat

• DIOIO, CHRIS  
  Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  MS 2012 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst

• DIPRETE BROWN, LORI  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Pharmacy  
  MTS 1988 Harvard University

• DISANZA, ANTHONY  
  Professor  
  Mead Witter School Of Music  
  PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• DJAMALLAR, JANG  
  Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 1994 Universite de Montpellier I

• DOAN, AN H  
  Professor  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 2002 University of Washington

• DOBBES, TERYL  
  Professor  
  Mead Witter School Of Music  
  PHD 2005 Northwestern University

• DODGE FRANCIS, CAROLEE  
  Professor  
  School Of Human Ecology  
  PHD 2005 University of St Thomas

• DOEBLEY, JOHN  
  Professor  
  Genetics  
  PHD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DOESCHER, MICHAEL  
  Lecturer  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 2002 U of South Carolina-Columbia

• DOING, JAMES  
  Professor  
  Mead Witter School Of Music  
  MM 1984 University of Connecticut

• DONG, FENGXIA  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Agricultural&Applied Economics  
  PHD 2003 Kansas State University
• DONG, WEI
  Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  MFA 1988 Virginia Commonwealth Univ

• DONNETT, URI BARUCH
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2014

• DONOHUE, TIM
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1980 Pennsylvania State University

• DOOLEY, JOE
  Senior Lecturer
  Social Work
  PHD 1998 Loyola University of Chicago

• DOPFER, DOERTE
  Associate Professor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1992 Justus Liebig Univ Giessen

• DOPP, JOHN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHARMD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DOREN, BONNIE
  Associate Professor
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
  PHD 1987 Temple University

• DORO, CHRISTOPHER
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
  MD 2002 Northwestern University

• DOSS, GRAYSON
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2013 Louisiana State U-Baton Rouge

• DOUGLAS, JON CALVIN
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  AUD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DOWER, PAUL
  Assistant Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  PHD 2008 New York University

• DOWNEY, GREG
  Professor
  Journalism & Mass Communication
  PHD 2000 Johns Hopkins University

• DRAKE, DAVID
  Professor
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2000 North Carolina State Univ

• DRAKE, JENNIFER
  Clinical Instructor
  Nursing
  MS 2007 University of New Hampshire

• DRESSER, LAURA JILL
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Social Work
  PHD 1994 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• DRESSLER, ALEX
  Associate Professor
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2009 University of Washington

• DRESSLER, KRISTOFER
  Lecturer
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DREWAL, HENRY J.
  Professor
  Art History
  PHD 1973 Columbia University

• DREWRY, JESSICA
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DREYFUS, JENNIFER MARGARET
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DRUSCHKE, CAROLINE GOTTSCHALK
  Associate Professor
  English
  PHD 2011 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• DUSHELD, THOMAS
  Associate Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  PHD 2008 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• DUBOIS, THOMAS
  Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1990 University of Pennsylvania

• DUELL, THERESA
  Associate Professor
  Obstetrics & Gynecology
  PHD 1977 University of Iowa

• DUERST, BARBARA L.
  Faculty Associate
  Academic Affairs
  MS 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DUFFIE, NEIL
  Professor Emer
  Engr Professional Development
  PHD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• DUFFSTEIN, JULIE L
  Lecturer
  BBA Program Office
  MA 2007 University of Connecticut

• DUGAN, HILARY A
  Assistant Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 2014 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• DUKE, STANLEY H
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1975 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• DULL, DOUGLAS ANTHONY
  Professor (CHS)
  Neurology
  MD 1984 University of Vermont

• DUMESIC, JAMES
  Professor
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHD 1974 Stanford University

• DUNCAN, IAN D
  Professor
  Medical Sciences
  PHD 1975 University of Glasgow

• DUNCAN, JEANNE MARIE
  Faculty Associate
  Academic Affairs
  DPT 2016 College Of St Scholastica

• DUNCAN, LARISSA G.
  Associate Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 2007 Pennsylvania State University

• DUNEB, LAURA
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  EDD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DUNHAM, RANDALL B
  Professor Emer
  EV MBA Program Office
  PHD 1975 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• DUNN, JACOB T
  Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Aurora University

• DUNN, RACHEL M.
  Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2009 Aurora University

• DUNNE, JOHN D
  Professor
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 1999 Harvard University

• DURAND, ALEXANE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2010 Ecole Nat Veterinaire-Lyon

• DURKIN, MAUREEN SUZANNE
  Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DUSICK, ALLISON FRAN
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DWYER, DAVID EDWARD
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Nursing
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• DYER, CHUCK
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1979 Univ of Maryland College Park

• DYKMAN, CHARLES PIPER
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1965 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• DYMARZ, TULLIA MARIA
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2007 University of Chicago

• DZIEDZIC, MARK
  Lecturer
  Curriculum And Instruction
  MS 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

E

• EADIE, LOREN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  French And Italian
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EASLAND, HOLLY
  Lecturer
  Design Studies
  AA 1983 University of London

• EASON, JOHN
  Associate Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EASWAR, VIJI
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2014 Canada

• EATON, CARRIE A.
  Sr Academic Curator
  Geoscience
• EATON, JOSHUA SETH  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 2006

• EBERT, STEVEN CAREY  
  Clinical Professor  
  Pharmacy  
  PHARMD 1983 University of Texas at Austin

• EBRAMHIAN, MOJTABA  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Inst Reg Intl Studies  
  PHD 2018

• ECKHARDT, JON  
  Associate Professor  
  Management & Human Resources  
  PHD 2003 Univ of Maryland College Park

• ECKHARDT, LEE LOCHBAUM  
  Associate Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 1999 Georgetown University

• EDGAR, MARK  
  Lecturer  
  Academic Affairs  
  DRPH

• EDGE, HEATHER  
  Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MSSW 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EDGERTON, LARRY  
  Faculty Associate  
  Admin: Student Academic Affairs  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EDGER, MARK D  
  Professor  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 1984 Stanford University

• EDMONDS, MICHAEL  
  Lecturer  
  Information School  
  MS 1979 Simmons College

• EDORO, AINEHI EJEME  
  Assistant Professor  
  English  
  PHD 2016 Duke University

• EDWARDS, COREY  
  Instrumentation Tech  
  Engineering Physics  
  BS 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EDWARDS, DOROTHY  
  Professor  
  Kinesiology

• EDWARDS, GREG  
  Faculty Associate  
  Hawk Center For Invst Analysis  
  MS 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EDWARDS, LOGAN  
  Assoc Prof L/I  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 2017 Indiana University

• EDWARDS, TIMOTHY DAVID  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Law School  
  JD 1989 Wayne State University

• EGEA, JUAN F  
  Professor  
  Spanish And Portuguese  
  PHD 1999 Harvard University

• EGEDAL, JAN  
  Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1998 University of Oxford

• EHLENBACH, WILLIAM J  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EHRENTHAL, DEBORAH B  
  Associate Professor  
  Obstetrics & Gynecology  
  MD 1986 Univ of Massachusetts Med Sch

• EHRlich, DAVID  
  Adjunct Assoc Prof  
  Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs  
  PHD 2004 Wayne State University

• EIDE, DAVID  
  Professor  
  Nutritional Sciences  
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EIFLER, AARON COLE  
  Assistant Professor  
  Radiology  
  MD 2012 Northwestern University

• EIRING, KRISTINE MARY  
  Lecturer  
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed  
  EDM 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EISENMENGER, LAURA BURNS  
  Assistant Professor  
  Radiology  
  MD 2012 Ohio State University

• EISENSTEIN, RICK  
  Professor  
  Nutritional Sciences
• EITH, ALYSON
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EITZER, ANDREW
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2016

• EKLUND, KATIE
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2011 U of California-Santa Barbara

• EL-MEANAWY, SARA KHADJA
  Assoc Research Spec
  Cardiovascular Research Center
  BS 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EL-NASSERY, NEVINE
  Associate Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 2000 University of Montreal

• ELANDT, BRITTANY
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ELDRIDGE, HANNAH VANDEGRIFT
  Associate Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 2012 University of Chicago

• ELDRIDGE, MARLOWE W.
  Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 1986 University Of New Mexico

• ELEZABY, MAI A
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Radiology
  MD 1997 Cairo University

• ELFARRA, ADNAN A
  Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 1983 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• ELFENBEIN, JOHANNA
  Assistant Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 2014

• ELFENBEIN, TIMOTHY WEIL
  Assoc Lecturer
  Information School
  PHD 2019 Univ of California Irvine

• ELICEI, KEVIN WILLIAM
  Associate Professor
  Medical Physics

• ELICEI, KEVIN WILLIAM
  Associate Professor
  Medical Physics

• ELMHOULY, MOHAMED
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Statistics
  PHD 2019 University of Virginia

• ELLIS, ALEXANDRE
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2016 University of Montreal

• ELLIS, LISA
  Senior Lecturer
  Communication Arts
  MFA 2007 Columbia College

• ELLISON, AUBREY
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Chemistry
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ELLISON, SHELBY LYNN
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Horticulture
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Davis

• ELSMO, ELIZABETH JANE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Madison Pathology/Toxicology
  DVM 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ELWERT, FELIX
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2006 Harvard University

• EMBORG, MARINA E
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1993 Universidad de Buenos Aires

• EMIRBAYER, MUSTAFA
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1989 Harvard University

• EMISHWILLER, EVE
  Associate Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1999 Cornell University

• ENDELMAN, JEFFREY
  Associate Professor
  Horticulture
• ENDERLE, GORDON
  Faculty Associate
  Risk & Insurance
  BS 1983 Princeton University

• ENDICOTT, SARAH ELISA
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Nursing
  DNP 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ENDRES, MATTHEW CHARLES
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MM 2012 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• ENGLE, CHARLES
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1983 Univ of California Berkeley

• ENGLE, PEYTON BARKLEY
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ENGLAND, SAMUEL
  Associate Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 2006 Univ of Colorado at Denver

• ENGEL, FEYZA SONIYE
  Assistant Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 2007 Baylor College Of Medicine

• ENGLISH, ALFRED
  Associate Professor
  African Cultural Studies
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• ENKE, FINN
  Professor
  Gender And Women Studies
  PHD 1999 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• ENRIQUEZ, FALINA
  Assistant Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 2014 University of Chicago

• ENSTAD, NAN
  Professor
  Community & Environ Sociology
  PHD 1993 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• EPPAMBER
  Associate Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2008 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• EPPERS, AMBER
  Associate Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2008 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• EPPERS, RUSSELL
  Senior Lecturer
  Accting & Info Sys
  MACC 2001 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• ERIKSSON, MARK ALAN
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1997 Harvard University

• ERIKEN, NALAN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Inst Reg Intl Studies
  MA 2012

• ERLANGER, HOWARD
  Professor
  Law School
  PHD 1971 Univ of California Berkeley

• ERMAN, DANIEL M
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1997 University of Chicago
• ERSIG, ANNE
  Assistant Professor
  Nursing
  PHD 2008 University of Iowa

• ESCALANTE, JIM
  Associate Dean
  General Administration
  MFA 1981 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ESCHENFELDER, KRISTIN
  Professor
  Information School
  PHD 2000 Syracuse University

• ESCOTT-STUMPSYLVIA
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Nutritional Sciences

• ESSELMAN, BRIAN JOHN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ETZEL, MARK
  Professor
  Food Science
  PHD 1983 Univ of California Berkeley

• EUDEY, GWEN
  Senior Lecturer
  Economics
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• EVANS, CHRISTINE M
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MS 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EVANS, DAVID TODD
  Professor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EVANS, HEIDI
  Faculty Associate
  English
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• EVANS, PAUL G.
  Professor
  Materials Science & Engineering
  PHD 2000 Harvard University

• EVANS-ROMAINE, KAREN
  Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1996 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• EVERETT, LISA L
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1998 University of Pennsylvania

• EWER, ALISSA
  Assistant Dean/L
  Graduate School

F

• FABRY, ZSUZSANNA
  Professor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1984 Eotvos Lorand University

• FAHL, WILLIAM E
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FAHRENbach, ROBERT
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1977 Northwestern University

• FAIRBANKS, MARIANNE
  Assistant Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  MFA 2001 Chicago Academy Of Fine Arts

• FALK, KATHLEEN MARY
  Faculty Associate
  Academic Programs
  JD Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FALK, MICHAEL EDWARD
  Adjunct Professor
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Prg
  JD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FALL, PAPA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FAMAKIN, BOLANLE M
  Assistant Professor
  Neurology
  MD 2000 University of Iowa

• FAN, JING
  Assistant Professor
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 2014 Princeton University

• FAN, SHUXING
  Assistant Professor
  Theatre & Drama
  MFA 1991 Boston University

• FANG, HANLONG
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
PHD

- FARRELL, ROBERT M
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 2010

- FAWAZ, KASSEM
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 2017 University of MI

- FAWAZ, RAMZI
  Associate Professor
  English
  PHD 2012 George Washington University

- FECU, YANIE
  Assistant Professor
  English
  PHD 2018 Princeton University

- FEDEIA, MARK A.
  Associate Professor
  Finance
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FEIGL, KURT
  Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 1991 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- FEINSTEIN, NOAH WEETH
  Associate Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2008 Stanford University

- FELDMAN, MIKHAIL
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1994 Univ of California Berkeley

- FELDSTEIN, DAVID ALAN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 1996 SUNY At Stony Brook

- FELTON, ELIZABETH
  Assistant Professor
  Neurology
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FENDRICK, CINDY
  Instructl Prg Mgr li
  Computer Sciences
  MSED 2015 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

- FENG, DAWEI
  Assistant Professor
  Materials Science & Engineering
  PHD 2015 Texas A & M University

- FERGUSON, JEANNE MARIE BYRON
  Lecturer
  Social Work

- FERNANDEZ, EARLENE
  Assistant Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2017 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- FERNANDEZ, DONNA
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1987 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

- FERNANDEZ, LUIS A
  Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1987 Universidad Central-Venezuela

- FERRAZZANO, PETER
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1999 St Louis University

- FERREE, MYRA MARX
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1976 Harvard University

- FERREIRA, TATIANA HENRIQUES
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2005 Univ Federal Fluminense

- FERRIER, KEN
  Assistant Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

- FERRIS, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1988 University of Cambridge

- FETTIPLACE, ROBERT
  Professor
  Department Of Neuroscience
  PHD 1974 University of Cambridge

- FIEDLER, NOAH DAVID
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1995

- FIEGEL-NEWLON, JENNIFER ANN
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Nursing
  DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FIELD, AARON S
  Professor
  Radiology
PHD 1993 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

- FIELDER, BRIGITTE  
  Assistant Professor  
  Comp Lit & Folklore Studies  
  PHD 2012 Cornell University

- FIELDS, BETH  
  Assistant Professor  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 2017 Colorado State University

- FIELDS, DAVID  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Asian Studies  
  PHD

- FINDLEY, KEITH  
  Associate Professor  
  Law School  
  JD 1985 Yale University

- FINLEY, KATHRYN BELLIS  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Law School  
  JD 2009 Stanford University

- FINNEY, MISHA  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Communication Sci & Disorders  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FIORE, MICHAEL C  
  Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 1981 Northwestern University

- FIORENZA, MARY E.  
  Faculty Associate  
  English  
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FISCHER, COLLETTE  
  Lecturer  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FISCHER, ISMOR  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Statistics  
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FISCHER, MARTHA  
  Professor  
  Mead Witter School Of Music  
  MA 1982 New England Cnsrvtry Of Music

- FISH, JEFFREY  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Pharmacy  
  PHARMD 1993 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- FISHER, MADELINE MARY  
  Lecturer  
  Life Sciences Communication

PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FISHLER, THERESA  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSW 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FITZPATRICK, LAUREN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Social Work  
  PHD 2015 University of Pittsburgh

- FITZSIMONS, SARAH  
  Assistant Professor  
  Art  
  MFA 2005 Univ of California Los Angeles

- FLAHERTY, MICHAEL  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Life Sciences Communication  
  BA 1978 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- FLANAGAN, BILL  
  Lecturer  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FLANAGAN, CONSTANCE  
  Professor  
  School Of Human Ecology  
  PHD 1987 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- FLANARY, PETER WILLIAM  
  Lecturer  
  Art  
  MFA 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FLEIG, JEFFREY  
  Lecturer  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  EDM 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Superior

- FLETCHER, EMILY RUTH  
  Associate Professor  
  Philosophy  
  PHD 2012 University of Toronto

- FLETCHER, JASON M  
  Professor  
  Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs  
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- FLUGA, ERIC  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Engr Professional Development  
  MS 2017 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- FLYNN, MAXFIELD PATRICK  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Medicine  
  PHD 2007 Northwestern University

- FOLEY, EUGENE F  
  Professor  
  Surgery
MD 1985 Harvard University

- **FOLTZ, JEREMY**
  Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FONCK, RAYMOND JOHN**
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FONDOW, STEVEN RICHARD**
  Lecturer
  Acad & Prg-Noncredit
  PHD 2011 Ohio State University

- **FORD II, JAMES H.**
  Assistant Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FOREST, CARY BRETT**
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1992 Princeton University

- **FOREST, KATRINA T.**
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1993 Princeton University

- **FORREST, LISA J.**
  Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1988 University of Pennsylvania

- **FORSTER BENEDICT, STACY**
  Faculty Associate
  Journalism & Mass Communication
  MS 1999 Northwestern University

- **FOST, NORMAN**
  Professor Emer
  Pediatrics
  MD 1964 Yale University

- **FOURNELLE, JOHN H**
  Senior Scientist
  Geoscience
  PHD 1988 Johns Hopkins University

- **FOWLER, AMY MARIE**
  Assistant Professor
  Radiology
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FOWLER, CYNTHIA**
  Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 1980 Northwestern University

- **FOX, ASHYB KENT**
  Assoc Lecturer
  Law School

JD 2003 Emory University

- **FOX, BRIAN G.**
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1989 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- **FOX, CATHERINE A**
  Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FOYS, MARTIN**
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1998 Loyola University of Chicago

- **FRANCE, KATY**
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  JD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FRANCETIC LEPE, LINDA**
  Assoc Lecturer
  Consumer Science
  MS 1986 Ohio State University

- **FRANCHINO, DAVID CHARLES**
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Mechanical Engineering
  MS 1993 Stanford University

- **FRANCIS, DAVID OLIVER**
  Associate Professor
  Surgery
  MD 2004 University Of Rochester

- **FRANCK, CHRISTIAN**
  Associate Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2008

- **FRANCK, JENNIFER**
  Assistant Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 2009 California Institute of Tech

- **FRANCOIS, CHRISTOPHER J**
  Professor (CHS)
  Radiology
  MD 2000 Northwestern University

- **FRANCOIS, MARY**
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Nursing
  DNP 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FRANK, CHRISTINA**
  Lecturer
  Administration-Acad Affairs
  MS 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- **FRANK, HEIDI**
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
MSW 2005 College Of St Catherine

• FRANTZ, EVA
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FRANTZEN, DIANA L
  Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 1988 Indiana State University

• FRATTA, DANTE
  Associate Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 1999 Georgia Inst of Technology

• FREDERETTE, STEVEN
  Lecturer
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FREDICKSON, DANIEL C
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2005 Cornell University

• FREELAND, ROBERT F
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1994 Univ of California Berkeley

• FREEMAN, KATIE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Nutritional Sciences
  MPA 2012

• FREID, MATTHEW
  Lecturer
  Curriculum And Instruction
  MS 2011 DePaul University

• FREYBERGER, HANS JOACHIM
  Associate Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2013 Northwestern University

• FRICKE, PAUL
  Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 1996 North Dakota State University

• FRIEDL, ANDREAS
  Professor
  Pathology&Laboratory Medicine
  MD 1987 Ghazali Col

• FRIEDLAND, LEWIS
  Professor
  Journalism&Mass Communication
  PHD 1985 Brandeis University

• FRIEDMAN, JAMES ALAN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FRIEDMAN, MATTHEW L.
  Assoc Lecturer
  Economics
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FRIEDMAN, SUSAN
  Acad Program Director
  Interdis Resh Pgms-Humanities
  PHD 1973 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FRIEDRICH, THOMAS CHRISTIAAN
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FRIEDRICH, KRISTEN R
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FRIESEN, PAUL DEAN
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FRITSCH, MICHAEL KEVIN
  Professor (CHS)
  Pathology&Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FROST, NICKOLAS DELMAR
  Assistant Professor
  Counseling Psychology
  PSYD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FU, CHAO
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2010 University of Pennsylvania

• FUHREMANN, KRISTEN
  Faculty Associate
  Accting & Info Sys
  MACC 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• FUJIMURA, JOAN
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1986 Univ of California Berkeley

• FULMER, MIMMI
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MA 1976 New England Cnsrvtry Of Music

• FULTON, SCOTT
  Adjunct Professor
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Prg
  MS 1977 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• FUNG, CONRAD
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Engr Professional Development
• FUNK, LUKE M  
  Associate Professor  
  Surgery  
  MD 2005 Loyola University of Chicago

• FURUMOTO, DAVID  
  Professor  
  Theatre & Drama  
  MFA 1982 University of Hawaii at Manoa

G

• GABAI, JOSHUA  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Curriculum And Instruction  
  EDM 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GADDIS, JENNIFER  
  Assistant Professor  
  School Of Human Ecology  
  PHD 2014 Yale University

• GADE, ANNA MARGARET  
  Professor  
  Academic Programs  
  PHD 1999 University of Chicago

• GADIKOTA, GREESHMA  
  Assistant Professor  
  Civil & Environmental Engr  
  PHD 2014 Columbia University

• GAERTNER, FABIO  
  Associate Professor  
  Accting & Info Sys  
  PHD 2011 University of Arizona

• GAINES, MEG  
  Dis Clinical Prof  
  Law School  
  JD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GALOPEAU, JACQUES  
  Professor  
  Administration  
  MD 1988 University of Montreal

• GALLAGHER III, JOHN SILL  
  Professor  
  Astronomy  
  PHD 1972 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GALLAGHER, CATHERINE L  
  Professor (CHS)  
  Neurology  
  MD 1993 Univ of Colorado at Denver

• GALLAGHER, TONJA MARIE  
  Lecturer  
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed  
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GALLIMORE, CASEY  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Pharmacy  
  PHARMD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GALLIMORE, JONATHAN  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Psychology  
  PHD Washington State University

• GAMM, DAVID  
  Associate Professor  
  Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences  
  PHD 1998 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• GAMMIE, STEPHEN C.  
  Professor  
  Integrative Biology  
  PHD 1997 University of Washington

• GANCO, MARTIN  
  Associate Professor  
  Management & Human Resources  
  PHD 2010 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• GANGLAM, AMY ELIZABETH  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Political Science  
  PHD 2001 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• GANGNON, RON  
  Professor  
  Population Health Sciences  
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GANT, JESSE  
  Lecturer  
  Acad&Prg-Noncredit  
  MA 2007 New York University

• GAO, SONG  
  Assistant Professor  
  Geography  
  PHD 2017 U of California-Santa Barbara

• GARAND, ETIENNE  
  Associate Professor  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 2010 Univ of California Berkeley

• GARBACZ, ANDY  
  Associate Professor  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 2010 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• GARCIA TRILLOS, NICOLAS  
  Assistant Professor  
  Statistics  
  PHD 2015 Carnegie-Mellon University

• GARLOUGH, CHRISTINE  
  Professor  
  Gender And Women Studies  
  PHD 2002 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• GARoon, JOSHUA P
Assistant Professor
Community & Environ Sociology
PHD 2009 Johns Hopkins University

- GARTLAND, SHARON G
  Clinical Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2015 St. Catherine University

- GARTNER, WILLIAM
  Senior Lecturer
  Geography
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- GASCH, AUDREY P.
  Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 2000 Stanford University

- GASPER, DAVID
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 2015

- GATHMAN, CABEL B HANKINSON
  Lecturer
  Gender And Women Studies
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- GATTENBY, TIM G.
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Kinesiology
  MS 1986 Washington State University

- GAUDREAU, JOSEPH B
  Professor L/I
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  M.ARCH

- GAUTHIER, GREGORY MARK
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 1999 Ohio State University

- GE, YING
  Professor
  Cell And Regenerative Biology
  PHD 2002 Cornell University

- GEAR, NATHAN L
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Military Science
  BA 2013 Concordia University Wisconsin

- GEBBIE, MATT
  Assistant Professor
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHD U of California-Santa Barbara

- GEHLBACH, SCOTT
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2003 Univ of California Berkeley

- GEHRING, MICHELLE ANN
  Faculty Associate
  Nursing
  PHD 2011 University of Phoenix

- GEIGER, BENEDIKT
  Assistant Professor
  Engineering Physics

- GEISLER, MATTHEW D
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  BS 2000 Michigan State University

- GELLMAN, SAMUEL H.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1986 Columbia University

- GENNERMAN, REBECCA JO
  Clinical Instructor
  Law School
  MA 2001 Univ of Colorado at Denver

- GENSKOW, KEN
  Professor
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- GEORGE, MAY
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Inst Reg Intl Studies
  PHD 2011 Arizona State University

- GEORGIADES, ARISTOTLE
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1984 Sch Of The Art Inst Of Chicago

- GEPNER, ADAM DAVID
  Clinical Instructor
  Medicine

- GERA, PRERNA
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2017 SUNY at Buffalo

- GERARD, HEATHER STEPHANY
  Adjunct Professor
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Prg
  MS 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- GERASSLLARA
  Assistant Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2017 Washington University

- GERBER, THEODORE P.
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1995 Univ of California Berkeley

- GERHART, BARRY
  Professor
  Management & Human Resources
• GERN, JAMES E.
  Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 1981 University of South Florida

• GERNSBACHER, MORTON ANN
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1983 University of Texas at Austin

• GEVENS, AMANDA JANE
  Associate Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 2005 Michigan State University

• GEYER, NAOMI
  Associate Professor
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 2001 Columbia University

• GHANDHI, JAAL
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1995 Princeton University

• GHOUSSEINI, HALA
  Associate Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2008 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• GIBBS, HOLLY KRISTEN
  Associate Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GIBSON, ANGELA LF
  Assistant Professor
  Surgery
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GIBSON, MARTHA
  Faculty Associate
  Philosophy
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GIDAL, BARRY
  Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHARMD 1990 University of Washington

• GILBERT, LEWIS E
  Senior Lecturer
  Office Of Sustainability

• GILBERT, PUPA
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1987 Univ Studi di Roma-La Sapienza

• GILCHRIST, VALERIE J
  Professor
  Family Medicine
  MD 1977 University of Toronto

• GILCH, WILLIAM KARL
  Sr Outreach Spec
  Administration-Dean'S Office
  DVM 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GILLET, JOHN ROBERT
  Senior Lecturer
  Statistics
  MS 2011 Stanford University

• GILLIAN, ANNELYNN
  Faculty Associate
  Engineering Research Center
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GILLIE, NAZAN
  Faculty Associate
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 2001 Louisiana State U & A&M Colg

• GILLIS, COLIN RADCLIFFE
  Lecturer
  English
  PHD 2011 Yale University

• GILMORE, JANET C.
  Professor
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  PHD 1991 Indiana University

• GILMORE, NATHANIEL K
  Assoc Lecturer
  Political Science
  PHD University of Toronto

• GILROY, SIMON
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1987 University of Edinburgh

• GINDER-VOGEL, MATTHEW
  Associate Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 2006 Stanford University

• GINTHER, OLIVER J
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1967 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GIOIA, CHRISTOPHER
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Psychology
  PHD 2011 Nova University

• GIPSON, JENNIFER
  Assistant Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• GITTER, ANTHONY
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics&Med Informatics
  PHD 2012 Carnegie-Mellon University
• GIVNISH, THOMAS J.
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1976 Princeton University

• GLADSTONE, BRUCE E.
  Senior Lecturer
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  DMA 1999 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• GLASPIE, JODIE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSW 2014 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• GLAWTSCHEW, REBECCA
  Lecturer
  Economics
  PHD Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• GLAZER, JEFFREY
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Law School
  JD 2016 Chicago-Kent College Of Law

• GLEASON, CAREY E
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 1998 CA School of Prof'l Psychology

• GLEICHER, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1994 Carnegie-Mellon University

• GLINBERG, LANNY
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Law School
  JD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GLINSMANN, BETHANY
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GLORIA, ALBERTA M.
  Professor
  Counseling Psychology
  PHD 1993 Arizona State University

• GLOTZER, PAIGE
  Assistant Professor
  History
  PHD 2016 Johns Hopkins University

• GLOWACKI, GULNARA
  Senior Lecturer
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 2009 Eurasian National University

• GLUKHOV, ALEXEY
  Assistant Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2010 Russian Academy of Sciences

• GOCEY, JULIE
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Pediatrics
  MD 1997 Southern IL Univ School of Med

• GOCMEN, ASLIGUL
  Associate Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2005 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• GODFREY, BROOKE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Design Studies
  MFA 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GODING-DOTY, CHRISTINE
  Assoc Lecturer
  English
  MA 2017 Northwestern University

• GOELLNER, SAMEDI S
  Associate Professor
  Liberal Arts & Applied Studies
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GOFF, PETER
  Assistant Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2012 Vanderbilt University

• GOFFMAN, ALICE
  Assistant Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2010 Princeton University

• GOH, JUN LE
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2019 Cornell University

• GOLAB, HANNA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2017 Princeton University

• GOLDBERG, CHAD ALAN
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2001 New College of Florida

• GOLDBERG, SIMON
  Assistant Professor
  Counseling Psychology
  PSYD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GOLDBERG, TONY
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1996 Harvard University

• GOLDBERGER, ZACHARY D.
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 2004 Yale University
• GOLDEN, JENNIFER  
  Assistant Professor  
  Pharmacy  
  PHD 2015 University of Kansas

• GOLDEN, ROBERT N  
  Professor  
  Psychiatry  
  MD 1979 Boston University

• GOLDFEL-CARBALLO, VICTOR  
  Associate Professor  
  Spanish And Portuguese  
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

• GOLDEN, ROBERT N  
  Professor  
  Psychiatry  
  MD 1979 Boston University

• GOLDEN, ROBERT N  
  Professor  
  Psychiatry  
  MD 1979 Boston University

• GOLDSMITH, AARON  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2015 Texas A & M University

• GOLDSMITH, HILL  
  Professor  
  Psychology  
  PHD 1978 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• GOLDSMITH, RANDALL H  
  Associate Professor  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 2007 Northwestern University

• GOLO, THADEUS G.  
  Professor  
  Comparative Biosciences  
  PHD 1984 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• GOMEZ, MARY LOUISE  
  Professor  
  Curriculum And Instruction  
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GOMEZ, PABLO  
  Associate Professor  
  Dept Of Med History&Bioethics  
  PHD Vanderbilt University

• GOMEZ, TIMOTHY M  
  Professor  
  Department Of Neuroscience  
  PHD 1995 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• GONG, SHAOQIN SARAH  
  Professor  
  Biomedical Engineering  
  PHD 1999 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• GONG, XIANGHONG  
  Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 1994 University of Chicago

• GOOD, ANNALEE  
  Lecturer  
  Educational Policy Studies  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GOODING, DIANE CAROL  
  Professor  
  Psychology  
  PHD 1996 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• GOODKIN, RICHARD  
  Professor  
  French And Italian  
  PHD 1981 Princeton University

• GOODRICH-BLAIR, HEIDI  
  Professor  
  Bacteriology  
  PHD 1993 State U of New York at Albany

• GOODMAN, IRWIN  
  Professor  
  Horticulture  
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GOODMAN, IRWIN  
  Professor  
  Horticulture  
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GOODMAN, IRWIN  
  Professor  
  Horticulture  
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GOPALAN, PADMA  
  Professor  
  Materials Science&Engineering  
  PHD 2001 Cornell University

• GORDON, SANDY  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Design Studies  
  MFA 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GORIN, VADIM  
  Assistant Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2011 Moscow State Univ Lomonosov

• GOSBEE, ALYSSA L.  
  Lecturer  
  Marketing  
  MBA 1997 University of Alaska-Anchorage

• GOSS, KARA  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 2007 Baylor College Of Medicine

• GOTTLEIB, PAULA  
  Professor  
  Philosophy  
  PHD 1988 Cornell University

• GOULD, BRIAN  
  Professor  
  Agricultural&Applied Economics  
  PHD 1983 Cornell University

• GOULD, MICHAEL  
  Professor  
  Oncology  
  PHD 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• GOURSE, RICHARD
Professor
Bacteriology
PHD 1980 Brown University

• GRABOIS, DANIEL
Associate Professor
Mead Witter School Of Music
MM 1989 Manhattan School Of Music

• GRAEFE, GOETZ
Adjunct Assoc Prof
Computer Sciences
PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GRAHAM, LINDA
Professor
Botany
PHD 1975 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• GRAHAM, MIKE
Professor
Chemical & Biological Engr
PHD 1991 Cornell University

• GRAHAM, STEPHANIE
Clinical Assoc Prof
Counseling Psychology
PHD 2009 Auburn University

• GRAINGER, CORBETT
Associate Professor
Agricultural & Applied Economics
PHD 2010 U of California-Santa Barbara

• GRALNICK, LISA B
Professor
Art
MFA 1980 SUNY College at New Paltz

• GRANATA, AARON
Audiovisual Srv Asst
Arts Institute - General
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GRANICK, MARTIN
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences
DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GRANT, CARL
Professor
Curriculum And Instruction
PHD 1972 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GRANT, MONICA J
Associate Professor
Sociology
PHD 2009 University of Pennsylvania

• GRATTON, CLAUDIO
Professor
Entomology
PHD 1997 Univ of California Berkeley

• GRAUE, BETH
Professor
Curriculum And Instruction
PHD 1990 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• GRAVES, LUCAS
Associate Professor
Journalism & Mass Communication
PHD 2013 Columbia University

• GRAY, JONATHAN
Professor
Communication Arts
PHD 2003 University of London

• GRECO, JIM
Faculty Associate
Theatre & Drama
MFA 1985 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• GREEN, C. SHAWN
Associate Professor
Psychology
PHD 2008 University Of Rochester

• GREEN, CHELSEY MARIE
Assoc Lecturer
Statistics
MS Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GREEN, GARY P.
Professor
Community & Environ Sociology
PHD 1983 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• GREENBERG, ANDREW
Dis Faculty Associate
Chemical & Biological Engr
PHD 2004 Pennsylvania State University

• GREENBERG, CAPRICE C
Professor
Surgery
MD 1998 University of Chicago

• GREENBERG, JAN
Professor Emer
Social Work
PHD 1987 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• GREENE, CHRISTINA
Professor
Afro-American Studies
PHD 1996 Duke University

• GREENE, LINDA
Professor
Law School
JD 1974 Univ of California Berkeley

• GREENE, MADELYNE ZUEHLKE
Assistant Professor
Nursing
DNS 2017 University of Pennsylvania
• GREENSPAN, DANIEL S.  
  Professor  
  Cell And Regenerative Biology  
  PHD 1981 New York University

• GREENWALD, MERCY MAXAN  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GREENWOOD, PHILIP  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Management & Human Resources  
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GREGORY, JESSE MCCUNE  
  Associate Professor  
  Economics  
  PHD 2012 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• GREIG, TONY  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Accting & Info Sys  
  PHD 1991 University Of Rochester

• GRIECHAN, SABINE  
  Professor  
  German, Nordic & Slavic  
  PHD 1991 U of California-Santa Barbara

• GROB, RACHEL  
  Clinical Professor  
  Law School  
  PHD 2016 City University Of New York

• GROBLEWSKI, GUY  
  Professor  
  Nutritional Sciences  
  PHD 1991 East Carolina University

• GRODSKY, ERIK  
  Professor  
  Sociology  
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GROSS, DOMINIC  
  Assistant Professor  
  Electrical & Computer Engr  
  PHD 2014

• GROSS, KELSEY NICOLE  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GROJAN, TONY  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Accting & Info Sys  
  PHD 1991 University Of Rochester

• GRIMM, GERIT  
  Associate Professor  
  Art  
  MFA 2004 Alfred University

• GRIMM, KREG  
  Associate Professor  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 1993 Johns Hopkins University

• GRIBEK, THOMAS M  
  Professor  
  Radiology  
  MD 1985 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• GUESSOT, CHRISTELLE  
  Associate Professor  
  Entomology  
  PHD 2004 Utah State University
• GUEVAR, JULIEN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2006 Universite de l'Etat a Liege

• GUMPERZ, JENNY
  Professor
  Medical Microbiology
  PHD 1996 Stanford University

• GUNASEKARAN, SUNDARAM
  Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 1985 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• GUNNESON, ERIK
  Faculty Associate
  Communication Arts
  BA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GUO, SHAOMING
  Assistant Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2015 Universitat Bonn

• GUO, XIAOQIN
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2012 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• GUPTA, MOHIT
  Assistant Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2011 Carnegie-Mellon University

• GUPTA, RACHAYTA
  Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  MA

• GUPTE, SACHIN
  Clinical Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2011 University of Pittsburgh

• GUREVICH, SHAMGAR
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2005 Tel Aviv University

• GURNEE, KENDRA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Pharmacy
  MS 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GUSSICK, MEGAN ELIZABETH
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• GUSTAFSON, JAMES P
  Professor
  Psychiatry
  MD 1967 Harvard University

• GUSTIN, LEA
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Chemistry
  DS 2016 University of New Orleans

• GUTHMAN, PAMELA L
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Nursing
  DNP 2015 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• GUTIERREZ CHACON, LUCIA
  Assistant Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 2008 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• GUVER, SARA
  Professor
  English
  PHD 2001 Univ of California Berkeley

H

• HAAS, CHRISTINE
  Lecturer
  Engr Professional Development

• HAAS, NATE
  Lecturer
  Comparative Biosciences
  DVM 2009

• HAAS, RUSS
  Assoc Lecturer
  Academic Affairs
  MS 1992 Naval Postgraduate School

• HABECK, KODY LOUIS
  Lecturer
  Biological Systems Engineering
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HABERKORN, TYRELL
  Associate Professor
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 2007 Cornell University

• HABIB, ASIF DOMINIC
  Professor L/I
  Chemistry
  PHD 1991 Catholic University Of America

• HACKER, TIMOTHY A.
  Senior Scientist
  Cardiovascular Research Center
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HADLEY, DOUGLAS B
  Univ Services Assoc 1
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  MLA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HAFEZ, GHOLAM R.
  Professor (CHS)
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
Faculty

MD 1970 Ferdowsi University of Mashhad

- HAFNER, MADELINE MARGARET
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  EDD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HAGEN, TIMOTHY
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Mead Witter School of Music
  DMA 2014 University of Texas at Austin

- HAGER, DAVID RICHARD
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HAGER, PEGGY
  Senior Lecturer
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  MA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HAGERICH, KIMBERLY ANN
  Senior Lecturer
  English
  MFA 2011 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

- HAGERMOSER, ELIZABETH
  Lecturer
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HAGNESS, SUSAN
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1998 Northwestern University

- HAHM, ANDREW
  Assoc Lecturer
  Accting & Info Sys
  MACC 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HAHN, ERIN MARGARET
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HALAVID
  Assistant Professor
  Biomedical Engineering

- HAIRSTON, MARK STEVEN
  Assistant Professor
  Theatre & Drama
  MFA 2018 Columbia University

- HALBACH, THEODORE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Dairy Science
  MS 1985 University of Arizona

- HALBERG, RICH
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 1994 Michigan State University

- HALL, APRIL
  Clin Genetic Counselor
  Ctr For Human Genomic Prec Med
  PHD 2011 Baylor College Of Medicine

- HALL, DEANNE J
  Adjunct Instructor
  Journalism & Mass Communication
  BA 2011 Indiana University

- HALL, EMILY
  Dis Faculty Associate
  English
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HALL, JOHN
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2007 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

- HALL, TIMOTHY JON
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HALLISY, KRISTINE MARIE
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  DS 2011 Andrews University

- HALLORAN, MARY
  Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HALL, WENDY
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Nursing
  DNP 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

- HALPERN-MEEKIN, SARAH
  Associate Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 2009 Harvard University

- HALVERSON, ALAN DALE
  Adjunct Assoc Prof
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- HALVERSON, ERICA
  Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2005 Northwestern University

- HALVERSON, RICHARD ROGER
  Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2001 Northwestern University

- HALVERSON, STEFFIE
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• HALZEN, FRANCIS L.
  Acad Program Director
  Uw-Ice Cube Research Center
  PHD 1969 Univ Catolique de Louvain

• HAMIDAN, MOHAMED H
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1987 American University of Beirut

• HAMEDANI, AZITA
  Associate Professor
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 2000 Yale University

• HAMERS, ROBERT JOHN
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1986 Cornell University

• HAMPTON, JESSE CLAY
  Assistant Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD

• HAMPTON, JOHN MITCHELL
  Researcher
  Uw Comprehensive Cancer Center
  MS 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HANDELSMAN, JO EMILY
  Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HANHART, ALEXANDER
  Lecturer
  Mathematics
  PHD 2009 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• HANNA, AMGAD
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Neurological Surgery
  MD 1990 Cairo University

• HANNA, AWAD
  Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 1989 Pennsylvania State University

• HANNON, JENNIFER ANNE
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2000

• HANSEN, ANNE
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1999 Harvard University

• HANSEN, BRUCE E.
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1989 Yale University

• HANSEN, DAVID
  Lecturer
  Economics
  PHD 2011 Stanford University

• HANSEN, KAREN ELIZABETH
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HANSEN, KORINNA K
  Senior Lecturer
  Economics
  PHD 2011 University Of Rochester

• HANSON BRENNER, GAIL M
  Faculty Associate
  Nursing
  MSN 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

• HANSON, CARRIE L
  Visiting Lecturer
  Dance
  MA 2001

• HANSON, EDWARD
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HANSON, KAE D
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• HANSON, LANE L
  Assoc Lecturer
  Law School
  MSW 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HANUKAI, MAKSIM
  Assistant Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 2016 Columbia University

• HANUSA, DARALD ROBERT
  Senior Lecturer
  Social Work
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARACKIEWICZ, JUDITH
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1980 Harvard University

• HARARI, PAUL M
  Professor
  Human Oncology
  MD 1984 University of Virginia

• HARDIE, ROBERT J.
  Clinical Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1991 University of Georgia
• HARDIN, JEFF
  Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1987 Univ of California Berkeley

• HARK, MARY
  Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  MFA 1989 Sch Of The Art Inst Of Chicago

• HARKER, KELSEY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Dance
  CER 2017

• HARMES, BRUCE A
  Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1977 Univ of Nebraska Medical Ctr

• HAROLDSON, AMBER RAE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 2013 Univ Of NC At Greensboro

• HARRILL, STEPHANIE
  Lecturer
  Consumer Science
  MSSW 2010 Columbia University

• HARRINGTON, EILEEN
  Adjunct Professor
  Political Science
  JD 1982 U Of The District Of Columbia

• HARRINGTON, GREG
  Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 1997 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• HARRINGTON, JOHN ALAN
  Professor
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  MS 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARRIS, ANDREA
  Associate Professor
  Dance
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARRIS, ANNE BRADFORD
  Clinical Professor
  Waisman Center
  PHD 2003

• HARRIS, MICHELLE
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Biology Core Curriculum
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARRIS, MOLLY SAINER
  Assoc Lecturer
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARRIS, RONALD
  Dis Faculty Associate
  English
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HARRIS, THOMAS
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Engr Professional Development
  PHD 1989 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• HARRISON, MELISSA
  Associate Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  PHD 2006 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• HART, DAVID ALLEN
  Lecturer
  Academic Programs
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HART, ELIZABETH MARIE
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

• HART, SARAH
  Assistant Professor
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2014 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• HARTEL, RICHARD W.
  Professor
  Food Science
  PHD 1980 Colorado State University

• HARTMINK, ALFRED
  Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 2001 University of Reading

• HARTENBACH, ELLEN
  Professor
  Obstetrics & Gynecology
  MD 1988 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• HARTLEY, SIGAN
  Associate Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 2007 University of Wyoming

• HARTLEY, AMY
  Clinical Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2009 A.T. Still University

• HARTMAN, ELLIE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Educational Psychology
  EDD 2007 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• HARTMAN, JEFFREY ALAN
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  DPT
• HARTUP, BARRY KINNEY
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HASHIMOTO, AKI
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1997 Princeton University

• HASSAN, SARA SERAG
  Lecturer
  Pharmacy
  PHD 2017 Harvard University

• HASSETT, DAWNENE
  Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HASTI, BECK
  Faculty Associate
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HASTINGS, PATRICIA
  Faculty Associate
  Journalism & Mass Communication
  MA 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HATZEL, JEFFREY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Geography
  MS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HAU, JULIE MARIE
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology

• HAUSCH, DON
  Professor
  Operations & Information Mgmt
  PHD 1984 Northwestern University

• HAUSMAN, DAN
  Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 1978 Columbia University

• HAUWELL, JENNIFER ANNE
  Lecturer
  Academic Programs
  PHD Boston University

• HAVENS, CYNTHIA ANNE
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MC 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HAVEY, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HAWKINS, MARGARET
  Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 1997 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• HAWKINS, SHAWNA
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences

• HAWKINS, JOHN
  Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• HAWLEY, DONNA J
  Faculty Associate
  Nursing
  DNP 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

• HAYES, COLLEEN E
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1973 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• HAYES MANOGUE, JONANNE MARIE
  Lecturer
  Kinesiology
  EDM 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• HAYNES, APRIL
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2009 U of California-Santa Barbara

• HAYNEY, MARY
  Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHARMD 1993 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• HAYS, REBECCA ELEANOR
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 1999 Univ of California Berkeley

• HAZEN, ALICIA
  Lecturer
  Student Acad Affairs Office
  BA 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEALLESS, LINDSAY
  Clinical Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEATON, CAITLIN
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEFFNER, THOMAS
  Senior Lecturer
  Engr Professional Development

• HEGNA, CHRIS
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
• HEIDE, JAN B
   Professor
   Marketing
   PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEIDE, MARI A PAPAS
   Senior Lecturer
   Marketing
   PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEIDEMAN, BRENDA
   Assoc Lecturer
   Social Work
   MSW 1999 Univ of MD Baltimore County

• HEIDEMAN, WARREN
   Professor
   Pharmacy
   PHD 1983 University of Washington

• HEIDERSCHEIT, BRYAN CHARLES
   Professor
   Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
   PHD 2000 University of Iowa

• HEIM, MELISSA ELLEN
   Clinical Instructor
   Academic Affairs
   PHARMD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEIMERL, FLORIAN
   Assoc Lecturer
   Computer Sciences
   PHD 2016 Universitat Stuttgart

• HEIMKE, JEREMY
   Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
   Naval Science
   BSE 2014 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• HEINER, ELIZABETH ALLEN
   Adjunct Instructor
   Law School
   JD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HEINTZ, CLAUDE
   Faculty Associate
   Dance
   MFA 1991 University of Oregon

• HEINZ, SEBASTIAN
   Professor
   Astronomy
   PHD 2000 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• HEITZ, JEAN G.
   Dis Faculty Associate
   Integrative Biology
   MS 1974 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HELD, PATRICE KARYN
   Asst Professor (CHS)
   Disease Prevention Admin
   PHD 2005 Oregon Health Sciences Univ

• HEMATTI, PEIMAN
   Professor
   Medicine
   MD 1990 University of Tehran

• HENAK, CORINNE
   Assistant Professor
   Mechanical Engineering
   PHD 2013 University of Utah

• HENDERSON, DOUGLASS
   Professor
   Engineering Physics
   PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HENDERSON, JAMES PARKER
   Lecturer
   Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
   PHD 1979 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HENDERSON, MEGHAN MARIE
   Assoc Lecturer
   Social Work
   MSW 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HENDERSON, SHERYL L
   Asst Professor (CHS)
   Pediatrics
   PHD 1990 Johns Hopkins University

• HENDERSON, STEPHANIE A
   Assistant Professor
   Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
   PHD 2017 Colorado State University

• HENDLEY, KATHRYN
   Professor
   Law School
   PHD 1993 Univ of California Berkeley

• HENDRICKS, KENNETH
   Professor
   Economics
   PHD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HENDRICKSON, JARED WILLIAM
   Visiting Instructor
   Spanish And Portuguese
   MA 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HENKE, JAMIE
   Dis Faculty Associate
   Acad Affairs & Prog
   PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HENNESSY, ELIZABETH
   Assistant Professor
   Academic Programs
   PHD 2014 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• HENNING, REBECCA LYNN WARNER
   Clinical Asst Prof
   Communication Sci & Disorders
• HENRIQUES, JEFF
  Dis Lecturer
  Psychology
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HENSLER, KELLY NEWVILLE
  Lecturer
  Design Studies
  M.ARCH 2010 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• HENSON, CYNTHIA A
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HENZLER, KATHERINE A.
  Associate Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2003 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• HEPES, MIRCEA F
  Lecturer
  Agricultural & Applied Economics

• HEPLER, BRIAN
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2019 Northeastern University

• HERATH MUDIYANSELAGE, BANDARA
  Senior Lecturer
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit
  MA 2013 Sri Lanka

• HERMANN, MATT
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Journalism & Mass Communication
  MA 2004 New York University

• HERMANS, IVE
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2006 Katholieke Univ Leuven

• HERNANDEZ, ANTONIO
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HERNANDEZ, LAURA
  Associate Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 2008 University of Arizona

• HERNANDEZ, PAOLA
  Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 2004 University of Kansas

• HERNANDEZ, PATRICIA ANN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Lat Amer Carib Iber St
  PHD

• HERNANDEZ-MORALES, ARMANDO
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HERNANDO, DIEGO
  Assistant Professor
  Radiology
  PHD 2010 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• HERNDON, MATTHEW F
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1998 Univ of Maryland College Park

• HERNKE, MICHAEL TAYLOR
  Lecturer
  Operations & Information Mgmt
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HERRERA, YOSHIKO
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 1999 University of Chicago

• HERRINGA, RYAN
  Associate Professor
  Psychiatry
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HERSHBERGER, KAREN LYNN
  Lecturer
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2004 Harvard University

• HERZOG, EMILY
  Clinical Instructor
  Nursing
  MS Concordia University Wisconsin

• HESS, DIANA E
  Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 1998 University of Washington

• HESS, JAMIE
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 2007 Mayo Foundation

• HETZLER, MARK
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MM 1992 New England Cnsrvtry Of Music

• HEYMANN, ELISA R
  Senior Lecturer
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2001 Univ Autonoma de Barcelona

• HEYMANN, JANE
  Sr Admin Prgm Spec
  Law School
  JD 1977 Washington University
• HICKMANN, ELIZABETH ANNE
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Anesthesiology
  MD 2010 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• HICKS, ANDREA
  Assistant Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 2014 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• HIEBING, LAURA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HIGBY, GREGORY
  Senior Lecturer
  Pharmacy
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HIGGINS, JENNIFER A
  Associate Professor
  Gender And Women Studies
  PHD 2005 Emory University

• HILDNER, DAVID J.
  Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 1979 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• HILLS-MEYER, PATRICK R
  Assoc Lecturer
  Kinesiology
  MA 2004 Western Michigan University

• HILTNER, AARON MICHAEL
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Engr Professional Development
  PHD 2017 Boston College

• HILTYARD, STEPHEN
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1997 Univ of Southern California

• HINKEL, NICHOLE L
  Clinical Instructor
  Nursing
  MSN 2006 Viterbo University

• HINRICHS, NILE CHRISTOPHER
  Senior Lecturer
  Engr Professional Development
  EDM 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HIRSCH, FRANCINE
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1998 Princeton University

• HIRSCH, JAMES GORDON
  Adjunct Professor
  Communication Arts
  BA 1969 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HITCHCOCK, JOHN
  Professor
  Art
  MFA 1997 Texas Tech University

• HITCHMAN, MATTHEW H.
  Professor
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 1985 University of Washington

• HITCHON, WILLIAM N.
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1981 University of Oxford

• HITTINGER, CHRIS TODD
  Associate Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HO, BENJAMIN MING-TAO
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 2010 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• HO, LI-CHING
  Associate Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2008 Columbia University

• HO, NICHOLAS
  Associate Professor
  Ed Leadership&Policy Analysis
  PHD 2010 Indiana University

• HILL, BETSI
  Faculty Associate
  Hawk Center For Invst Analysis
  MS 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HILL, JOEL R
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Family Medicine
  MPAS 1998 Univ of Nebraska at Omaha

• HILL, MARK D.
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1987 Univ of California Berkeley

• HILL, NICHOLAS J
  Faculty Associate
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 University of Southampton

• HILL, PFANIQUE
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  BED 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HILL, ROBERTA J
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1988 Univ of California Los Angeles

• HILLMAN, NICHOLAS
  Associate Professor
  Ed Leadership&Policy Analysis
  PHD 2010 Indiana University
• HOAG, KEVIN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Engr Professional Development
  MS 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOBAN, PAUL R.
  Assistant Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2014 Univ of California Los Angeles

• HOCH, JOHN R.
  Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1983 Thomas Jefferson University

• HOEFFERLE, MARY
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Art
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOFACKER, EMILIE
  Dir, Unspecified (6)
  Vp Diversity And Climate Prog
  MS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOFF, LAURA HEATHER
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Obstetrics & Gynecology
  MD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOFFELD, ERIKA
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2004 Cornell University

• HOFFMAN, DEBORAH ANN
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership&Policy Analysis
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOFFMAN, ERIC JOSEPH
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  MS 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOFFMEISTER, MICHAEL ROBERT
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSW 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOFSTETTER, HEIKE
  Faculty Associate
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 Eberhard Karls Univ Tubingen

• HOFZYZER, MELANIE K
  Senior Lecturer
  Wisconsin School Of Business
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOGAN, JILLIAN
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  PHD 2019 Boston College

• HOGAN, KIRK J
  Professor
  Anesthesiology
  MD 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOLDEN, HAZEL M.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1982 Washington University

• HOLLAND, DUANE
  Assistant Professor
  Dance
  MA 2014 University of Iowa

• HOLLMAN, GREG ALLEN
  Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1984 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• HOLLOWAY, TRACEY
  Professor
  Academic Programs
  PHD 2001 Princeton University

• HOLMAN, SARAH
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2015

• HOLSCHBACH, CHELSEA
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOLSCHUH-HOUDEN, DEB HOUDEN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Ex Mba Program Office
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOLT III, JOSEPH PAYNTER
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Medicine
  MD 1995 University of Louisville

• HONG, SEUNGYO
  Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 2006 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• HONORE, FLORENCE
  Assistant Professor
  Management & Human Resources
  PHD 2015 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• HOOKER, PAUL D
  Senior Lecturer
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 University of Bristol

• HOUN, MRINALINI
  Assistant Professor
  Ophthalmology&Visual Sciences
  PHD 2010 International Univ in Germany
• HOOPER-LANE, ELIZABETH
  Senior Lecturer
  Design Studies
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HOOVER, BRETT THOMAS
  Assoc Lecturer
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HORAMATTHEW T
  Assistant Professor
  Liberal Arts & Applied Studies
  EDD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HORN, HEIDI
  Assoc Lecturer
  Biology Core Curriculum
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HORNER, VANESSA LYNN
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Disease Prevention Admin
  PHD 2007 Cornell University

• HORNBERGER, TROY
  Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2003 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• HORTHISIA, FLORENCE CHARLOTTE
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1999 University of Chicago

• HOURS, DAVID
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Neurology
  PHD 1986 Columbia University

• HOURS, JUSTIN
  Assistant Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2017 University of Pennsylvania

• HU, JIAMIAN
  Assistant Professor
  Materials Science & Engineering
  PHD 2013 Tsinghua University

• HU, YU HEN
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1982 Univ of Southern California

• HUAMBACHANO, MARIAELENA
  Assistant Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 2016 University of Auckland

• HUANG, JINGYI
  Assistant Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 2017 Univ of New South Wales

• HUANG, KRISTINA
  Assistant Professor
  English
  PHD 2017 City University Of New York

• HUANG, QUNYING
  Associate Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2011 George Mason University
• HUANG, SHAOSAI  
Visiting Asst Prof  
Mathematics  
PHD 2018

• HUANG, XIN  
Associate Professor  
Department Of Neuroscience  
PHD 2003 Brown University

• HUANG, ZHEN  
Associate Professor  
Neurology  
PHD 1998 Harvard University

• HUBBARD, EDWARD  
Assistant Professor  
Educational Psychology  
PHD 2004 Univ of California San Diego

• HUBER, GEORGE  
Professor  
Chemical & Biological Engr  
PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HUDSON, ELIZABETH MICHELLE  
Assoc Lecturer  
Social Work  
MSW 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HUETH, BRENT  
Associate Professor  
Agricultural & Applied Economics  
PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HUGHES, GWYNETH  
Lecturer  
Curriculum And Instruction  
PHD 2010 Stanford University

• HUISKEN, JAN  
Honorary Assoc/Fellow  
Integrative Biology  
PHD 2004 Tech Univ Bergakadem Freiberg

• HULL, CHRISTINA MARIE  
Professor  
Biomolecular Chemistry  
PHD 2000 U of California San Francisco

• HUNEEUS, ALEXANDRA  
Professor  
Law School  
PHD 2006 Univ of California Berkeley

• HUNTER, PAUL  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Family Medicine  
MD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HUNTINGTON, RANIA  
Professor  
Asian Languages & Cultures  
PHD 1996 Harvard University

• HURLEY, JAMES  
Professor  
Civil & Environmental Engr  
PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• HURLEY, STEPHEN  
Adjunct Instructor  
Law School  
JD 1972 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• HURTADO, JULIANNA  
Assoc Lecturer  
English  
MFA 2017 Hunter College of CUNY

• HUSTAD, KATIE  
Professor  
Communication Sci & Disorders  
PHD 1999 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• HUTCHINSON, BRIANA KAY  
Clinical Instructor  
Nursing  
MSN 2019 Walden University

• HUTCHINSON, COLLEEN  
Lecturer  
Counseling Psychology  
MA 2012 University of Limerick

• HUTCHINSON, STEVEN  
Professor  
Spanish And Portuguese  
PHD 1984 University of Chicago

• HUTSON, PAUL  
Professor (CHS)  
Pharmacy  
PHARMD 1981 Univ of Tennessee, Memphis

• HUTTENLOCHER, ANNA  
Professor  
Pediatrics  
MD 1988 Harvard University

• HUTTON, JEREMY  
Professor  
Classic & Ancient Near E Stds  
PHD 2005 Harvard University

• HUYNH, TU ANH  
Assistant Professor  
Food Science  
PHD 2012 Univ of California Davis

• HYDE, JANET  
Professor  
Psychology  
PHD 1972 Univ of California Berkeley

• HYER, BRIAN  
Professor  
Mead Witter School Of Music  
PHD 1989 Yale University
• IBARRA, ARMANDO
Acad Program Director
Chicana/O And Latina/O Studies
PHD 2010 Univ of California Irvine

• IBELE, ERIK WARREN
Adjunct Instructor
Law School
JD 1979 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• IBELE, GAIL
Faculty Associate
English
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• IBER, PATRICK
Assistant Professor
History
PHD 2011 University of Chicago

• IBRAHIM, ADIL G
Senior Lecturer
Computer Sciences
PHD 2017 Heriot-Watt University

• IFRIM, MIHAELA
Assistant Professor
Mathematics
PHD 2012 Univ of California Davis

• IKEDA, AKIHIRO
Professor
Genetics
PHD 1997 University of Tokyo

• IKEDA, SHINYA
Assistant Professor
Food Science
PHD 1998 University of Tokyo

• IKONOMIDOU, HRISSANTHI
Professor
Neurology
PHD 1989 George August Univ Gottingen

• ILIN, CORNELIA
Honorary Assoc/Fellow
Agricultural&Applied Economics
PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• IMAMURA, AKIKO
Lecturer
Asian Languages & Cultures
PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• IMHOFF, LISA
Assoc Lecturer
Pharmacy
MSSW 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• INEIFCHEN, JACOB
Assoc Lecturer
Information School

• INEICHEN, JACOB
MA 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• INGHAM, BARBARA H.
Professor
Food Science
PHD 1988 Cornell University

• INGRAHAM, ANGELA M
Assistant Professor
Surgery
MD 2006 Loyola University of Chicago

• INTHALYSAM
Faculty Associate
Se Asian Summer Studies Inst
EDD 1997

• IOFFE, LEV
Professor
Physics
PHD 1985 Moscow Inst Of Physics And Eng

• IPSEN, PERNILLE
Associate Professor
Gender And Women Studies
PHD 2008 University of Copenhagen

• IRGANG, ALAN
Senior Lecturer
Social Work
MSW 1995 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• ISENBUEGEL, STELLA
Lecturer
English
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ISKANDAR, BERMANS J.
Professor
Neurological Surgery
MD 1989 University of Pennsylvania

• IVES, ANTHONY R.
Professor
Integrative Biology
PHD 1988 Princeton University

• IYER, GOPAL
Assistant Professor
Human Oncology
PHD 2004 Maharaja Sayajirao U of Baroda

• JABLONSKY, CLAIRE
Lecturer
Bba Program Office
EDM DePaul University

• JACKA, ELIZABETH
Lecturer
Comparative Biosciences
DVM 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• JACKLITZ, JILL
Clinical Instructor
Academic Affairs
MS 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• JACKSON,DANIEL J
  Associate Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• JACKSON,EDWARD F
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1990 Univ of TX Health Sci Center

• JACKSON,ERLANDO F.
  Professor
  Ed Leadership&Policy Analysis
  PHD 2000 University of Iowa

• JACKSON,MEYER B
  Professor
  Department Of Neuroscience
  PHD 1977 Yale University

• JACKSON,RANDY
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 2002 Univ of California Berkeley

• JACKSON,RANDY
  Lecturer
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• JACKSON,SHERRELLE PRINCESS
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Nursing
  DNP 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• JACOBS,CASANDRA MARIE
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2016

• JACOBS,LEA
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1986 Univ of California Los Angeles

• JACOBS,LINDSAY
  Assistant Professor
  Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• JAHN,JOSEPHINE M
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1988 Cornell University

• JAHN,THOMAS
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1978 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• JALINSKE,EDMUND GEORGE II
  Assoc Lecturer
  Operations & Information Mgmt
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Chemical & Biological Engr  
PHD 1981 California Institute of Tech

KUHLMEL, ANDREW L  
Lecturer  
Office Of Education Outreach  
MS 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KUHL, ASHLEY  
Clin Genetic Counselor  
Pediatrics  
MS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KUHN, BRIANNA RENEE  
Lecturer  
Counseling Psychology

KUHRASCH, CINDY  
Faculty Associate  
Kinesiology  
MS 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

KUKA, RONALD  
Lecturer  
Acad&Prg-Noncredit  
MFA 2011 University of Iowa

KULIG, STEVEN  
Assoc Lecturer  
Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs  
MPA Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KULLU, LORI A  
Faculty Associate  
Nursing  
PHD 2013 U of Northern Colorado

KUMAR, SATISH  
Associate Professor  
Comparative Biosciences  
DVM 1996 Tamil Nadu Vet & Ani Sci Univ

KURTZ, ROBIN  
Dis Faculty Associate  
Bacteriology  
PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KURUTZ, MARIA  
Senior Lecturer  
Design Studies  
BA 1979 Mount Mary College

KUSHNER, DAVID M  
Professor  
Obstetrics & Gynecology  
MD 1994 Wayne State University

KUZUHARA, LOREN  
Senior Lecturer  
Management & Human Resources  
PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KWAN, JASON  
Assistant Professor  
Pharmacy  
PHD 2010 University of Florida

KWASNY, MICHELLE  
Faculty Associate  
Design Studies  
MS 2008 Georgia Inst of Technology

KWEKKEBOOM, KRISTINE  
Professor  
Nursing  
PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

KWIECINSKI, BROOKE REE  
Clinical Assoc Prof  
Psychiatry  
MD 2008 Highland Park Community Coll

KWON, GLEN  
Professor  
Pharmacy  
PHD 1991 University of Utah

KWON, OH HOON  
Assoc Faculty Assoc  
Mathematics  
PHD 2012 Michigan State University

KYDD, ANDREW  
Professor  
Political Science  
PHD 1996 University of Chicago

L'ECUYER, TRISTAN S  
Associate Professor  
Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
PHD 2001 Colorado State University

LA ROWE, TARA LEA  
Assoc Faculty Assoc  
Nutritional Sciences  
PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LA VIGNE, MICHIELE  
Dis Clinical Prof  
Law School
JD 1978 George Washington University

- LABELLE,SUSAN M
  Adjunct Professor
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Prg
  MBA Northern Illinois University

- LABOSKI,CARRIE
  Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 2001 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

- LAESEKE,PAUL
  Assistant Professor
  Radiology
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LAFDOUK,BRAHIM
  Assoc Faculty Assoc Inst Reg Intl Studies
  BA 2008 Univ Cadi Ayyad Marrakech

- LAGALLY,MAX G.
  Professor Emer
  Materials Science & Engineering
  PHD 1968 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LAGMAN,EILEEN
  Assistant Professor
  English
  PHD 2015 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- LAGRO,JAMES
  Professor
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  PHD 1991 Cornell University

- LAI,HUICHUAN
  Professor
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LAINHART,JANET E
  Professor
  Psychiatry
  MD 1979 Wayne State University

- LACCAK,RENEE
  Senior Lecturer
  English
  MS 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

- LAKES,RODERIC
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1975 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst

- LAMBERT,JAMES DAVID
  Senior Lecturer
  Psychology
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LAMBERT,PAUL
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LAMINE,SAFI
  Assoc Faculty Assoc Inst Reg Intl Studies
  MA 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LAMMING,DUDLEY W
  Assistant Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2008 Harvard University

- LANDGRAF,THOMAS ALLAN
  Senior Lecturer
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  BBA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LANDICK,ROBERT
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1983 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- LANDIS,CLARK R.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1983 University of Chicago

- LANG,JOSHUA MICHAEL
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 2006 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

- LANG,LAURA MICHELLE
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  EDD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LANG,PAMELA J
  Assistant Professor
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
  MD 2010 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

- LANGER,UHLLRICH
  Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 1980 Princeton University

- LANGVA,GLORIANN F
  Lecturer
  Art
  BFA 2013 Alfred University

- LANKAU,DAVID
  Associate Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 2007 Univ of California Davis

- LAPIN,JOSHUA ADAM
  Assoc Faculty Assoc Social Work
  MSSW 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LAPINA,ELIZABETH
  Associate Professor
  History
PHD 2007 Johns Hopkins University

- LAPLANTE, MARK J
  Senior Lecturer
  Finance
  PHD 2003 University of Washington

- LAPLANTE, STACIE
  Associate Professor
  Acting & Info Sys
  PHD 2005 University of Washington

- LARGET, BRET ROBERT
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1994 Univ of California Berkeley

- LARK, TYLER JAMES
  Lecturer
  Academic Programs

- LAROCHE, CHRISTOPHER SHAWN
  Senior Lecturer
  Information School
  MA 1993 Trinity College

- LARSEN-KLODD, KATHRYN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSSW 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LARSON, ELIZABETH
  Associate Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 1996 Univ of Southern California

- LARSON, JENNIFER CISKE
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
  MD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LARSON, LAURIE J.
  Senior Scientist
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 1987 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

- LARSON, REBECCA
  Associate Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 2010 Michigan State University

- LARSON-GUENETTE, JULIE CHRISTINE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Testing & Evaluation Services
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LASKEY, FRANCES
  Lecturer
  Wisconsin School Of Business
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LATIMER, TIMOTHY
  Faculty Associate
  Social Work
  MSSW 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LATTIS, JAMES MARION
  Faculty Associate
  Astronomy
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LAUER, JOSEPH G
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1985 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- LAUGHON, ALLEN
  Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 1983 University of Utah

- LAUHON, CHARLES
  Associate Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 1992 Univ of California Berkeley

- LAURENZ, JEAN M
  Assistant Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MM 2013 Yale University

- LAUVER, DIANE RUTH
  Professor
  Nursing
  PHD 1987 University Of Rochester

- LAWLER, JAMES EDWARD
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LAYNE, ELIZABETH ANN
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2002 Colorado State University

- LAYOUN, MARY N.
  Professor
  Comp Lit & Folklore Studies
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Berkeley

- LAZARIAN, ALEX
  Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 1995 University of Cambridge

- LE-HAU D
  Assistant Professor
  Surgery
  MD 2005 Boston University

- LEACHMAN, GWENDOLYN MANRIQUEZ
  Assistant Professor
  Law School
  PHD 2014 Univ of California Berkeley

- LECKRONE, MICHAEL E
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MA 1961 Butler University
• LECLAIR, JESSICA
  Clinical Instructor
  Nursing
  MPH 2016 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• LEDERER, SUSAN MARIE
  Professor
  Dept Of Med History & Bioethics
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEDESMA, EDNA
  Assistant Professor
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  PHD 2016 Texas A & M University

• LEE JR, FRED T
  Professor
  Radiology
  MD 1986 Boston University

• LEE, ALICIA
  Assistant Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MM 2006 Univ of Southern California

• LEE, CAROL EUNMI
  Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1997 Univ of California San Diego

• LEE, CHARLIE S.
  Clinical Instructor
  Pharmacy
  BS 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEE, CHOUA
  Lecturer
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  MA 2011 Edgewood College

• LEE, GRACE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEE, HANSEUL STEPHANIE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Information School
  PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEE, HELEN
  Associate Professor
  Art
  MFA 2006 Rhode Island School of Design

• LEE, JOHN
  Professor
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 1992 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• LEE, JONAS J
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 1996 University of Kansas

• LEE, KANG WOOK
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD Univ of California Berkeley

• LEE, LAURA
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEE, RACHEL
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  AUD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEE, STACEY
  Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 1991 University of Pennsylvania

• LEE, TEV
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

• LEE, YOUNGSOOK
  Associate Professor
  Cell And Regenerative Biology
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEE, THOMAS MICHAEL
  Lecturer
  Art
  AS 2011 Cabrillo College

• LEFF, PAUL ADAM
  Lecturer
  Finance
  MS 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEGAULT, HOBBES
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEGENZA, LAUREL
  Lecturer
  Academic Affairs
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LEHNER, ANNA M
  Admin Program Spec
  General Administration

• LEIVENDECKER, ERIC R.
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Anesthesiology
  MD 2013

• LEIGHTY, CORINNE MEI
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2013 Univ of California Davis

• LEITH, ELIZABETH A.
LEKO, MELINDA
Associate Professor
Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
PHD 2008 University of Florida

LEMANSKE, ROBERT F
Professor
Pediatrics
MD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LEMASTER, TRACY WENDT
Lecturer
Gender And Women Studies
PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LEMIRAND-POEPPING, DAWN
Faculty Associate
Curriculum And Instruction
MA 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LEMPSTEFFEN
Professor
Mathematics
PHD 1986 University of Chicago

LENNIX, SHAWN
Clinical Instructor
Pathobiological Sciences
DVM 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LENSE, KIMBERLY
Univ Services Assoc 2
Social Education Office

LENTZ, RASMUS
Professor
Economics
PHD 2002 Northwestern University

LEONARD, KATHERINE
Clinical Instructor
Surgical Sciences
DVM 2016 Tufts University

LEPOWSKY, MARIA
Professor
Anthropology
PHD 1981 Univ of California Berkeley

LERMAN, OMER
Clinical Instructor
Pathobiological Sciences

LESCH, CAROLYN
Senior Lecturer
Law, Society And Justice
MSSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LESIEUTRE, BERNIE
Professor
Electrical & Computer Engr

PHD 1993 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

LESLIE, TREVOR M
Visiting Asst Prof
Mathematics
PHD 2018

LESSARD, LAURENT
Assistant Professor
Electrical & Computer Engr
PHD 2011 Stanford University

LEVIN, ALLISON SANDRA
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences
DVM 2015

LEVCHENKO, ALEX
Associate Professor
Physics
PHD 2009 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

LEVCHENKO, POLINA
Asst Faculty Assoc
Human Development & Family Study
PHD 2013 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

LEVSON, BARRY MARTIN
Prof Consult-Lte
Academic Affairs
JD 1974 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LEVERTY, TYLER
Associate Professor
Risk & Insurance
PHD 2005 Georgia State University

LEVINE, JON E
Professor
Department Of Neuroscience
PHD 1982 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

LEVINE, OLIVER
Associate Professor
Finance
PHD 2011 University of Pennsylvania

LEWANDOWSKI, GINA
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Curriculum And Instruction
MA 1990 Ohio State University

LEWIS, PETER W
Associate Professor
Biomolecular Chemistry
PHD 2006 Univ of California Berkeley

LEWIS, SHANA RUTH
Adjunct Instructor
Ex Mba Program Office
JD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LEWIS-WILLIAMS, TRACY
Faculty Associate
Computer Sciences
• LI, CHIAO-PING
  Professor
  Dance
  MA 1989 Univ of California Los Angeles

• LI, JAMES
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2013 Univ of California Los Angeles

• LI, JANE
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 2009 Purdue University

• LI, JINGSHAN
  Professor
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• LI, KE
  Assistant Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LI, LINGJUN
  Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 2000 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• LI, MIN
  Senior Lecturer
  Management & Human Resources
  PHD 2008 Duke University

• LI, QIN
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LI, WAN-JU
  Associate Professor
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
  PHD 2004 Thomas Jefferson University

• LI, WEIJIA
  Assistant Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 2009 Ohio State University

• LI, YAFEI
  Professor
  Language Sciences Program
  PHD 1990 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• LI, YIN
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics&Med Informatics
  PHD 2017 Georgia Inst of Technology

• LI, YUHANG
  Associate Professor
  Art History

• PHD 2011 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

• LIANG, YINGYU
  Assistant Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2014 Georgia Inst of Technology

• LIANG, YUN
  Assistant Professor
  Medical Microbiology
  PHD 2013 Univ of California San Diego

• LIAO, PENTING
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2009 National Taiwan University

• LIBLIT, BEN
  Associate Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2004 Univ of California Berkeley

• LIESCH, PJ
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Entomology
  MS 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LIGHT, MICHAEL THOMAS
  Associate Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2013 Pennsylvania State University

• LIKOS, WILLIAM
  Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 2000 Colorado School of Mines

• LIM, BYUNG-JIN
  Associate Professor
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 2003 Indiana University

• LIM, CHAEYOUN
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2007 Harvard University

• LIM, NOAH
  Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2005 University of Pennsylvania

• LIN, JASON CHIEH-SHEN
  Senior Lecturer
  Engr Professional Development
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LINDBERG, SARA
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• LINDEMANN, ABBY
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LINDEROTH, JEFFREY
  Professor
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 1998 Georgia Inst of Technology

- LINDQUIST, MARK A
  Senior Lecturer
  Wisconsin School of Business
  PHD 1981 Indiana University

- LINDROTH, RICK
  Professor
  Entomology
  PHD 1984 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- LINDSAY, KEISHA
  Associate Professor
  Gender And Women Studies
  PHD 2009 University of Chicago

- LINSMEIER, THOMAS J.
  Professor
  Acting & Info Sys
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LINTNER, KIM
  Clinical Instructor
  Academic Affairs
  PHARMD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LIPASTI, MIKKO
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1997 Carnegie-Mellon University

- LIPINSKI, ROBERT JAN
  Associate Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LISOWSKI, DAN
  Associate Professor
  Theatre & Drama
  MFA 2009 Yale University

- LITOVSKY, RUTH Y
  Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 1991 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

- LITZELMAN, KRISTIN
  Assistant Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LIU, BO
  Professor
  Surgery
  PHD 1993 SUNY Health Sci Cntr-Syracuse

- LIU, GLENN
  Professor
  Medicine

MD 1997 Thomas Jefferson University

- LIU, KAI BO
  Associate Professor
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 2013 Georgia Inst of Technology

- LIU, QING
  Associate Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2006 Ohio State University

- LIU, RAN
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2019 University of Pennsylvania

- LIU, YAO
  Assistant Professor
  Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
  MD 2008 Harvard University

- LIVANOS, CHRISTOPHER
  Professor
  Comp Lit & Folklore Studies
  PHD 2001 Harvard University

- LIVNY, MIRON
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1984 Weizmann Institute of Science

- LIVORNI, ERNESTO
  Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 1990 University of Connecticut

- LIWE, AMELIA JOAN
  Faculty Associate
  Se Asian Summer Studies Inst
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LLOYD, RICARDO V
  Professor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LO, ADELINE Y
  Assistant Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2016 Univ of California San Diego

- LOCKMAN, RAY
  Instructional Spec
  Information School
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LOCONTE, NOELLE
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 2000 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

- LOEB, DAN
  Professor
  Oncology
- LOEBER, SAMANTHA  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 2015 Colorado State University

- LOESER, THOMAS  
  Professor  
  Art  
  MFA 1992 U of Massachusetts Dartmouth

- LOEW, PATTY  
  Professor  
  Life Sciences Communication  
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LOEW, LAURENCE  
  Assistant Professor  
  Genetics  
  PHD 2002 Technische Universitat Munchen

- LOEWEN, CARIN  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Genetics  
  PHD 2005 Colorado State University

- LOFTON, LAUREN K.  
  Lecturer  
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ  
  JD 2003 Washington University

- LOGAN, JOHN A.  
  Professor  
  Sociology  
  PHD 1977 Cornell University

- LOH, PO-LING  
  Associate Professor  
  Statistics  
  PHD 2014 Univ of California Berkeley

- LOH, WEI-YIN  
  Professor  
  Statistics  
  PHD 1982 Univ of California Berkeley

- LOHEIDE II, STEVEN PAUL  
  Professor  
  Civil & Environmental Engr  
  PHD 2006 Stanford University

- LOKUTA, ANDREW J  
  Faculty Associate  
  Kinesiology  
  PHD 1993 Univ Of Maryland At Baltimore

- LONG, AAMINAH  
  Lecturer  
  Counseling Psychology  
  EDM 2018 University of Pennsylvania

- LONG, MICAH THOMAS  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Anesthesiology

- MD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LONG, XIAOYANG  
  Assistant Professor  
  Operations & Information Mgmt  
  PHD 2017 Hong Kong Univ of Sci & Tech

- LONGLEY, BRUCE JACK  
  Professor  
  Dermatology  
  MD 1979 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LOOK, KEVIN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Pharmacy  
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LOPEZ, LORI  
  Associate Professor  
  Communication Arts  
  PHD 2012 Univ of Southern California

- LOPEZ-HERNANDEZ, ARNOLDO  
  Lecturer  
  Food Science  
  PHD 2006 Universidad Veracruzana

- LOR, MAICHOU  
  Assistant Professor  
  Nursing  
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LORD PLUMMER, KIM  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Comparative Biosciences  
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- LOTHARY, BRITTA N  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Nursing  
  MSN 2012 Maryville Univ Of St. Louis

- LOTHE, KATIE  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Nursing  
  DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

- LOTTA, CORISSA  
  Faculty Associate  
  Counseling Psychology  
  PHD 2001 Arizona State University

- LOUDEN, MARK  
  Professor  
  German, Nordic & Slavic  
  PHD 1988 Cornell University

- LOUIE, NICOLE L  
  Assistant Professor  
  Curriculum And Instruction  
  PHD 2015 Univ of California Berkeley

- LOVELACE, DAVID MICHAEL  
  Assistant Scientist  
  Geoscience
LODY, JENNA M
Assistant Professor
Geography
PHD 2005 U of California Ext-Berkeley

LU, QIONGSHI
Assistant Professor
Biostatistics & Med Informatics
PHD 2017 Yale University

LU, REBECCA WILLETT
Associate Professor
Electrical & Computer Engr
PHD 2005 Rice University

LUBNER, SAM JOSEPH
Assoc Professor (CHS)
Medicine
MD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LUBSEN, JULIA R
Asst Professor (CHS)
Family Medicine
MD 2013 Yale University

LUBY, CLAIRE
Assoc Lecturer
Biology Core Curriculum
PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LUCEY, JOHN A.
Professor
Food Science
PHD 1992 Ireland (Eire)

LUCEY, MICHAEL R
Professor
Medicine
MD 1985 Univ of Dublin-Trinity College

LUCK, BRIAN
Assistant Professor
Biological Systems Engineering
PHD 2013 Mississippi State University

LUDOIS, DANIEL COLIN
Associate Professor
Electrical & Computer Engr
PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LUDWIG, KIP ALLAN
Visiting Assoc Prof
Biomedical Engineering
PHD

LUEDTKE, JIM
Professor
Industrial & Systems Engr
PHD 2007 Georgia Inst of Technology

LUKSZYS, PETER B
Senior Lecturer
Grainger Ctr For Scm

MBA 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LUND, JANE RENEE
Clinical Instructor
Surgical Sciences
DVM 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

LUPYAN, GARY
Associate Professor
Psychology
PHD 2007 Carnegie-Mellon University

LUSTGARTEN, SAMUEL D
Clinical Asst Prof
Counseling Psychology
PSYD 2018 University of Iowa

LUTZ, ROBERT SCOTT
Associate Professor
Forest & Wildlife Ecology
PHD 1987 Oregon State University

LUZZIO, CHRISTOPHER C
Assoc Professor (CHS)
Neurology
MD 1993 Univ of Kansas Medical Center

LYNCH, DAN
Associate Professor
Acting & Info Sys
PHD 2014 Michigan State University

LYNN, DAVID M.
Professor
Chemical & Biological Engr
PHD 1999 California Institute of Tech

LYONS, JOHN DAVID
Assoc Lecturer
Integrative Biology
PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

MA, CHU
Assistant Professor
Electrical & Computer Engr
PHD 2019 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

MA, ZHENQIANG
Professor
Electrical & Computer Engr
PHD 2001 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

MACASAET, DAVID WEBER
Lecturer
Counseling Psychology
MFA 2005 University of Montana

MACAULAY, MONICA
Professor
Language Sciences Program
PHD 1987 Univ of California Berkeley

MACDONALD, MARYELLEN
Faculty

Professor
Psychology
PHD 1986 Univ of California Los Angeles

- MACE, DAKOTA
  Spec Act Helper-Lte
  Exhibits & Collections
  MFA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MACGUIDWIN, ANN E.
  Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 1983 Michigan State University

- MACHOIAN, RONALD
  Senior Lecturer
  Is Major
  PHD 2002 Univ of Missouri-Kansas City

- MACKAY, JOHN
  Associate Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 2011 Princeton University

- MACOMBER, KELSEY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Dance
  CER 2014

- MADDEN, HALEY
  Assoc Outreach Spec
  General Administration
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MADUREIRA, LUIS
  Professor
  African Cultural Studies
  PHD 1991 Univ of California San Diego

- MAEDA, HIROSHI
  Associate Professor
  Botany
  PHD 2006 Michigan State University

- MAES, MARINA
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2017 Univ of Colorado at Denver

- MAGANTI, RAMA K
  Professor (CHS)
  Neurology
  MBBS 1987

- MAGNOLFI, LORENZO
  Assistant Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2016 Yale University

- MAGNUSON, KATHERINE ANNE
  Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2002 Northwestern University

- MAGUIRE, MICHAEL
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Civil Society And Comm Studies
  MS 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MAHALINGAM, RAMAMURTHY
  Assistant Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1998 Clemson University

- MAHER, JESSICA M
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2011 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- MAHONEY, JANE E
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1986 U of California San Francisco

- MAIER, JOSEPH MICHAEL
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- Mailick, Marsha
  Professor Emer
  Social Work
  PHD 1976 Brandeis University

- MAKI, DENNIS G.
  Professor Emer
  Medicine
  MD 1967 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MAKI, LYNN MARIE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MA 2012 Edgewood College

- MAKIELSKI, JONATHAN C
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1979 University of Chicago

- MALCHOW, CATHERINE RITA
  Clinical Instructor
  Law School
  JD Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MALECKI, KRISTEN
  Associate Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 2005 Johns Hopkins University

- MALITSKY, EUGENIA
  Lecturer
  Mathematics
  MA 1991 Univ of California Berkeley

- MALLOY, MATTHEW
Adjunct Asst Prof
Electrical & Computer Engr
PHD Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MALLUCCI, PAOLA
  Assistant Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2013 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• MALONE, KRISTA-LEE MEGHAN
  Faculty Associate
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• MALSON-HUDDLE, ELIZABETH ROSS
  Senior Lecturer
  Wisconsin School Of Business
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MANDEL, MARK
  Associate Professor
  Medical Microbiology
  PHD 2005 Princeton University

• MANGIULLI, KALA
  Clinical Instructor
  Disease Prevention Admin

• MANI, B. VENKAT
  Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 2001 Stanford University

• MANKOWSKI, JOEL E
  Senior Lecturer
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  MS 1994 McDaniel College

• MANN, TERRY MICHAEL
  Senior Lecturer
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  MS 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MANS, CHRISTOPH
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2006 Universitat Leipzig

• MANSFIELD, MARSHA
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Law School
  JD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MAO, LU
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics & Med Informatics
  PHD 2016 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• MARAVELIAS, CHRISTOS
  Professor
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHD 2004 Carnegie-Mellon University

• MARCHE II, JORDAN DALE
  Senior Lecturer

Astronomy
PHD 2011 Indiana University

• MARCOTT, SHAUN ANDREW
  Assistant Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 2011 Oregon State University

• MARCOUILLET, DAVID
  Professor
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  PHD 1992 Oklahoma State University

• MARES, MARIE-LOUISE
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARES-PERLMAN, JULIE ANNE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  MA 2016

• MARGOLIS, AMANDA
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARI-BEFFA, GLORIA
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1991 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• MARIN-SPIOTTA, ERIKA
  Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Berkeley

• MARKEL, MARK D.
  Professor
  Medical Sciences
  PHD 1990 Mayo Foundation

• MARKER, PAUL
  Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 1998 Stanford University

• MARKLEY, JOHN L.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1970 Harvard University

• MARLER, CATHERINE
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1990 Arizona State University

• MAROON, ELIZABETH
  Assistant Professor
Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
PHD 2011 Colorado State University

• MARQUES, FERNANDO JAVIER  
Clinical Assoc Prof  
Medical Sciences  
DVM 2005 Universidad de Buenos Aires

• MARQUEZ, BENJAMIN  
Professor  
Political Science  
PHD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARRETT, CORA BAGLEY  
Professor Emer  
Sociology  
PHD 1968 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARSHALL, NANCY  
Professor  
Art History  
PHD 1998 Yale University

• MARSHALL, SIMON LINDSAY  
Assistant Professor  
Mathematics  
PHD 2010 Princeton University

• MARTEL-ARQUETTE, ANNA  
Clinical Instructor  
Surgical Sciences  
DVM 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARTELL, JEFFREY D  
Assistant Professor  
Chemistry  
PHD 2015 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• MARTIN, ANN SMART  
Professor  
Art History  
PHD 1993 Ctg of William & Mary-Virginia

• MARTIN, BETH  
Professor (CHS)  
Pharmacy  
PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARTIN, JOHN  
Assoc Lecturer  
Counseling Psychology  
EDD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARTIN, JONATHAN EDWARD  
Professor  
Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
PHD 1992 University of Washington

• MARTIN, KERRY  
Faculty Associate  
Integrative Biology  
MS 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARTIN, LISA  
Professor  
Political Science  
PHD 1989 Harvard University

• MARTIN, THOMAS F J  
Professor  
Biochemistry  
PHD 1974 Harvard University

• MARTINEZ, MARCOS  
Assoc Lecturer  
Electrical & Computer Engr  
PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARTINS, JP  
Assistant Professor  
Medical Sciences  
PHD 2016

• MARTYSARAH  
Lecturer  
Acad&Prg-Noncredit  
MS 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MARULASIDDAPPA, SURESH  
Professor  
Pathobiological Sciences  
PHD 1995 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• MARX, ABUGAIL  
Assoc Lecturer  
Communication Sci & Disorders  
MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MASON, ANDREA H  
Professor  
Kinesiology  
PHD 2001 Simon Fraser University

• MASON, JOSEPH  
Professor  
Geography  
PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MASROUR, FARID  
Associate Professor  
Philosophy  
PHD 2008 University of Arizona

• MASSEY, ANNE PATRICIA  
Professor  
Operations & Information Mgmt  
PHD 1991 Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst

• MASSOGGLIA, MICHAEL A  
Professor  
Sociology  
PHD 2006 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• MASSON, PATRICK  
Professor  
Genetics  
PHD 1985 Fac Des Sci Agro DE Gembloux

• MASTERS, KRISTYN  
Professor
Biomedical Engineering
PHD 2001 Rice University

- MATHEWS, JIM
  Lecturer
  Art
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MATHIEU, ROBERT D.
  Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 1983 Univ of California Berkeley

- MATHUR, SAMEER KUMAR
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 1999 Northwestern University

- MATOSIAN, MARK
  Lecturer
  School Of Business
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MATSUMURA, ELLA MAE
  Professor
  Acting & Info Sys
  PHD 1984 University of British Columbia

- MATSUMURA, JON S
  Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1988 Northwestern University

- MATTHEWS, PERCIVAL G
  Associate Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2010 Vanderbilt University

- MATTHIES, ROBIN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MATTILA, DANE
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

- MATULIONIS, GAUDRIMAS
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Naval Science
  MS 2015 Univ of California Los Angeles

- MAUJK, MATTHEW
  Lecturer
  Art
  MFA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MAVRIKAKIS, MANOS
  Professor
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHD 1994 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- MAWST, LUKE
  Professor

- MATSUMURA, ELLA MAE
  Professor
  Acting & Info Sys
  PHD 1984 University of British Columbia

- MAWST, LUKE
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1987 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- MAXIM, LAURENTIU
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2005 University of Pennsylvania

- MAYER, KENNETH
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 1988 Yale University

- MAYER, JOSHUA B
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Law, Society And Justice
  JD 1991 Chicago-Kent College Of Law

- MAYHEW, BRIAN W
  Professor
  Acting & Info Sys
  PHD 1997 University of Arizona

- MAYNARD, DOUGLAS W.
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1979 U of California-Santa Barbara

- MAYS, TAMMY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Information School
  PHD 2013

- MAZACK, KATHRYN
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MC ANULTY, JONATHAN FRANCIS
  Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MC CAMMON, DAN
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1971 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MC CLAIN, ROB
  Faculty Associate
  Chemistry
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MC DANIEL, SARAH
  Lecturer
  Information School
  MA 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

- MC LEOD, DOUGLAS
  Professor
  Journalism & Mass Communication
  PHD 1989 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- MC SHANE-HELLENBRAND, KAREN
  Faculty Associate
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCADAMS, RYAN M</td>
<td>Assoc Professor (CHS)</td>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td>MD 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCBRIDE, ERIN K.</td>
<td>Clinical Assoc Prof</td>
<td>Law School</td>
<td>University of Iowa</td>
<td>JD 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCALLUM, JAMES SCOTT</td>
<td>Adjunct Assoc Prof</td>
<td>Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td>MA 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCANTS, MICHAEL</td>
<td>Assoc Lecturer</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>Kansas State University</td>
<td>MS 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCARTHY, DANIELLE ERIN</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td>PhD 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCARTHY, LIZ</td>
<td>Sr Advisor</td>
<td>Office Of Undergrad Advising</td>
<td>Southern IL Univ.-Carbondale</td>
<td>MS 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCARY, LINDSAY</td>
<td>Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof</td>
<td>Volunteer Staff</td>
<td>University of Southern California</td>
<td>PhD 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCLEAN, MEGAN</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
<td>PhD 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCLURE, LAURA</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Classic &amp; Ancient Near E Stds</td>
<td>University of Chicago</td>
<td>PhD 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCLURG, TIM</td>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
<td>Operations &amp; Information Mgmt</td>
<td>Purdue University</td>
<td>PhD 1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCORD, ALEIA INGULLI</td>
<td>Assoc Faculty Assoc</td>
<td>Africa Center</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td>PhD 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCOY, ALFRED</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCOY, M</td>
<td>Visiting Asst Prof</td>
<td>Communication Arts</td>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>PHD 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCOY, SARA</td>
<td>Asst Professor (CHS)</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td>MD 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCULLOUGH, TIMOTHY M</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>University of Nebraska at Omaha</td>
<td>MD 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCULLOH, KATE</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Botany</td>
<td>University of Utah</td>
<td>PHD 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCULLOUGH, CHAD J</td>
<td>Adjunct Asst Prof</td>
<td>Mead Witter School Of Music</td>
<td>University of Washington</td>
<td>JD 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCURDY, MARTHA L</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>PHD 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDERMOTT, MEGAN</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td></td>
<td>University of California Berkeley</td>
<td>JD 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDERMOTT, ROBERT F</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>University of California Berkeley</td>
<td>PHD 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDONALD, DAVID MACLAREN</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>Columbia University</td>
<td>PHD 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOWELL, COLLEEN M</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Ophthalmology &amp; Visual Sciences</td>
<td>University of Iowa</td>
<td>PHD 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDOWELL, THOMAS S</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Anesthesiology</td>
<td>University of Iowa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCFARLAND, RICHARD</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anthropology  
PHD 2011  

• MCGARR, KATHRYN  
Assistant Professor  
Journalism & Mass Communication  
PHD 2017 Princeton University  

• MCGLAMERY, THOMAS  
Faculty Associate  
Engr Professional Development  
PHD 2000 University of Texas at Austin  

• MCGRANAHAN, PAMELA  
Clinical Assoc Prof  
Nursing  
DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• MCINNES, BRIAN D  
Associate Professor  
School Of Human Ecology  
EDD 2010 Univ of Minnesota-Duluth  

• MCKELVEY, CHRISTOPHER  
Lecturer  
Economics  
PHD 2005 Univ of California Los Angeles  

• MCKEOWN, JAMES  
Professor  
Classic & Ancient Near E Stds  
PHD 1978 University of Cambridge  

• MCKINNEY DE ROYSTON, MAXINE  
Assistant Professor  
Curriculum And Instruction  
PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley  

• MCKINNON, SARA  
Associate Professor  
Communication Arts  
PHD 2008 Arizona State University  

• MCKOWN, KEVIN M.  
Professor (CHS)  
Medicine  
MD 1983 Wayne State University  

• MCLELLAN, GILLIAN  
Associate Professor  
Surgical Sciences  
PHD 2000 University of London  

• MCMAHON, KATHERINE  
Professor  
Civil & Environmental Engr  
PHD 2002 Univ of California Berkeley  

• MCMAHON, ROBERT J.  
Professor  
Chemistry  
PHD 1985 Univ of California Los Angeles  

• MCMANUS, PATRICIA  
Professor  
Plant Pathology  
PHD 1994 Michigan State University  

• MCMASTER, JAMES  
Assistant Professor  
Gender And Women Studies  

• MCMILLAN, ALAN BLAIR  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Radiology  
PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• MCMILLAN, DAWNA  
Clinical Asst Prof  
Nursing  
DNP 2018 Univ of Illinois at Chicago  

• MCNEEL, DOUGLAS GORDON  
Professor  
Medicine  
PHD 1992 University of Chicago  

• MCQUILLAN, MOLLIE THERESE  
Assistant Professor  
Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
PHD 2017 Northwestern University  

• MEAD, JULIE F  
Professor  
Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• MEAD, SCOTT MICHAEL  
Clinical Assoc Prof  
Medicine  
MD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• MECOZZI, SANDRO  
Professor  
Pharmacy  
PHD 1996 California Institute of Tech  

• MEDINA, RUBEN  
Professor  
Spanish And Portuguese  
PHD 1990 Univ of California San Diego  

• MEDNICK, ADAM  
Lecturer  
Academic Programs  

• MEDOW, JOSHUA ERIC  
Associate Professor  
Neurological Surgery  
MD 1999 Univ of Illinois at Chicago  

• MEHLE, ANDREW  
Associate Professor  
Medical Microbiology  
PHD 2004 Harvard University  

• MEIER, ALISON  
Assoc Lecturer  
Social Work  
MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• MEILLER, LARRY  
  Professor Emer  
  Life Sciences Communication  
  PHD 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEINE, CURT DONALD  
  Adjunct Assoc Prof  
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology  
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEKEEL, WILLIAM JAMES  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Geography  
  MS 2011 Minnesota State Univ, Mankato

• MELLO, ANTONIO S  
  Professor  
  Finance  
  PHD 1987 University of London

• MELLOR, SCOTT  
  Lecturer  
  Acad&Prg-Noncredit  
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MENDONCA, ENEIDA A  
  Visiting Professor  
  Biostatistics&Med Informatics  
  PHD 2002 Columbia University

• MENDOZA RIVERA, HENRY  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Statistics  
  MS 2011

• MENECHELLA, GRAZIA  
  Associate Professor  
  French And Italian  
  PHD 1994 University of Toronto

• MENZEL, ANNIE  
  Assistant Professor  
  Gender And Women Studies  
  PHD 2014 University of Washington

• MERCADO, SARLI E  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Spanish And Portuguese  
  PHD 2011 Boston University

• MERMELSTEIN, OMER  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Mathematics  
  PHD

• MERRINS, MATTHEW JAMES  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medicine  
  PHD 2008 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• MERTZ, JANET  
  Professor  
  Oncology  
  PHD 1975 Stanford University

• MESSINA, JAMES  
  Associate Professor  
  Philosophy  
  PHD 2011 University of San Diego

• MESSING, ALBEE  
  Acad Program Director  
  Waismann Center  
  PHD 1982 University of Pennsylvania

• METCALF, CARISSA ROSE  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• METZLOFF, KYLE ERIC  
  Professor L/I  
  Materials Science&Engineering  
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEURIS, JIRS  
  Assistant Professor  
  Management & Human Resources  
  PHD University of Pittsburgh

• MEYER, DANIEL  
  Professor  
  Social Work  
  PHD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEYER, GABRIELLE E.  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Testing & Evaluation Services  
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEYER, KEITH C  
  Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 1981 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEYER, LAUREN N  
  Lecturer  
  Educational Psychology  
  PSYD 2018 University of Arizona

• MEYER, MARK BENJAMIN  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MEYERAND, BETH  
  Professor  
  Medical Physics  
  PHD 1996 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• MEYERS, JENNIFER  
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow  
  Design Studies  
  MS 1987 University Of Houston

• MEYERS, STEPHEN R  
  Professor  
  Geoscience  
  PHD 1999 Northwestern University
• MEYN, ION
  Assistant Professor
  Law School
  JD 2000 Hastings Cgl of Law, U of CA

• MEYN, STEPHEN
  Professor
  Pediatrics
  PHD 1980 New York University

• MEZRICH, JOSHUA D
  Associate Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1997 Cornell University

• MEZU-NDUBUISI, OLACHI
  Assistant Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 2003 Abia State University

• MICHAELS, JOSEPH E
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Educational Psychology
  MS 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MICHAUD, MARY DAVIS
  Lecturer
  Law School
  MPP 1995 University of Chicago

• MICHELIS, TONY
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1998 Stanford University

• MICHI, CARLA
  Assistant Professor
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 2012 Univ Studi di Roma-La Sapienza

• MINKELSON, JAMIE IRENE
  Lecturer
  Bba Program Office
  MS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MIDDLECAMP, CATHY
  Professor
  Academic Programs
  PHD 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MIERNOWSKA, EWA
  Senior Lecturer
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MIERNOWSKI, JAN
  Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 1988 Universite Paris X Nanterre

• MIKKELSON, ANDREW
  Assoc Lecturer
  Mechanical Engineering
  MS 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MILENKOVIC, PAUL H.
  Associate Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1981 California Institute of Tech

• MILICIC, SRDJAN
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 2007 Arizona State University

• MILKOWSKI, ANDREW
  Adjunct Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MILLARD, MARK
  Sr Inform Proc Conslt
  Engr Professional Development
  MS 2005 Indiana University

• MILLER, BARTON P.
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Berkeley

• MILLER, DENNIS
  Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• MILLER, FRANKLIN
  Associate Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2005 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• MILLER, JAIMIE L
  Clinical Instructor
  Madison Pathology/Toxicology
  DVM 2012 University of Florida

• MILLER, JAMES
  Lecturer
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHD 1995 Carnegie-Mellon University

• MILLER, JANEL
  Lecturer
  Engr Professional Development
  MS 1984 Carnegie-Mellon University

• MILLER, JOSEPH S
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2002 Cornell University

• MILLER, MICHAEL
  Honorary Assoc/Fellow
  Academic Programs
  BS 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• MILLER, PAUL E.
  Clinical Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 1983 Michigan State University

• MILLER, PETER M
  Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2005 University of Utah

• MILTON, ROSS
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Economics
  PHD 2017

• MIN, SANGKEE
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2001 Univ of California Berkeley

• MINAHAN, DANNY F
  Assoc Lecturer
  Admin: Student Academic Affairs
  PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MINICHELLO, VINCENT JOSEPH
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  MD 2012 Univ of Massachusetts Med Sch

• MINTER, REBECCA MANGET
  Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1996 Univ of TX Southwestern Med Ctr

• MIRANDA, ALMITA A
  Assistant Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2017 Northwestern University

• MIRSHARIFI, FATEMEH-SADAT
  Lecturer
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MISEY, ROBERT J
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1987 Vanderbilt University

• MISSION, PAIGE LAUREN
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Neurology
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MITCHELL, EVERETT D
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MITCHELL, MANKAH
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MITCHELL, MEG
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Sociology
  PhD 2015 Univ of Maryland College Park

• MITCHELL, PAUL
  Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  PhD 1999 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• MITCHMAN, GREGG
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MITROVIC, DJANA
  Assoc Lecturer
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MIYAMOTO, SHIGEKI
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1990 Univ of California Berkeley

• MIYAMOTO, YURI
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2006 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• MIYASAKI, JAN KEIKO
  Senior Lecturer
  Asian Amer St
  JD 2011 Marquette University

• MLADENOFF, DAVID
  Professor
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MOBLEY, SCOTT
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Political Science
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MOEDERSHEIM, SABINE
  Associate Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1992 Al Ludwig U Freiburg Breisgau
• MOELLER, KATHRYN
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Berkeley

• MOES II, JAMES
  Assoc Lecturer
  Accting & Info Sys
  MACC 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MOHAMED, MAHA A
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Medicine
  MD 1992 University of Khartoum

• MOHAMMADI, ABDOLLAH
  Assoc Lecturer
  Physics
  PHD 2011 Shiraz University

• MOHAN, PAULA RAE
  Senior Lecturer
  Amer Ind St
  MPP 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MOHR, EMMA
  Assistant Professor
  Pediatrics
  PHD 2012 University of Iowa

• MOMMAERTS, CORINA D
  Assistant Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2016 Yale University

• MOMONT, HARRY WALTER
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Medical Sciences
  PHD 1985 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• MONAHAN, LAURA A
  Assoc Lecturer
  Integrative Biology
  MS 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• MONETTE, RICHARD
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1988 University of Oregon

• MONTGOMERY, JAMES D
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1989 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• MONTGOMERY, KITTY
  Assistant Professor
  Nursing
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• MOONEY, MARGARET E.
  Assoc Lecturer
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  MPA 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MOORE, DARCIE
  Assistant Professor
  Department Of Neuroscience
  PHD 2010 University Of Miami

• MOORE, JOHN W
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1965 Northwestern University

• MOORE, LUCAS
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MOORE, SARAH A
  Associate Professor
  Geography
  PHD 2006 University of Kentucky

• MOREAU, PAGE
  Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 1998 Columbia University

• MORENO, MARIA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  PhD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MORENO, MEGAN ANDREAS
  Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 2000 George Washington University

• MORGAN, DANE
  Professor
  Materials Science&Engineering
  PHD 1998 Univ of California Berkeley

• MORGAN, MICHAEL C.
  Professor
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 1994 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• MORI, JUNKO
  Professor
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• MORIELLO,KAREN A.
  Clinical Professor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1982 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• MORRIS,JEREMY
  Associate Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 2010 McGill University

• MORRIS,ZACHARY
  Assistant Professor
  Human Oncology
  PHD 2009 Harvard University

• MORRISON,MOSI ADESINA
  Assistant Professor
  Afro-American Studies
  PHD Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• MORROW,MICHAEL
  Faculty Associate
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  ME 1995 Texas A & M University

• MORTADA,MOHAMMAD E
  Clinical Adjunct Professor
  Volunteer Staff
  MD 1996

• MOSER,AMY R.
  Associate Professor
  Human Oncology
  PHD 1983 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• MOSES,TALLY
  Associate Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2003 Univ of California Los Angeles

• MOSHER,DEANE F.
  Professor
  Biomolecular Chemistry
  MD 1968 Harvard University

• MOSKOWITZ,MARINA
  Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 1999 Yale University

• MOSS,RICHARD L
  Professor
  Cell And Regenerative Biology
  PHD 1975 University of Vermont

• MOTT,DAVID
  Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MOUGOUE,JACQUELINE-BETHEL KEUTCHEMEN
  Assistant Professor
  African Cultural Studies
  PHD 2013 Purdue University

• MOUNTAIN,ALEXANDRA
  Assoc Lecturer
  History
  PHD 2019 University of Pittsburgh

• MOWAT,FREYA
  Assistant Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  PHD 2009

• MUEHLENHAUS,IAN
  Faculty Associate
  Acad Affairs & Prog
  PHD 2011 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• MUEHRER,REBECCA JEANNE
  Assistant Professor
  Nursing
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MUELLER,KIMBERLY DIGGLE
  Assistant Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MUIR,PETER
  Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  PHD 1990 University of Bristol

• MUKHERJEE,ANITA
  Assistant Professor
  Risk & Insurance
  PHD 2014 University of Pennsylvania

• MUKHIN,DMITRY
  Assistant Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2018 Princeton University

• MUKHTAR,HASAN
  Professor
  Dermatology
  PHD 1971 Chhatrapati Shahu Ji Maharaj U

• MULDOON,DARA
  Lecturer
  Art
  MFA 2006 Montana State University

• MULLAHY,JOHN
  Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 1985 University of Virginia

• MULLEN,KEVIN GEORGE
  Assistant Professor
  Liberal Arts & Applied Studies
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• MULLVAIN,ANDREW
  Lecturer
  Engr Professional Development

• MULVIHILL,JOHN F
Senior Lecturer  
English  
PHD 1994 University of Iowa

- MUMFORD, JUSTIN  
Lecturer  
Counseling Psychology  
MHEA 2017 Ohio State University

- MUNDT, MARLON P  
Associate Professor  
Family Medicine  
PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MUNIAGURRIA, MARIA E  
Faculty Associate  
Economics  
PHD 2011 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- MUNSTERMAN, AMELIA S  
Clinical Asst Prof  
Surgical Sciences  
DVM 2007 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

- MURCHISON, MELANIE JANELLE  
Lecturer  
Law, Society And Justice  
PHD 2016 Ireland (Eire)

- MURPHY, JENNIFER CLAIRE  
Lecturer  
Curriculum And Instruction  
MTECH 2002 Lesley College

- MURPHY, JOHN  
Senior Lecturer  
Academic Affairs  
MS 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MURPHY, REGINA  
Professor  
Chemical & Biological Engr  
PHD 1989 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- MURPHY, WILLIAM L  
Professor  
Biomedical Engineering  
PHD 2002 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- MURPHY-ENDE, KATHLEEN LYNN  
Clinical Assoc Prof  
Nursing  
PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MURRAY, GAIL  
Assoc Lecturer  
Information School  
MLIS 2016 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

- MURRAY, MICHELLE RENEE  
Assoc Lecturer  
Social Work  
MSW 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MURRAY, MURRAY  
Faculty Associate  
Consumer Science  
EDD 2006 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- MURTHY, VIREN  
Associate Professor  
History  
PHD 2007 University of Chicago

- MUSTAFA, MUSTAFA  
Faculty Associate  
African Cultural Studies  
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- MUTLU, BILGE  
Associate Professor  
Computer Sciences  
PHD 2009 Carnegie-Mellon University

- MUYOLEMA, ARMANDO  
Lecturer  
Lat Amer Carib Iber St  
PHD 2007 Pittsburg State University

- MYERS, AMANDA L  
Lecturer  
Educational Psychology  
EDS 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

- MYERS, MARY ELIZABETH  
Senior Lecturer  
Planning & Landscape Arch  
PHD 2003 Heriot-Watt University

- MYERSON, REBECCA MARY WEBER  
Assistant Professor  
Population Health Sciences

- MYRZABEKOVA, RAUSHAN  
Lecturer  
Ctrl Eurasian Sum Stu Inst  
MA 2002 Kazan Univ

- NACEWICZ, BRENDON MARK  
Assistant Professor  
Psychiatry  
MD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- NACK, JAMIE  
Sr Outreach Spec  
Forest & Wildlife Ecology  
MS 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- NACKERS, KIRSTIN ANDREA MUEHLBAUER  
Asst Professor (CHS)  
Pediatrics  
MD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- NADLER, STEVEN  
Professor  
Philosophy  
PHD 1986 Columbia University
• NADOLNY, KATIE
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2014 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• NAGEL, NICHOLAS J.
  Lecturer
  Engr Professional Development

• NAIR, VIJAYANKA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Anthropology
  PHD 2018 New York University

• NAKADA, STEPHEN Y.
  Professor
  Urology
  MD 1988 University Of Rochester

• NAKAKUBO, TAKAKO
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 2011 University of Iowa

• NAPARSTEK, MICHAEL
  Lecturer
  Religious St
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NARDI, HENRIQUE
  Lecturer
  Art
  MA 2005 Universidade de Sao Paulo

• NATHAN, MITCHELL
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 1991 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• NATHANSON, GILBERT M.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1985 Harvard University

• NAUGHTON, LISA
  Professor
  Geography
  PHD 1997 University of Florida

• NAVSARIA, DJIPESH
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 2005 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• NAZAROVA, GULNISA
  Senior Lecturer
  Ctrl Eurasian Sum Stu Inst

• NECKAR, AMANDA L
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSW 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NEGRUT, DAN
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1998 University of Iowa

• NELLIS, GREGORY FRANCIS
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1997 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• NELLIS, MARGARET J
  Sr Student Serv Coord
  Academic Partnerships
  PHD 1981 University of Chicago

• NELSESTUEN, GRANT
  Associate Professor
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2008 University of Texas at Austin

• NELSON, ADAM
  Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 1998 Brown University

• NELSON, DAVID
  Lecturer
  Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs
  PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NELSON, DAVID L.
  Professor Emer
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1969 Stanford University

• NELSON, EVAN OTHMER
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  DPT 2016 Duke University

• NELSON, GUNTHER PAUL
  Lecturer
  Life Sciences Communication
  BA 1989 Marquette University

• NELSON, JEFF
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Biological Systems Engineering
  MS 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NELSON, JENNIFER
  Assistant Professor
  Art History
  PHD 2013 Yale University

• NELSON, JOHN
  Adjunct Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  MS 1976 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NELSON, MARK
  Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  M.ARCH 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• NELSON, NICOLE C
Assistant Professor
Dept Of Med History&Bioethics
PHD 2011 Cornell University

• NELSON,SUSAN
Lecturer
Nutritional Sciences
PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NELSON,TRACY
Adjunct Instructor
Management & Human Resources
MS 2017 Edgewood College

• NEMET,GREGORY F
Professor
Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs
PHD 2007 Univ of California Berkeley

• NESPER,LARRY
Professor
Anthropology
PHD 1994 University of Chicago

• NESTERCHOUK,ANYA
Lecturer
English
MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NETT,JENIEL EMILY
Assistant Professor
Medicine
PHD Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NEUHAUSER,HEIDI MARIE
Clinical Instructor
Nursing
MSN 2014 Concordia University Wisconsin

• NEUMAN,HEATHER B
Associate Professor
Surgery
MD 2000 University of Pittsburgh

• NEUMANN,DONNA M.
Associate Professor
Ophthalmology&Visual Sciences
PHD 2004 University of New Orleans

• NEUMAYER,KRISTIN M
Publications Editor 3
Spanish And Portuguese
PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NEVILLE,LEONORA
Professor
History
PHD 1998 Princeton University

• NEVIN,JACK
Professor Emer
Marketing
PHD 1972 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• NEWBURY,SANDRA PATRICIA
Adjunct Asst Prof
Pathobiological Sciences
DVM 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NEWMAN,TODD PAUL
Assistant Professor
Life Sciences Communication
PHD 2016 American University

• NEWMARK,P H L I P A
Professor
Integrative Biology
PHD 2010 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• NEWTON,LAURIE A
Clinical Assoc Prof
Nursing
DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• NEWTON,MICHAEL A.
Professor
Biostatistics&Med Informatics
PHD 1991 University of Washington

• NEY,DENISE
Professor
Nutritional Sciences
PHD 1986 Univ of California Davis

• NEYRAT,FREDERIC
Associate Professor
English
PHD 1998 Univ de Strasbourg II

• NGUYEN THI,MINHHIEN
Assoc Prof L/I
Computer Sciences
PHD 2011 University of Connecticut

• NGUYEN,BETH
Professor
English
MFA 2012 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• NGUYEN,TERESA UYEN
Assoc Lecturer
Counseling Psychology
PHD 2013 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• NICHOL,PETER F
Associate Professor
Surgery
PHD Washington University

• NICHOLS,JACE D
Lecturer
Theatre & Drama
BFA 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-StevensPoint

• NICHOLS,KATHLEEN
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Curriculum And Instruction
EDD 2015 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• NICKELS,ROBERT W.
Professor
Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
PHD 1987 University of Calgary

NOCOMETO, CHRISTINE
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Engr Professional Development
MS 2002 Michigan Technological Univ

NIE, JENNIFER DAWN
Clinical Instructor
Nursing
MSN 2007 U of Northern Colorado

NIEDENTHAL, PAULA
Professor
Psychology
PHD 1987 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

NIENHAUSER, WILLIAM
Professor
Asian Languages & Cultures
PHD 1972 Indiana University

NIENHUIS, JAMES
Professor
Horticulture
PHD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NILYARON
Assistant Professor
Law School
SJD 2015 Harvard University

NIMITYONGSKUL, SONNY AARON
Lecturer
Mechanical Engineering
PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NIMUNKAR, AMIT
Lecturer
Academic Affairs
PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NITSCHKE, JAKOB B
Associate Professor
Psychiatry
PHD 1998 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

NIWOT, MELODY
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Is Major
MA 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NIX, ROBERT
Associate Professor
School Of Human Ecology
PHD 1999 Vanderbilt University

NIZIOLEK, CARRIE
Assistant Professor
Communication Sci & Disorders
PHD 2010 Harvard University

NOBLES, JENNA ELIZABETH
Professor
Sociology
PHD 2007 Univ of California Los Angeles

NOGUERA, DANIEL
Professor
Civil & Environmental Engr
PHD 1995 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

NOONAN, KENNETH J
Associate Professor
Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
MD 1989 University of Iowa

NORBACK, DIANE H
Associate Professor
Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
PHD 1973 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NORDER-BRANDLI, CHANDRA
Clinical Asst Prof
Nursing
DNP 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NORDERHAUG, ABIGAIL JANE
Assoc Lecturer
Information School
MA 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NORK, T MICHAEL
Professor
Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
MD 1980 Univ OF TX Med Branch-Galvest

NORMAN, CORRIE
Faculty Associate
Religious St
THD 1994 Harvard University

NORSBY, HEATHER ANNE
Clinical Instructor
Nursing
MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NOSEK, JOSEPH MICHAEL
Faculty Associate
English
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NOSSAL, SUSAN M
Faculty Associate
Physics
PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NOTBOHM, JACOB
Assistant Professor
Engineering Physics
PHD 2013 California Institute of Tech

NOWAK, ROBERT DAVID
Professor
Electrical & Computer Engr
PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

NOYCE, DAVID
• **NTAMBI, JAMES**  
  Professor  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 1985 Johns Hopkins University

• **NUCKOLLS, TERRY**  
  Senior Lecturer  
  English  
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **NYHART, LYNN**  
  Professor  
  History  
  PHD 1986 University of Pennsylvania

• **O'BRIEN, JERRY**  
  Acad Program Director  
  Centers  
  BBA 1979 Drake University

• **O CONNOR, KEVIN JAMES**  
  Adjunct Instructor  
  Law School  
  JD 1976 Harvard University

• **O'BRIEN, ANN**  
  Dis Lecturer  
  Accting & Info Sys  
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• **O'BRIEN, DANA R**  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Nursing  
  PHD 2019 Capella University

• **O'CONNELL, DANIEL M**  
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 2006 Ohio State University

• **O'CONNOR, ANNE M**  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Medicine  
  MD 2000 Georgetown University

• **O'CONNOR, ANGELO**  
  Professor  
  Department Of Neuroscience  
  PHD 1975 U of California-Santa Barbara

• **OESTE, ANDREAS A**  
  Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Mead Witter School Of Music  
  DMA 2019 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• **OETZEL, GARY**  
  Professor  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 1981 Ohio State University

• **OGUINN, THOMAS C**  
  Professor  
  Marketing  
  PHD 1982 University of Texas at Austin
• OH,EUN SIL
Assistant Professor
Sociology
PHD 2018 Harvard University

• OH,JUNG SUN
Lecturer
Information School
PHD 2010 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• OHM,BRIAN
Professor
Planning & Landscape Arch
JD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• OHNESORGE,JOHN
Professor
Law School
SJD 2001 Harvard University

• OHNUKI-TIERNEY,EMIKO
Professor
Anthropology
PHD 1968 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• OKONKWO,OZIOMA
Assistant Professor
Medicine
PHD 2009 Univ of Alabama at Birmingham

• OLANIYAN,TEJUMOLA
Professor
African Cultural Studies
PHD 1991 Cornell University

• OLDS,KRISTOPHER N
Professor
Geography
PHD 1996 University of Bristol

• OLEINIK,MARK GEORGE
Adjunct Professor
Civil & Environmental Engr
MS 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• OLIVE,PEGGY
Sr Outreach Spec
Consumer Science
MSSW 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• OLIVER,PAMELA E.
Professor
Sociology
PHD 1977 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• OLIVER,THOMAS R
Professor
Population Health Sciences
PHD 1990 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• OLLIVETT,TERRI LYNN
Assistant Professor
Medical Sciences
PHD 2014 University of Guelph

• OLSEN,CHRISTOPHER W
Professor Emer
Academic Affairs
PHD 1992 Cornell University

• OLSON,BETH
Associate Professor
Nutritional Sciences
PHD 1995 Univ of California Davis

• OLSON,CHRISTA
Associate Professor
English
PHD 2010 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• OLSON,DARIN
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Mead Witter School Of Music
DMA 2011 Ohio State University

• OLSON,E BURT
Honorary Assoc/Fellow
Population Health Sciences
PHD 1968 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• OLSON,JOHN L.
Clinical Adjunct Professor
Volunteer Staff
MD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• OLSON,LEAH JOY
Assoc Prof L/I
Social Work
PHD 2009 Louisiana State U & A&M Colg

• OLSON,MICHAEL
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Civil & Environmental Engr
PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• OLSON,TRENT
Lecturer
Cals Academic Affairs
BS 2005 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• OLSZEWSKI,DAN
Faculty Associate
Weinert Center For Entr
MBA 1992 Harvard University

• ONELLION,MARSHALL
Professor
Physics
PHD 1984 Rice University

• ONG,IRENE MAY LIN
Assistant Professor
Obstetrics & Gynecology
PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
• OOSTERWYK, JOHANNA  
  Faculty Associate  
  Horticulture  
  MS 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ORIO, MARINA  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Astronomy  
  PHD 1987 Technion-Israel Inst of Tech

• ORLOV, DMITRY  
  Assistant Professor  
  Finance  
  PHD Stanford University

• OROURKE, BERNADETTE M.  
  Sr Outreach Spec  
  Animal Sciences  
  MS 1997 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• ORR, SARAH  
  Clinical Professor  
  Law School  
  JD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ORROCK, JOHN L  
  Professor  
  Integrative Biology  
  PHD 2004 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• ORTIZ-ROBLES, MARIO  
  Professor  
  English  
  PHD 2002 Columbia University

• OSBORNE, CHARLES A  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Communication Sci & Disorders  
  MA 1983 University Of Central Florida

• OSORIO, JORGE EMILIO  
  Professor  
  Pathobiological Sciences  
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• OSTOPAVAT, KIRILL  
  Assistant Professor  
  German, Nordic & Slavic  
  PHD 2005 Russian State U of Humanities

• OSSORIO, PILAR NICOLE  
  Professor  
  Law School  
  PHD 1990 Stanford University

• OSSWALD, TIM  
  Professor  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  PHD 1987 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• OTEGUI, MARISA  
  Professor  
  Botany  
  PHD 1996 Univ. Nacional de La Plata

• OTEPKA, CARRIE ANN  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Nursing  
  DNP 2016 Edgewood College

• OTTO, MARIO  
  Associate Professor  
  Pediatrics  
  PHD 1995 Eberhard Karls Univ Tubingen

• OTTO, STACY B  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Nursing  
  MSN 2016 Grand Canyon University

• OUAYOGODE, MARIETOU H  
  Assistant Professor  
  Population Health Sciences

• OW, TERENCE T  
  Visiting Professor  
  School Of Business  
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• OWENBY, THOMAS CLINTON  
  Faculty Associate  
  Curriculum And Instruction  
  PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• OWENS, RYAN  
  Acad Program Director  
  Tommy Thompson Center  
  PHD 2008 Washington University

• OZDOGAN, MUTLU  
  Associate Professor  
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology  
  PHD 2004 Boston University

• OZMERAL, FIKRIYE  
  Lecturer  
  Art  
  BFA 2012

• PAC, GREGORY  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Economics  
  PHD 2009 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• PAC, JESSICA  
  Assistant Professor  
  Social Work

• PACHECO, MARIANA  
  Associate Professor  
  Curriculum And Instruction  
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Los Angeles

• PADILLA, DARYL  
  Assistant Professor  
  Art  
  MFA 2017 Univ of California Davis
• PAGE JR., C DAVID  
  Professor  
  Biostatistics & Med Informatics  
  PHD 1993 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• PAGEL, HOLLY RAE  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PAGLIARINI, DAVE  
  Associate Professor  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 2005 Univ of California San Diego

• PAKER, BULENT S.  
  Clinical Professor  
  Finance  
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PAKES AHLMAN, ANGELA  
  Lecturer  
  Civil & Environmental Engr  
  MS 1997 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• PALECEK, SEAN  
  Professor  
  Chemical & Biological Engr  
  PHD 1998 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• PALLADINO, KIMBERLY J.  
  Assistant Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 2009 Ohio State University

• PALMENBERG, ANN CAROL  
  Professor  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PALMER, DYLAN  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Art  
  MFA 2004 Rhode Island School of Design

• PALMER, KASSANDRA BOEHM  
  Lecturer  
  Art  
  MFA University of Iowa

• PALMER, LINDSAY  
  Associate Professor  
  Journalism & Mass Communication  
  PHD 2014 U of California-Santa Barbara

• PALMER, MARISA MACKEY  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Finance  
  MBA 2004 Columbia University

• PALMQUIST, RUTH A  
  Senior Lecturer  
  Information School  
  PHD 1990 Syracuse University

• PALTA, JIWAN  
  Professor  
  Horticulture  
  PHD 1976 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

• PAN, WENXIAO  
  Assistant Professor  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  PHD 2010 Brown University

• PAN, XUAN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medical Sciences  
  PHD 2010 University of Pennsylvania

• PAN, XUEJUN  
  Professor  
  Biological Systems Engineering  
  PHD 1999 Hokkaido University

• PAN, YIBIN  
  Associate Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PAN, ZHONGDANG  
  Professor  
  Communication Arts  
  PHD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PANDEY, NANDINI  
  Associate Professor  
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds  
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• PANKOW, BENJAMIN JACOB  
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci  
  Military Science  
  BA 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

• PANUSKA, JOHN  
  Dis Faculty Associate  
  Biological Systems Engineering  
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PANZER, SARAH E  
  Assistant Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PAPAIOPOULOS, DIMITRIS  
  Assistant Professor  
  Electrical & Computer Engr  
  PHD 2014 University of Texas at Austin

• PAPE, DEBORAH ANN  
  Lecturer  
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed  
  PHD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PAPE, LOUISE  
  Senior Scientist  
  Biotechnology Center  
  PHD 1985 Columbia University
• PAPPLAUREN  
  Professor  
  School Of Human Ecology  
  PHD 2005 University of Notre Dame

• PARINS,AMY  
  Faculty Associate  
  Academic Affairs  
  MPAS 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PARK,ANNA L.  
  Lecturer  
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed  
  MSED 1988 University of Kansas

• PARK,Diane  
  Faculty Associate  
  Nursing  
  MSN 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

• PARK,JIM  
  Professor  
  Civil & Environmental Engr  
  PHD 1985 Univ of Newcastle upon Tyne

• PARKER,DOMINIC  
  Associate Professor  
  Agricultural & Applied Economics  
  PHD 2009 U of California-Santa Barbara

• PARKIN,KIRK L.  
  Professor  
  Food Science  
  PHD 1983 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• PARKS,BRIAN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Nutritional Sciences  
  PHD 2008 Univ of Alabama at Birmingham

• PARRA-MONTESINOS,GUSTAVO  
  Professor  
  Civil & Environmental Engr  
  PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• PARRELL,BEN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Communication Sci & Disorders  
  PHD 2014 Univ of Southern California

• PARRISH,JOHN J.  
  Professor  
  Animal Sciences  
  PHD 1983 Cornell University

• PARVAIZ,Saleha  
  Assoc Instructnl Spec  
  South Asian Sum Lang Instit  
  MA 2017 Austin College

• PASKEWITZ,SUSAN  
  Professor  
  Entomology  
  PHD 1987 University of Georgia

• PATANKAR,MANISH S  
  Professor  
  Obstetrics & Gynecology  
  PHD 1998 Old Dominion University

• PATEL,JIGNESH MANUBHAI  
  Professor  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PATEL,VIVAK R  
  Assistant Professor  
  Statistics  
  PHD 2017 University of Chicago

• PATENAIDE,LOUKA  
  Lecturer  
  Mead Witter School Of Music  
  BS 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PATTERSON,BRIAN W  
  Assistant Professor  
  Emergency Medicine  
  MD 2009 Northwestern University

• PATTNAIK,BIKASH R  
  Assistant Professor  
  Pediatrics  
  PHD 1999 University of Delhi

• PATZ,JEAN A  
  Lecturer  
  Kinesiology  
  EDM 1983 Johns Hopkins University

• PATZ,JONATHAN  
  Professor  
  Academic Programs  
  MD 1994 Johns Hopkins University

• PAUL,SEAN T  
  Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2000 Princeton University

• PAULEY,GWYN C  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Economics  
  PHD 2015 Johns Hopkins University

• PAULI,DENNIS  
  Lecturer  
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis  
  EDD 2007 Roosevelt University

• PAULI,JONATHAN
Associate Professor  
Forest & Wildlife Ecology  
PHD 2010 University of Wyoming

- PAULSEN, KURT  
  Associate Professor  
  Planning & Landscape Arch  
  PHD 2004 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

- PAUSTIAN, TIMOTHY  
  Dis Faculty Associate  
  Bacteriology  
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PAYSEUR, BRET  
  Professor  
  Genetics  
  PHD 2003 University of Arizona

- PAVICNI, SAM  
  Assistant Professor  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PEARCE, ROBERT ALLEN  
  Professor  
  Anesthesiology  
  PHD 1985 University of Virginia

- PEARSON, ALICE  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Social Work  
  MSW 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PECANAC, KRISTEN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Nursing  
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PECARINA, JOHN M  
  Professor Of Mil Sci  
  Air Force Aerospace  
  PHD 2013 Texas A & M University

- PECK, JOANN  
  Associate Professor  
  Marketing  
  PHD 1999 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- PEDERSEN, JOEL A  
  Professor  
  Soil Science  
  PHD 2001 Univ of California Los Angeles

- PEDERSON, JAMES OWEN  
  Lecturer  
  Art

- PEDRIANA, NICHOLAS ANTHONY  
  Assoc Prof L/I  
  Sociology  
  PHD 2000 University of Iowa

- PEEBLES, PATRICK  
  Clinical Asst Prof

- PEDERSON, JAMES OWEN  
  Lecturer  
  Acting & Info Sys  
  JD 2003 Villanova University

- PELLEGRINI, MARCELO  
  Associate Professor  
  Spanish And Portuguese  
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

- PELLETIER, DAVID  
  Lecturer  
  Accting & Info Sys  
  JD 2003 Villanova University

- PELIN, MACKENZIE ARLAH  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PENG, XU  
  Lecturer  
  Law School  
  PHD 2006 East China Univ of Poli & Law

- PENNELL, MARIO  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Biochemistry  
  PHD 2005 Texas A & M University

- PENNISTON, KRISTINA LEA  
  Senior Scientist  
  Urology  
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PEPPARD, PAUL E.  
  Associate Professor  
  Population Health Sciences  
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PEPPERELL, CAITLIN S  
  Associate Professor
Medicine
MD 1999 Queen's University at Kingston

• PEPPLER, WALTER WILLIAM
  Professor (CHS)
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PERALTA, CARLOS
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1992 Southern IL Univ.-Carbondale

• PEREPEZKO, JOHN
  Professor
  Materials Science & Engineering
  PHD 1973 Carnegie-Mellon University

• PERMAMENT, ADAM
  Senior Lecturer
  English
  MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PERNA, NICOLE T.
  Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 1996 University of New Hampshire

• PERRY, DAVID
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MM 1990 Julliard School

• PESAVENTO, THERESA
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PETER, KIRK A
  Faculty Associate
  Risk & Insurance
  BS 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

• PETERS, DONNA M.
  Professor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1981 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

• PETERS, JASON M
  Assistant Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PETERS, SHANAN E
  Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 2003 University of Chicago

• PETERSON, KIM
  Senior Lecturer
  Law School
  JD 1991 University of the Pacific

• PETERSON, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Art
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PETERSON, MICHAEL J
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Psychiatry
  PHD 1999 Medical College Of Wisconsin

• PETERSON, SANDY K
  Financial Specialist Advanced Administration
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PETTY, ELIZABETH MARIE
  Professor
  Pediatrics
  MD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PEVEHOUSE, JON
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2000 Ohio State University

• PEYASANTIWONG, PATCHARIN
  Faculty Associate
  Se Asian Summer Studies Inst
  PHD 1981 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• PEFERDEHIRT, WAYNE
  Dis Faculty Associate
  Engr Professional Development
  MS 1975 Northwestern University

• PFLEGER, BRIAN
  Professor
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

• PFLUM, MADELINE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Psychology
  PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PFOTENHAUER, JOHN
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1984 University of Oregon

• PHANEUF, DANIEL
  Professor
Agricultural & Applied Economics
PHD 1997 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• PHELPS, ALYSSA
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PHELPS, KATHERINE ANNE
  Lecturer
  Gender And Women Studies
  MA 2013 Simmons College

• PHILLIPS, BRIAN NELSON
  Associate Professor
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
  PHD 2011 Michigan State University

• PHILLIPS, GENE
  Professor
  Art History
  PHD 1992 Univ of California Berkeley

• PHILLIPS-COURT, KRISTIN
  Associate Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 1999 Univ of California Los Angeles

• PIAZZA, ALEXANDER M
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2013

• PICASSO RISSO, VALENTIN
  Assistant Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 2008 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• PICCIONE, MICHELLE LAUREN
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2016 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• PICKERING, TRAVIS RAYNE
  Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PICKETT, DAN
  Senior Lecturer
  Finance
  MS 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PICKETT, KRISTEN ALEXIS
  Assistant Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2010 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• PICKHARDT, PERRY J
  Professor
  Radiology
  MD 1995 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• PIDGEON, ANNA
  Professor
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PIEPER, CAROLYN KAY
  Lecturer
  Design Studies
  BA 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PIERCE, DEBRA
  Faculty Associate
  Journalism & Mass Communication
  MA 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PIERCE, ROBERT B
  Professor
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PIERCE, TIMOTHY JOHN
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PIKE, J WESLEY
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1979 University of Arizona

• PILIAVIN, JANE ALLYN
  Professor Emer
  Sociology
  PHD 1962 Stanford University

• PILLAI, PARVATHY T.
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Population Health Sciences
  MD 2001 Northeastern OH Unv of Sci Med

• PIMENTEL ALARCON, DANIEL
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics & Med Informatics
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PINCHEIRA, JOSE A
  Associate Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 1992 University of Texas at Austin

• PINEKENSTEIN, BARBARA
  Clinical Professor
  Nursing
  MS 1979 Marquette University

• PINKERTON, MARIE E
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 1993 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• PIPER, MEGAN E
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PIRASTEH, ALI
  Assistant Professor
Radiology
MD 2012 Case Western Reserve Univ.

- PIRE,TIMOTHY JAMES
  Lecturer
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  MS 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PITT,MICHELE LEE
  Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PITT,SUSAN C
  Assistant Professor
  Surgery
  MD 2005 Medical College Of Wisconsin

- PITTERLE,MICHAEL
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Information Technology
  MS 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PLANTE,DAVID THOMAS
  Assistant Professor
  Psychiatry
  MD 2004 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

- PLANTE,SEBASTIEN
  Assistant Professor
  Finance
  PhD Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PLANTS,JENNIFER
  Faculty Associate
  English
  MFA 2011 Florida State University

- PLESHA,MICHAEL EDWARD
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PhD 1983 Northwestern University

- PLUMMER,BRENDA
  Professor
  History
  PhD 1981 Cornell University

- PODESTA,GUIDO A
  Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PhD 1986 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- POE,CYNTHIA R
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Engr Professional Development
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- POE-GAVLINSKI,RYAN
  Clinical Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2018 Quinnipiac College

- POEHLMANN,JULIE ANNE
  Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 1995 Syracuse University

- POFUSS,MICHELE LYNN
  Faculty Associate
  Nursing
  PhD 2010 Marquette University

- POLLAK,SETH
  Professor
  Psychology
  PhD 1997 University Of Rochester

- POLMAN,EVAN
  Associate Professor
  Marketing
  PhD 2010 Cornell University

- POLTORATSKI,ALEXEI
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 1995 California Institute of Tech

- POMPEY,COREY
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  DMA University of Texas at Austin

- POMRANING,ERIC DOUGLAS
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PONIK,SUZANNE MARIE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Cell And Regenerative Biology
  PHD 2003 IN Univ-Purdue U-Indianapolis

- PONTQ,KEVIN
  Associate Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 2010 Univ of California San Diego

- POORE,SAMUEL O
  Associate Professor
  Surgery
  PHD 2004 Brown University

- POPKEWITZ,THOMAS
  Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  EDD 1970 New York University

- POUPULIN,LUIS C.
  Professor
  Department Of Neuroscience
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PORTER,ANDREA
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
Pharmacy
PHARM 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PORTER, JACK R. II
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1996 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- PORTER, WILL
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  DMA 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PORTILLO, EDWARD C
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHARM 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- POSEN, HART E
  Professor
  Management & Human Resources
  PHD 2005 University of Pennsylvania

- POSEY-MADDOX, LINN
  Associate Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

- POSTLE, BRAD
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1997 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

- POTTER, HEATHER A D
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences
  MD 2001 University of Iowa

- POTTER, KENNETH
  Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 1976 Johns Hopkins University

- POTTER, PAMELA
  Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1991 Yale University

- POULOS, ANDREA
  Faculty Associate
  English
  MA 2011 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- POULSEN, KEITH PAPPAS
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Medical Sciences
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- POWELL, ELEANOR
  Associate Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2009 Harvard University

- POWELL, LINDSEY E
  Adjunct Instructor

Law School
JD 2007 Stanford University

- POWERS, ALEXIS
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PRABHAKAR, PAVANA
  Assistant Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 2013 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- PRABHAKARAN, VIVEK
  Associate Professor
  Radiology
  PHD 2001 Stanford University

- PRASAD, GAIL
  Assistant Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2015 University of Toronto

- PRASCH, ALLISON
  Assistant Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 2016 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- PREM, KATHY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MS 2010 Edgewood College

- PRESTON, DANIEL
  Assistant Professor
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 2015 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

- PRICE, BRIAN
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Engr Professional Development
  MS 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PRICE, CHRISTOPHER GRAHAM
  Assoc Lecturer
  Political Science
  PHD 2019 Yale University

- PRIDHAM, KAREN
  Professor Emer
  Nursing
  PHD 1972 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PRIMM, STEFANIE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSW 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- PRINGLE, ANNE
  Professor
  Botany
  Duke University

- PRITCHARD, JESSICA
  Clinical Asst Prof
• PROLLA, TOMAS ALBERTO
  Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 1994 Yale University

• PROST, LYNNE
  Faculty Associate
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2009 University of Washington

• PROVENCHER, BILL
  Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  PHD 1991 Univ of California Davis

• PRUITT, JENNIFER
  Assistant Professor
  Art History
  PHD 2009 Harvard University

• PUCCINELLI, JOHN PAUL
  Faculty Associate
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PUGLIELLI, LUIGI
  Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 1993 Univ Cat del Sacro Cuore

• PUJARA, NIMISH
  Assistant Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD

• PUJOL, EVE
  Faculty Associate
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PULIA, MICHAEL S
  Assistant Professor
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 2005 Loyola University of Chicago

• PULIA, NICOLE
  Assistant Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2012 Northwestern University

• PULTORAK, SARAH
  Lecturer
  Kinesiology
  MS 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• PUNTBMEKAR, SADHANA
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 1996 University of Sussex

• PURDUE, EUGENE
  Adjunct Asst Prof

• MEAD WITTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
  MM 1973 Indiana State University

• PURCELL, TOM
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1998 University of Delaware

• QIAN, XIAOPENING
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2001 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• QIN, MOHAN
  Assistant Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD

• QUAGLIANA, CHARLES
  Adjunct Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  MA 1978 University of Florida

• QUANBECK, ANDREW
  Assistant Professor
  Family Medicine
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• QUARLES, BRANDON
  Assoc Lecturer
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MM 2017 Northwestern University

• QUINN, MICHELLE
  Clinical Professor
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  MA 2011 University of Iowa

• QUINT, DANIEL S
  Associate Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2007 Stanford University

• QUINTANA, STEVE
  Professor
  Counseling Psychology
  PHD 1989 University of Notre Dame

• QUINTIN, ERWAN
  Professor
  Finance
  PHD 2000 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• QURAISHI-LANDES, ASIFA
  Professor
  Law School
  SJD 2004 Harvard University

• QURESHI, ARIF ALI
  Senior Lecturer
  Real Estate & Urgan Land Econ
RAABIS, SARAH MARIE
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences
DVM 2012 Tufts University

RABAGO, DAVID P
Associate Professor
Family Medicine
MD 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RACINE GILLES, CAROLINE NICOLE
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Educational Psychology
PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RADANO, RONALD M.
Professor
African Cultural Studies
PHD 1985 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

RADELOFF, VOLKER
Professor
Forest & Wildlife Ecology
PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RADWIN, ROBERT
Professor
Industrial & Systems Engr
PHD 1986 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

RAE, JULIE
Admin Program Spec
Engineering Student Developmnt
BA 1990 Upper Iowa University

RAHKO, PETER S
Professor
Medicine
MD 1979 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

RAIFE, THOMAS JAY
Professor (CHS)
Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
MD 1989 University of Iowa

RAINY, ERIC
Professor
English
PHD 1999 University of Delaware

RAISON, CHARLES
Professor
School Of Human Ecology
MD 1991 Washington University

RAKOTONDRAFARA, AURELIE
Assistant Professor
Plant Pathology
PHD 2007 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

RALPH, JOHN
Professor
Biochemistry
PHD 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RALPHE, JOHN CARTER
Associate Professor
Pediatrics
MD 1997 SUNY Health Sci Cntr-Brooklyn

RAMAN, VATSAN
Assistant Professor
Biochemistry
PHD 2009 Washington State University

RAMANATHAN, PARMESH
Professor
Electrical & Computer Engr
PHD 1989 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

RAMBERG, ERICA ELIZABETH
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Curriculum And Instruction
EDM 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RAMESH, SRIVIDYA
Assoc Lecturer
South Asian Sum Lang Instit
BE

RAMIREZ TAHUADO, MARLA ANDREA
Assistant Professor
History
PHD 2015 U of California-Santa Barbara

RAMLY, EDMOND
Assistant Professor
Family Medicine
PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RAMOS, MICHELLE
Assoc Lecturer
Dance
MFA 2011 New York University

RAN, BIN
Professor
Civil & Environmental Engr
PHD 1993 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

RANADE, MILIND
Senior Lecturer
South Asian Sum Lang Instit
BS

RANALLO, FRANK NUNZIO
Assoc Professor (CHS)
Medical Physics
PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RANHEIM, ERIK
Professor (CHS)
Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
PHD 1994 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

RANKIN, SCOTT A
RAO, LUDMILA  
Professor  
Food Science  
PHD 1995 Oregon State University

• RAO, RAJIV G  
Associate Professor  
Spanish And Portuguese  
PHD 2007 Univ of California Davis

• RAPRAEGER, ALAN C  
Professor  
Human Oncology  
PHD 1978 Univ of California Berkeley

• RASCHKA, SEBASTIAN  
Assistant Professor  
Statistics  
PHD 2017 Michigan State University

• RASKUTTI, GARVESH  
Associate Professor  
Statistics  
PHD 2012 Univ of California Berkeley

• RATHOUZ, PAUL JOSEPH  
Professor  
Biostatistics & Med Informatics  
PHD 1997 Johns Hopkins University

• RATLIFE, CAMERON  
Clinical Instructor  
Surgical Sciences  
DVM 2015 Texas A & M University

• RATNER, JENNIFER  
Professor  
History  
PHD 2003 Brandeis University

• RATTERMAN, DENISE MARIE  
Faculty Associate  
Botany  
PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RAUL, MARTINA  
Associate Professor  
Educational Psychology  
PHD 2013 Carnegie-Mellon University

• RAVAL, AMISH  
Associate Professor  
Medicine  
MD 1996 University of Western Ontario

• RAWLING, JAMES  
Professor  
Chemical & Biological Engr  
PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RAYMENT, IVAN  
Professor  
Biochemistry  
PHD 1975 University of Durham

• RAYMO, JAMES MICHAEL JR  
Professor  
Sociology  
PHD 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• RAYMOND, MARGARET  
Professor  
Law School  
JD 1985 Columbia University

• RAYMOND, NANCY C  
Professor  
Psychiatry  
MD 1987 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• RAZ, AEYAL  
Assistant Professor  
Anesthesiology  
PHD 2001 Hebrew University of Jerusalem

• REARDON, CLAUDIA LOUISE  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Psychiatry  
MD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• REARDON, JIM  
Faculty Associate  
Physics  
PHD 1999 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• REAVES, SHIELA  
Professor  
Life Sciences Communication  
MA 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• REBEL, BRIAN  
Associate Professor  
Physics  
PHD 2004 Indiana University

• REBEK, ALEXIA ANNE  
Lecturer  
Kinesiology  
MS 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• REBOUCAS DOREA, JOAO RICARDO  
Assistant Professor  
Dairy Science  
PHD 2014 Universidade de Sao Paulo

• RECORD JR., M THOMAS  
Professor  
Chemistry  
PHD 1967 Univ of California San Diego

• REDFIELD III, ROBERT RAY  
Assistant Professor  
Surgery  
MD 2006 Univ Of Maryland At Baltimore

• REDFIELD, KAREN ANNE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>PHD Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REED,JENNIFER</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Chemical &amp; Biological Engr</td>
<td>Univ of California San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REED,JESS D.</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Animal Sciences</td>
<td>Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REEDER,SCOTT B</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Radiology</td>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REESE,WILLIAM</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Educational Policy Studies</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REINDL,DOUGLAS</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REINEMANN,DOUG</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Biological Systems Eng</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REINFELDT,DIANE LOU</td>
<td>Clinical Assoc Prof</td>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Concordia University Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REINHOLTZ,RHONDA</td>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Univ of Kansas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REISER,CATHERINE</td>
<td>Professor (CHS)</td>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REKATSNAS,THEODOROS</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
<td>Univ of Maryland College Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMINGTON,PATRICK L'HEUREUX</td>
<td>Associate Dean</td>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMUCAL,CHRISTINA</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Civil &amp; Environmental Engr</td>
<td>Univ of California Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENAUD,MARC</td>
<td>Asst Faculty Assoc</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
<td>Univ Denis Diderot Paris VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENGEL,PATRICIA</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Acad&amp;Prg-Noncredit</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENGEL,ROBERTO J.</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>School Of Human Ecology</td>
<td>University of Oregon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENSHON,JONATHAN</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Harvard University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RENZ,MARK</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Agronomy</td>
<td>Univ of California Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPPINGER,MICHAEL</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Emergency Medicine</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPS,THOMAS</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
<td>Univ of California Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESNICK,DANIEL K</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Neurological Surgery</td>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REY,FEDERICO</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Bacteriology</td>
<td>Univ of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REYES,LETICIA</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Pathobiological Sciences</td>
<td>Univ of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REYNOLDS,ANDREW</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>German, Nordic &amp; Slavic</td>
<td>Univ of Oxford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REYNOLDS,MATTHEW R.</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Pathobiological Sciences</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHODES,DANIEL A</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Materials Science&amp;Engineering</td>
<td>Florida State University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIBIC,CHRISTINE A</td>
<td>Asst Faculty Assoc</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RICE, DAVID CHARLES
Adjunct Instructor
Law School
JD 1971

RICE, GREGORY M.
Assoc Professor (CHS)
Pediatrics
MD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RICE, JOHN P
Asst Professor (CHS)
Medicine
MD 2004 Univ of Nebraska Medical Ctr

RICE, LAUREL WYSONG
Professor
Obstetrics & Gynecology
MD 1983 Univ of Colorado at Denver

RICH, WALTER HENRY
Faculty Associate
Curriculum And Instruction
PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RICHARDS, KEITH JARED
Adjunct Asst Prof
Mechanical Engineering
MME 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RICHARDS, KELLI JO
Assoc Lecturer
Counseling Psychology
MS 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RICHARDS, MARK P
Professor
Animal Sciences
PHD 2000 Univ of Massachusetts Boston

RICHERT, LUCAS
Associate Professor
Pharmacy
PHD 2010

RICHMAN, MICHAEL P
Adjunct Instructor
Law School
JD 1979 Columbia University

RICK, STEVEN WILLIAM
Senior Lecturer
Economics
MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RICKE, WILL
Professor
Urology
PHD 2000 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

RICKENBACH, MARK
Professor
Forest & Wildlife Ecology
PHD 1984 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

RICHMAN, MICHAEL P
Adjunct Instructor
Law School
JD 1979 Columbia University

RIDDIOUGH, TIMOTHY
Professor
Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
PHD 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RIDDLE, KARYN
Professor
Journalism & Mass Communication
PHD 2007 U of California-Santa Barbara

RIDER, ROBIN
Senior Lecturer
Information School
PHD 1980 Univ of California Berkeley

RIGGELY, STEVE
Associate Professor
Asian Languages & Cultures
PHD 2005 Yale University

RIGGELY, SUSAN B.
Professor
Religious St
PHD 2002 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

RIENSTRA, CHAD M
Professor
Biochemistry
PHD 1999 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

RIESCH, LINDSAY MICHELLE
Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof
Volunteer Staff
PHD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

RINDFLEISCH, JAMES A
Assoc Professor (CHS)
Family Medicine
MD 2000 Johns Hopkins University

RINGE, NILS
Professor
Political Science
PHD 2006 University of Pittsburgh

RINGLER, THOR STEPHEN
Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof
Volunteer Staff
MFA 1995 University of Pittsburgh

RINGQUIST, ANDY
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Law School
MS 2016 Benedictine University

RIOS, SARAH M
Assistant Professor
Community & Environ Sociology
PHD 2018 U of California-Santa Barbara

RIOUX, RENEE ARIELLE
Assistant Professor
Plant Pathology
PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RISSMAN, ADENA
Associate Professor
Forest & Wildlife Ecology
PHD 2008 Univ of California Berkeley

• RITERS, LAUREN
Professor
Integrative Biology
PHD 1997 Bowling Green State University

• RITZ, PETER BRUCE
Senior Lecturer
Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
JD 1976 Harvard University

• RIVLIN, ANN FISHBACK
Assoc Lecturer
Political Science
PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROALD, LINE A
Assistant Professor
Electrical & Computer Engr
PHD 2016 Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zurich

• ROBATTO, ROBERTO
Assistant Professor
Finance
PHD 2014 Univ Commerciale Luigi Bocconi

• ROBB, CLIFFORD A
Associate Professor
School Of Human Ecology
PHD 2007 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• ROBBINS, PAUL
Professor
Academic Programs
PHD 1996 Clark University

• ROBERT, STEPHANIE
Professor
Social Work
PHD 1996 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• ROBERTS, ELIZABETH
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences

• ROBERTS, MARY LOUISE
Professor
History
PHD 1990 Rhode Island College

• ROBERTS, TONYA
Assistant Professor
Nursing
PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBERTSON SMITH, AMBER
Assoc Faculty Assoc

Wiscience
PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBERTSON, GAIL A.
Professor
Department Of Neuroscience
PHD 1986 Washington University

• ROBERTSON, IAN MCLEAN
Professor
Materials Science & Engineering
PHD 1982 University of Oxford

• ROBERTSON, JESSICA
Clinical Instructor
Surgical Sciences
DVM 2005

• ROBERTSON, MORGAN
Professor
Geography
PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBINS, HENRY IAN
Professor
Medicine
PHD 1971 Boston University

• ROBINSON, STEPHEN MICHAEL
Professor Emer
Industrial & Systems Engr
PHD 1971 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROBINSON, SUSAN
Professor
Journalism & Mass Communication
PHD 2006 Temple University

• ROCHE, SEBASTIEN
Professor
Mathematics
PHD 2007 Univ of California Berkeley

• ROCK, AARON W.
Assistant Professor
History
PHD 2016 University of Oxford

• ROCK, MICHAEL JOSEPH
Professor (CHS)
Pediatrics
MD 2016 Univ Of OK Health Sci Center

• ROCK-SINGER, CARA
Assistant Professor
Religious St
PHD 2018 Columbia University

• RODEN, ERIC
Professor
Geoscience
PHD 1990 Univ of MD-University College

• RODGERS, LENNON P
Lecturer
• RODRIGUEZ GOMEZ, DIANA
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Policy Studies
  PHD 2016 Columbia University

• RODRIGUEZ, JOSE ISRAEL
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2014 Univ of California Berkeley

• RODRIGUEZ-GURIDI, BARBARA
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 2011 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• ROEBUCK, HARRIET
  Assoc Lecturer
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  PHD 2013

• ROESSLER, JEFF
  Senior Lecturer
  Mechanical Engineering
  MS 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROGERS, JEREMY
  Assistant Professor
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2006 University of Arizona

• ROGERS, JOEL
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 1984 Princeton University

• ROGERS, KAYCEE
  Faculty Associate
  Curriculum And Instruction
  MEPD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

• ROGERS, TIMOTHY T
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2000 Carnegie-Mellon University

• ROHE, KARL
  Associate Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2011 Univ of California Berkeley

• ROJAS, HERNANDO
  Professor
  Journalism & Mass Communication
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROKERS, BAS
  Associate Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Los Angeles

• ROLDAN, ALEJANDRO
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROLL, JON
  Faculty Associate
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROMAN, DIEGO X
  Assistant Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2014 Stanford University

• ROMBACH, NICOLE
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2017 Grand Valley State University

• ROMERO ARVELO, EDUARDO
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 2017 Univ of Maryland College Park

• ROMERO, PHILIP
  Assistant Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2012 California Institute of Tech

• ROMMELFAENGER, MARIOJO A
  Dis Professor (CHS)
  Nursing
  MS 2008 Regis University

• RON, AMOS
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1987 Tel Aviv University

• RONDEROS HERRERA, MONICA DANIELA
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2014 Universidad de La Salle

• RONDON, MICHELLE
  Faculty Associate
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RONIS, DAVID
  Assistant Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MA 2010 SUNY Empire State College

• RONK, ERIC THOMAS
  Lecturer
  Cals Academic Affairs
  MS 2013 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

• RONNEKLEIV-KELLY, SEAN MARTIN
  Assistant Professor
  Surgery
  MD 2008 Univ of Colorado at Denver

• ROONEY, FRANCIS J
  Assoc Faculty J
Mathematics  
PHD 1988 Univ of California Berkeley

- ROOPRA, AVTAR S  
  Associate Professor  
  Department Of Neuroscience  
  PHD 1997 University of London

- ROOS, JORIS  
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2017 Universitat Bonn

- ROOT, THATCHER  
  Professor  
  Chemical & Biological Engr  
  PHD 1984 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- ROSALEJANDRA ROS  
  Assistant Professor  
  Social Work  
  PHD 2014 University of Chicago

- ROSA, GUILHERME J DE MAGALHAES  
  Professor  
  Animal Sciences  
  PHD 1999 Universidade de Sao Paulo

- ROSE, WARREN  
  Associate Professor  
  Pharmacy  
  PHARMD 2004 Butler University

- ROSE, WILLIAM N  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine  
  MD 2003 Texas Tech University

- ROSEN, ELIZABETH  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Pharmacy  
  PHD 1996 Michigan State University

- ROSENBURG,KARL  
  Professor  
  Psychology  
  PHD 1989 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- ROSENHAGEN, ULRICH  
  Faculty Associate  
  Ctr For Relig&Global Citiz  
  PHD 2012 Ruprecht Karls U Heidelberg

- ROSENKRANZ, MELISSA A  
  Assistant Professor  
  Psychiatry

- ROSENTHAL, DAVID  
  Professor  
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed  
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- ROSENROTH, JOSHUA DANIEL  
  Assistant Professor  
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation  
  PHD 2016 Univ of California Davis

- ROSENROTH, KEVIN DANIEL  
  Lecturer  
  Agricultural & Applied Economics  
  PHD 2013 Cornell University

- ROSENROTH, ROBERT EMMETT  
  Associate Professor  
  Geography  
  PHD 2011 Pennsylvania State University

- ROTZENBERG, KATE  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Pharmacy

- ROSENGREN, KARL  
  Professor  
  Mead Witter School Of Music  
  PHD 2008 University Of Houston

- ROTZENBERG, KATE  
  Assoc Faculty Assoc  
  Pharmacy
PHARMD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROUGH, STEVEN S.
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Pharmacy
  MS 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• ROUSE, DOUGLAS
  Professor
  Plant Pathology
  PHD 1979 Pennsylvania State U-Hershey

• ROWE, PAUL
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MA 1978 U Rochester, Eastman Sch Music

• ROWLEY, HOWARD A
  Professor
  Radiology
  MD 1985 Washington University

• ROY, SUSHMITA
  Associate Professor
  Biostatistics & Med Informatics
  PHD 2009 University Of New Mexico

• ROYSTON, REGINOLD A.
  Assistant Professor
  Information School
  PHD 2014 Univ of California Berkeley

• RUARK, MATTHEW
  Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 2006 Purdue University

• RUBEL, ALAN
  Acad Program Director
  Law, Society And Justice
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RUBIN, ANDREW M
  Lecturer
  Art
  MFA 1984 Arizona State University

• RUBIN, JENNIFER
  Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 1991 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• RUDOLPH, JOHN
  Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RUDRARAJU, SHIVA
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2011 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• RUDYKH, STEPHAN
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering

• RUE, ANNA
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Ctr Study Upper Midwest Cultr
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RUHL, KIM
  Associate Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2004 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• RUHLAND, DANIEL
  Clinical Instructor
  Academic Affairs
  PHARMD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RULLIXIN
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2004 Australian National University

• RUMBLE, PATRICK
  Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 1991 University of Toronto

• RUNGE, TROY
  Associate Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 1998 Georgia Inst of Technology

• RUPPAR, ANDREA LYNN
  Associate Professor
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
  PHD 2011 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• RUSS, ROSEMARY
  Associate Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2006 Univ of Maryland College Park

• RUSSELL, JEFFREY S.
  Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 1988 Purdue University

• RUSSELL, RONALD LEE
  Senior Lecturer
  Cals Academic Affairs
  MS 1983 Univ Of Missouri-St Louis

• RUSSELL, TIMOTHY JAMES
  Assoc Lecturer
  Dance
  BM 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RUTECKI, TERESA
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2018

• RUTHERFORD, THOMAS
  Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
PHD 1987 Stanford University

• RUTFIELD,CHRISTOPHER
  Professor Emer
  Engineering Research Center
  PHD 1989 Stanford University

• RUTLEDGE, JULIA ROSE
  Lecturer
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• RYFF, CAROL
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1978 Pennsylvania State University

• RYLANDER, HELENA
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1990 Uppsala University

• SZCZOSKI, MARK
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1988 Stanford University

S

• SAALMANN, YURI B.
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2005 Australian National University

• SAATCHI, AHMAD
  Faculty Associate
  Materials Science & Engineering
  PHD 1980 Ohio State University

• SAFDAR, NASIA
  Professor
  Medicine
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SAFFMAN, MARK
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1994 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• SAFFRAN, JENNY
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 1997 University of Rochester

• SAGER, LESLEY
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Design Studies
  MS 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SAHA, KRISHANU
  Associate Professor
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2007 Univ of California Berkeley

• SAHA, SUMONA

PHD 2002 Dartmouth College

• SALDA, TRACY E
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Nursing
  DNP 2013 Concordia University Wisconsin

• SALAMAT, SHAHRIAR
  Professor (CHS)
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1978 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• SALGADO PABON, WILMARA
  Assistant Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 2008

• SALMONS, JOE
  Senior Lecturer
  Information School
  MLS 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SALZMAN, TINA MARIE
  Clinical Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SAM, STEVEN
  Assistant Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2012 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• SAMANTA, JAYSHREE
  Assistant Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2006 Northwestern University

• SAMPENE, EMMANUEL
  Lecturer
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 2013 University of Pittsburgh

• SAMPLE, SUSANNAH
  Assistant Professor
  Surgical Sciences
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SAMUEL, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 1984 University of Idaho

• SAMUELS, ELLEN J
• SANCHEZ, KATHRYN MARGARET
  Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 2000 U of California-Santa Barbara

• SANDBERG, J LIV
  Sr Student Serv Coord
  Administrative Service Centers
  MS 1998 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• SANDBO, NATHAN
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 2000 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• SANDERS, ROBERT D
  Assistant Professor
  Anesthesiology
  PHD

• SANDERS, SCOTT
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2001 Stanford University

• SANDGREN, ERIC PAUL
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1993 University of Pennsylvania

• SANDHOLM, BILL
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1998 Northwestern University

• SANDLER, RICKY CHAD
  Lecturer
  Finance
  BBA 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SANDOCK, SARAH
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Biomedical Engineering
  MA

• SANDOR, MATYAS
  Professor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 1979 Eotvos Lorand University

• SANFORD, GREGG
  Senior Lecturer
  Cals Academic Affairs
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SANKARALINGAM, KARU
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2006 University of Texas at Austin

• SAN MIGUEL, JOSHUA
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 2017 University of Toronto

• SANS, ORIOL
  Assistant Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  DMA 2011 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• SANTIAGO, KELVIN R
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 2017

• SAPEGA, ELLEN W.
  Professor
  Spanish And Portuguese
  PHD 1988 Vanderbilt University

• SARADA,-
  Assistant Professor
  Management & Human Resources
  PHD 2011 Univ of California San Diego

• SARFF, JOHN STEPHEN
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SARLIOGLU, BULENT
  Associate Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SARMA DI, MAJID
  Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 1986 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

• SARMIENTO, CAROLINA
  Assistant Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 2014 Irvine Valley College

• SAUER, JD
  Associate Professor
  Medical Microbiology
  PHD 2006 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• SAVER, ALEXANDER
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2016 University of Queensland

• SAWCHUK, SANDRA A.
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 1980 University of Guelph

• SAYEED, AKBAR M
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1996 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• SAYWELL, LISA M.
• SCARLAT, RALUCA
  Assistant Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Berkeley

• SCERPELLA, TAMARA A
  Professor
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
  MD 1985 University of Iowa

• SCHACHTER, PARTHY
  Senior Lecturer
  English
  MA 2011 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• SCHEELE, CHRIS
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Psychiatry
  PHD 2014 State U of New York at Albany

• SCHAFFER, ADAM L
  Assoc Lecturer
  Astronomy
  PHD 2017 University of Sydney

• SCHAFFER, DANIEL MEILAHN
  Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 1979 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• SCHALK, SAMANTHA DAWN
  Assistant Professor
  Gender And Women Studies
  PHD 2014 Indiana University

• SCHARDT, DANA ELYSE
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Nursing
  DNP 2010 Minnesota State Univ, Mankato

• SCHARRER, JONATHAN
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Law School
  JD 2008 Marquette University

• SCHATZKE, KYOKO
  Clinical Instructor
  Nursing
  MSN 2015 Edgewood College

• SCHAUER, JAMES
  Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 1998 California Institute of Tech

• SCHUMBERG, KATHERINE ELIZABETH
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MA 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHMIDT, CALICO ESTHER
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Engr Professional Development
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHLOSS, KAREN
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2004 Univ of California Berkeley

• SCHMIDLI, LAURA
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MA 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHERR, SEBASTIAN
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Communication Arts
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHIEBLER, MARK L
  Professor (CHS)
  Radiology
  MD 1982 University of Florida

• SCHIESTLE, JAY
  Adjunct Professor
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Prg
  MBA Duke University

• SCHIFERL, RICH
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Engr Professional Development
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
Clinical Instructor
Pathobiological Sciences
DVM 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHMIDT, J.R.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHMIDT, JEFFREY ROBERT
  Faculty Associate
  Physics
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHMIDT, JESSICA N
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 2010 Johns Hopkins University

• SCHMIDT, NETE
  Faculty Associate
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1980 University of Copenhagen

• SCHMIDT, SILKE
  Assoc Lecturer
  Agricultural & Applied Economics

• SCHMIT, JOAN
  Professor
  Risk & Insurance
  PHD 1984 Indiana University

• SCHMITZ, AMY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHMITZ, KYLE GREGORY
  Senior Lecturer
  Operations & Information Mgmt
  MBA 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHMITZ, LAUREN L
  Assistant Professor
  Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs
  PHD 2015 New School for General Studies

• SCHMITZ, NATALIE SUZANNE
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHD 2018 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• SCHMITZ, OLIVER
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 2006 Germany, Fed Rep Of

• SCHMITZ-SIEBERTZ, VANESSA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 2006 Fachhochschule Aachen

• SCHNEIDER, ANNEMARIE
  Associate Professor

  Academic Programs
  PHD 2005 Boston University

  • SCHNEIDER, DAVID F
    Assistant Professor
    Surgery
    MD 2004 Loyola University of Chicago

  • SCHNUR, ROBERT A.
    Adjunct Instructor
    Law School
    JD 1963 Harvard University

  • SCHOLL, DAVID
    Lecturer
    Mead Witter School Of Music
    MM 2012 Indiana University

  • SCHOLZ, JOHN KARL
    Professor
    Economics
    PHD 1988 Stanford University

  • SCHOMAKER, JENNIFER M
    Associate Professor
    Chemistry
    PHD 2006 Michigan State University

  • SCHOPEN, KIMBERLY J
    Clinical Assoc Prof
    Communication Sci & Disorders
    MS 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

  • SCHROEDER, CARRIE ANN
    Clinical Instructor
    Surgical Sciences
    DVM 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

  • SCHROEDER, GARY HOWARD
    Senior Lecturer
    Mathematics
    PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

  • SCHROEDER, GREG
    Senior Lecturer
Finance
MS2

• SCHROEDER, SISSEL
  Professor
  Anthropology
  PHD 1997 Pennsylvania State University

• SCHROEPFER, TRACY
  Professor
  Social Work
  PHD 2003 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• SCHUCHARDT, ERIC JAMES
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  MLA 2011 Harvard University

• SCHUCHARDT, MAKAYLA
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Nutritional Sciences
  MS 2010 New York University

• SCHUELKE, SHANE
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Air Force Aerospace
  MS Slippery Rock Univ Of PA

• SCHUELLER, JEANNE
  Faculty Associate
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHUG, CASSANDRA
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHULDIES, JAKE M
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHULER, LINDA A
  Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 1980 University of Pennsylvania

• SCHULFER, NATHAN
  Faculty Associate
  Academic Programs
  MS 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHULTZ, AMY
  Assoc Lecturer
  Communication Arts
  MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• SCHUMACHER, ERICA
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHUSTER, JONATHAN
  Adjunct Instructor

Law School
JD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHWARTZ, ADAM K
  Asst Prof Of Mil Sci
  Military Science
  BS 2010

• SCHWARTZ, BRADFORD S
  Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1977 Rush University

• SCHWARTZ, CHRISTINE RENEE
  Professor
  Sociology
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Los Angeles

• SCHWARTZ, DAVID
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1986 Yale University

• SCHWARTZ, DAVID C.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1985 Columbia University

• SCHWARTZ, PAUL -SON-
  Clinical Instructor
  Nursing
  MSN 2009 University of Pennsylvania

• SCHWARZ, ALLISON M
  Assoc Lecturer
  Kinesiology
  BS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

• SCHWARZ, ROBERT
  Lecturer
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  MS 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHWARZE, GRETCHEN
  Associate Professor
  Surgery
  MD 1995 Harvard University

• SCHWARZE, MICHELLE
  Assistant Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2013 Univ of California Davis

• SCHWEBACH, MOLLY
  Lecturer
  Academic Programs
  MS 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SCHWEBER, HOWARD
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 1999 Cornell University

• SCHWEBER, SIMONE A
  Professor
SCHWENDINGER, LAURA  
Professor  
Mead Witter School Of Music  
PHD 1993 Univ of California Berkeley

SCHWOCH, ROBERT  
Lecturer  
Journalism&Mass Communication  
MFA 2007 Bennington College

SCOTT, JEFFREY  
Adjunct Assoc Prof  
Mead Witter School Of Music  
MM 1992 SUNY At Stony Brook

SCOTT, JESSICA ALYSSA  
Assoc Professor (CHS)  
Pediatrics  
MD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SCOTT, LINDA D  
Professor  
Nursing  
PHD 1999 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

SEABORG, ANDREW THOMPSON  
Adjunct Instructor  
Law School  
MS 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SEEGER, ANDREAS  
Professor  
Mathematics  
PHD 1985 Tech Hochschule Darmstadt

SEELY, WILLIAM  
Senior Lecturer  
Life Sciences Communication  
BS 1974 Northern Illinois University

SEFFROOD, BENJAMIN  
Adjunct Professor  
Ms In Biotechnology Degree Prg  
MBA 2003 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

SEIBERT, CHRISTINE S.  
Professor (CHS)  
Medicine  
MD 1992 Northwestern University

SEIDEL, COURTNEY LANE  
Assoc Faculty Assoc  
Communication Sci & Disorders  
MS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SEIDENBERG, MARK S  
Professor  
Psychology  
PHD 1980 Columbia University

SEIDMAN, GAY W.  
Professor  
Sociology  
PHD 1990 Univ of California Berkeley

SEIFTER, MIRIAM  
Associate Professor  
Law School  
JD 2007 Harvard University

SEILER SCHULTZ, TRACY  
Clinical Asst Prof  
Nursing  
MS 2001 Marquette University

SEMANIK, MIKE  
Asst Professor (CHS)  
Pediatrics  
MD 2010 University of Virginia

SEMRAD-DOOLITTLE, PAMELA SUE  
Faculty Associate  
Chemistry  
PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SENCHEYNE, JONATHAN  
Assistant Professor  
Information School  
PHD 2011 Cornell University

SENECAL, PETER KELLY  
Adjunct Asst Prof  
Mechanical Engineering  
PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SENAES, ALESSANDRO  
Associate Professor  
Biochemistry  
PHD 2001 Yale University

SEPPALAINEN, TIMO  
Professor  
Mathematics  
PHD 1991 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

SEROGY, CHRISTINE MARIE  
Professor  
Pediatrics  
MD 1993 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

SETHADRI, ANANTH  
Professor  
Economics  
PHD 2000 University Of Rochester

SESIL, JAMES  
Senior Lecturer  
Management & Human Resources  
PHD 2000 London Sch Econ& Poli Sci

SETLURI, VIJAYASARADHI  
Professor  
PHD 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
Dermatology
PHD 1985 Osmania University

- SETHARES, BILL
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1987 Cornell University

- SETHI, AJAY K
  Associate Professor
  Population Health Sciences
  PHD 2003 Johns Hopkins University

- SEVERSON, ERIC L
  Assistant Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 2015 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

- SEXE, LIZ
  Lecturer
  Dance
  MFA 2009 Mills College

- SEYS, TRISHA MARIE
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Pharmacy
  PHARMD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SHAFFER-LANDAU, RUSS
  Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 1992 University of Arizona

- SHAFFER, DAVID WILLIAMSON
  Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 1998 Harvard Univ Extension School

- SHAH, DHAVAN
  Professor
  Journalism&Mass Communication
  PHD 1998 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul

- SHAH, DINESH M
  Professor
  Obstetrics & Gynecology
  MD 1976 University of Mumbai

- SHAH, HEMANT
  Professor
  Journalism&Mass Communication
  PHD 1987 Indiana University

- SHAH, MANISH
  Professor
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 1996 University Of Rochester

- SHAKHASHIRI, BASSAM Z
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1968 Univ of MD Baltimore County

- SHALIASTOVICH, IVAN
  Associate Professor

Finance
PHD 2009 Duke University

- SHANMUGANAYAGAM, DHANANSAYAN
  Assistant Professor
  Animal Sciences
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SHANNON, KATHLEEN M
  Professor
  Neurology
  MD 1981 Rush University

- SHAO, JUN
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SHAPIRO, DEBRA
  Faculty Associate
  Information School
  MA 1991 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SHAPIRO, LARRY
  Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 1992 University of Pennsylvania

- SHAPIRO, MIKE A.
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Engr Professional Development
  MA 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

- SHAPIRO, VADIM
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1991 Cornell University

- SHARAFI, MITRA
  Professor
  Law School
  PHD 2006 Princeton University

- SHARMA, DIYA
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 2012 University of Guelph

- SHARMA, PRASHANT
  Assistant Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 2012 Harvard University

- SHARPNATHANIEL
  Assistant Professor
  Genetics
  PHD 2014 University of Toronto

- SHASIKO, ALEXANDER
  Lecturer
  Afro-American Studies
  PHD 2011 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

- SHAVER, RANDY
  Professor
Dairy Science  
PHD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHAW, BRET RANDALL  
Associate Professor  
Life Sciences Communication  
PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHAW, GILLIAN CURTIS  
Clinical Instructor  
Pathobiological Sciences  
DVM 2007 Michigan State University

• SHAW, KELLY  
Clinical Instructor  
Surgical Sciences  
DVM 2011 University of Glasgow

• SHEAR, LESLIE D  
Clinical Professor  
Law School  
JD 1985 University Of Miami

• SHEEHAN JR., JOHN P  
Associate Professor  
Medicine  
MD 1985 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• SHEEHAN, NORA  
Clinical Instructor  
Medical Sciences  
DVM 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHEEHY, ANN MARIE  
Associate Professor  
Medicine  
MD 2000 Mayo Foundation

• SHEETS, MICHAEL DENNIS  
Professor  
Biomolecular Chemistry  
PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHEBANI, NADER  
Professor  
Ophthalmology & Visual Sciences  
PHD 1989 Univ of Nebraska at Omaha

• SHELEF, MIRIAM A  
Assistant Professor  
Medicine  
PHD Columbia University

• SHELEF, NADAV  
Professor  
Political Science  
PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

• SHELEF, PIXU  
Visiting Asst Prof  
Statistics  
PHD 2016 University of Pennsylvania

• SHELVENKO, IRINA  
Professor  
German, Nordic & Slavic  
PHD 1998 Stanford University

• SHEI, GUANMING  
Professor  
Agricultural & Applied Economics  
PHD 2005 Univ of California Berkeley

• SHEI, LEYUAN  
Professor  
Industrial & Systems Engr  
PHD 1992 Harvard University

• SHEI, PENG  
Associate Professor  
Risk & Insurance  
PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHEI, XIAOXIA  
Professor  
Economics  
PHD 2010 Yale University

• SHEI, YOUSHENG  
Visiting Asst Prof  
Mathematics  
PHD 2019 Univ of Maryland College Park

• SHIBATA, YUMIKO  
Assoc Lecturer
Asian Languages & Cultures
PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHIELDS, MORGAN R
  Faculty Associate
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHIELDS, REBECCA
  Lecturer
  Language Sciences Program
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHIM, SOYEON
  Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 1986 Univ of Tennessee, Knoxville

• SHIN, JIHAE
  Assistant Professor
  Management & Human Resources
  PHD 2014 University of Pennsylvania

• SHINNERS, KEVIN
  Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHIU, GARY
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 1998 Cornell University

• SHIYANBOLA, OLAYINKA
  Associate Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 2009 University of Iowa

• SHOEMAKER, KARL
  Professor
  History
  PHD 2001 Univ of California Berkeley

• SHOHET, J. LEON
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1961 Carnegie-Mellon University

• SHORT, SARAH JESSIE
  Assistant Professor
  Educational Psychology
  PHD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHREVE, PORTER
  Professor
  English
  MFA 1998 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• SHUCHA, BONNIE
  Associate Dean/M

Library
JD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHULL, JAMES D
  Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHULT, PETER A.
  Senior Scientist
  Microbiology Division
  PHD 1984 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SHUMOW, JOSEPH DEY
  Lecturer
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ
  JD 2007 Washington University

• SHUSTA, ERIC
  Professor
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHD 1999 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• SHUSTERMAN, MARK
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2018

• SHUTSKE, JOHN
  Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 1988 Purdue University

• SHUTTS, KRISTIN
  Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2006 Harvard University

• SIBERT, EDWIN L.
  Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 1983 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• SIDEL, MARK
  Professor
  Law School
  JD 1985 Columbia University

• SIDELLE, ALAN
  Professor
  Philosophy
  PHD 1986 Cornell University

• SIEGENTHALER, DEBRA SUE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Academic Affairs
  MS 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SIEMSEN, ENNO
  Professor
  Operations & Information Mgmt
  PHD 2005 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• SIFAKIS, EFYTCHIOS
  Associate Professor
Computer Sciences
PHD 2007 Stanford University

SIGLER, PATRICIA ANN
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Consumer Science
MS 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SILBER, HANNAH
Lecturer
Industrial & Systems Engr
PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SILBERNAGEL, JANET
Professor
Planning & Landscape Arch
PHD 1996 Michigan Technological Univ

SILES, FABIEN JEAN FRANCOIS
Asst Faculty Assoc
French And Italian

SILET, KARIN
Assoc Lecturer
Counseling Psychology
MA 1993 Bucknell University

SILVA, ERIN
Associate Professor
Plant Pathology
PHD 2002 Washington State University

SIMCOX, JUDITH
Assistant Professor
Biochemistry
PHD 2014 University of Utah

SIMIC, MILAN
Assoc Lecturer
German, Nordic & Slavic
PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SIMMONS, ERICA S
Associate Professor
Political Science
PHD 2012 University of Chicago

SIMON, ANNA
Assoc Lecturer
Information School
MLS 2015 Indiana University

SIMON, PHILIPP
Professor
Horticulture
PHD 1977 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SIMPSON, GAIL
Professor
Art
MFA 1989 Sch Of The Art Inst Of Chicago

SIMS, PATRICK J
Professor
Theatre & Drama

SINGER, BEN
Associate Professor
Communication Arts
PHD 1996 New York University

SINGER, BRADLEY S.
Professor
Geoscience
PHD 1990 University of Wyoming

SINGH, ANNE MARIE
Associate Professor
Pediatrics
MD 2002 Yeshiva University

SINGH, VIKAS
Professor
Biostatistics & Med Informatics
PHD 2007 SUNY at Buffalo

SINHA, RAUNAK
Assistant Professor
Department Of Neuroscience
PHD 2011 International Univ in Germany

SIPPEL, REBECCA S
Professor
Surgery
MD 1999 Washington University

SKALA, MELISSA
Associate Professor
Biomedical Engineering
PHD 2007 Duke University

SKARZYNSKI, BART
Assoc Faculty Assoc
Engr Professional Development
MFA 2007 Ohio State University

SKJOLAAS, CHERYL
Sr Outreach Spec
Biological Systems Engineering

MFA 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

SIMS, REVEL
Assistant Professor
Planning & Landscape Arch
PHD 2014 Univ of California Los Angeles

SINCLAIR, MATT
Assistant Professor
Computer Sciences
PHD 2018 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

SINCOULAR, RANDY
Assoc Lecturer
Geography
MS 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SINDELAR, JEFFREY J
Associate Professor
Animal Sciences
PHD 2002 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

SKJOLAAS, CHERYL
Sr Outreach Spec
Biological Systems Engineering
• SKOG, MARLENE  
  Assistant Professor  
  Dance  
  MFA 2001 University of Arizona

• SKOPAHNA  
  Professor  
  Genetics  
  PHD 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SKRENTNY, JAMES DOUGLAS  
  Faculty Associate  
  Computer Sciences  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SKURKY, SHAWN AILEEN  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Nursing  
  DNP 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

• SLACK, KRISTEN  
  Professor  
  Social Work  
  PHD 1999 University of Chicago

• SLADKY, KURT  
  Clinical Professor  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SLUKVIN, IGOR I  
  Professor  
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine  
  PHD 1987 Natl Tech Univ of Ukraine

• SMEDEMA, ADAM R  
  Lecturer  
  Finance  
  PHD 2011 Florida State University

• SMEDEMA, SUSAN MILLER  
  Associate Professor  
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed  
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SMEEDING, TIMOTHY MICHAEL  
  Professor  
  Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs  
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SMILEWITZ, JENNIFER BETH  
  Clinical Professor  
  Human Oncology  
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SMITH III, LESLIE  
  Associate Professor  
  Art  
  MFA 2009 Yale University

• SMITH, AMANDA G  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Industrial & Systems Engr

• SMITH, AMANDA MARIE  
  Lecturer  
  Information School  
  MA 2012 Univ of California Los Angeles

• SMITH, ANNE  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Law School  
  JD 1983 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SMITH, CASEY  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Medical Sciences  
  BVM 2013 University of Glasgow

• SMITH, CATHERINE ARNOTT  
  Professor  
  Information School  
  PHD 2002 University of Pittsburgh

• SMITH, CHRISTINE  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Nursing  
  MSN 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

• SMITH, DAMON  
  Associate Professor  
  Plant Pathology  
  PHD 2007 North Carolina State Univ

• SMITH, JEANNINA ANTOINETTE  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Medicine  
  MD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SMITH, JEFF  
  Professor  
  Communication Arts  
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SMITH, JEFFREY A  
  Professor  
  Economics  
  PHD 1996 University of Chicago

• SMITH, JUDITH A  
  Associate Professor  
  Pediatrics  
  PHD 1997 University of Chicago

• SMITH, LESLEY J.  
  Clinical Professor  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 1989 Washington State University

• SMITH, LESLIE M.  
  Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 1988 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• SMITH, LLLOYD M.  
  Professor  
  Chemistry
SMITH, LONES
Professor
Economics
PHD 1991 University of Chicago

SMITH, MARGARET
Lecturer
Information School
MA 2011 Rice University

SMITH, MAUREEN
Professor
Population Health Sciences
PHD 1999 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

SMITH, MICHAEL RAY
Assoc Lecturer
Consumer Science
BS 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SMITH, MICHELE ANNE
Clinical Instructor
Disease Prevention Admin
BS 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-StevensPoint

SMITH, PHIL
Professor
Department Of Neuroscience
PHD 1980 Purdue University

SMITH, SCOTT
Visiting Asst Prof
Mathematics
PHD 2016 Univ of Maryland College Park

SMITH, SUSAN
Senior Lecturer
Life Sciences Communication
BS 1982 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SMITH, TESSA KATHERINE
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences
DVM 2016 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

SMITHKA, CHRIS
Adjunct Instructor
Law School
JD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SNEEDEN, TRACI
Assistant Professor
Nursing
PHD 2014 U of Northern Colorado

SNYDER, ASHLEY MARIE
Assoc Lecturer
Social Work

SNYDER, CHRISTOPHER
Clinical Assoc Prof
Surgical Sciences
DVM 2004 Ohio State University

SNYDER, KEVIN
Clinical Instructor
Surgical Sciences
DVM 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SNYDER, MAGGIE
Lecturer
Art
MFA 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SNYDER, VIRGINIA L.
Assoc Professor (CHS)
Family Medicine
PHD 1988 Medical College Of Ohio

SOBER, ELLIOTT R.
Professor
Philosophy
PHD 1974 Harvard University

SOELVSTEN, MIKKEL
Assistant Professor
Economics
PHD 2017 Univ of California Berkeley

SOGLIN, PAUL RICHARD
Adjunct Assoc Prof
Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs
JD 1972 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SOHL, GURI
Professor
Computer Sciences
PHD 1985 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

SOLBAK, SUSANNA
Clinical Instructor
Medical Sciences
DVM 2011 Norwegian Univ of Life Sci

SOLDAT, DOUGLAS
Professor
Soil Science
PHD 2006 Cornell University

SOLIEN, TIMOTHY
Professor
Art
MFA 1977 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

SOLIS LEMUS, CLAUDIA
Assistant Professor
Plant Pathology
PHD 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

SOLLINGER, HANS W
Professor
Surgery
Faculty 129

PHD 1975 Fachhochschule Munchen

• SOMERS,KATERINA IDETTE
  Assistant Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SONDÉL,PAUL M.
  Professor
  Pediatrics
  PHD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SONE,HIROKI
  Assistant Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 2012 Stanford University

• SONE,JUDITH
  Lecturer
  Ctr For Jewish St
  MA 2011 Hebrew University of Jerusalem

• SORRENS,ALAN T
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1999 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• SORENS,ROBERT PETER
  Lecturer
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis
  PHD 1973 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SORENSON,CHRISTINE
  Dis Scientist
  Pediatrics
  PHD 1989 Univ of Nebraska Medical Ctr

• SORKNESS,CHRISTINE ANNE
  Dis Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHARM 1975 SUNY at Buffalo

• SORKNESS,RONALD
  Professor (CHS)
  Pharmacy
  PHD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SOKOVA,MARIYA
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2016 University of Leeds

• SOKUP,JASON
  Clinical Assoc Prof
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2002 Texas A & M University

• SOUNNY-SLITINE,M. ANWAR
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Geography
  MA 2012 University of Texas at Austin

• SOUTHGATE,HENRY
  Lecturer
  Philosophy

• SPOERLING,CARRIE
  Clinical Professor
  Law School
  JD 1992 University Of Houston

• SPOONER,DAVID M
  Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 1987 Ohio State University

• SPRINGFIELD,CONSUENO LOPEZ
  Instructor Emer
  Chicana/O And Latina/O Studies
  PHD 1993 Indiana University

• SRAJEK,BARBARA JO
  Clinical Professor
  Ed Leadership & Policy Analysis

PHD 2009 Northwestern University

• SOVINEC,CARL
  Professor
  Engineering Physics
  PHD 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SPAGNOLIE,SAVERIO
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2008 New York University

• SPALDING,EDGAR
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1990 Pennsylvania State University

• SPARKS,SHANNON
  Assistant Professor
  School Of Human Ecology
  PHD 2007 University of Arizona

• SPEECE,BEVERLY
  Faculty Associate
  Academic Affairs
  MTS 2002 Ave Maria University

• SPEIDEL,MIKHAIL
  Associate Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SPENCER,ROBERT
  Assoc Lecturer
  Psychology
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SPIKE,BENJAMIN THOMAS
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Physics
  PHD 2014 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• SPLINTER, SARAH
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  EDM 2015 IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
• SRIDHARAN, KUMAR
   Professor
   Engineering Physics
   PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SRIDHARAN, RUPA
   Associate Professor
   Cell And Regenerative Biology
   PHD 2006 Univ of California Los Angeles

• ST JAMES, MARIKO LUCY
   Clinical Instructor
   Surgical Sciences
   DVM 2016

• STAFFORD, CATHERINE A
   Associate Professor
   Spanish And Portuguese
   PHD 2005 Georgetown University

• STAHL, SHANNON S.
   Professor
   Chemistry
   PHD 1997 California Institute of Tech

• STAHLKOVIC, ALEXANDER D.
   Associate Professor
   Management & Human Resources
   PHD 1996 University of Nebraska-Lincoln

• STAMBACH, AMY
   Professor
   Anthropology
   PHD 1996 University of Chicago

• STAMM, JULIE
   Clinical Asst Prof
   Kinesiology
   PHD 2015 Boston University

• STANIC-KOSTIC, ALEKS
   Assistant Professor
   Obstetrics & Gynecology
   PHD 2003 Vanderbilt University

• STANIMIROVIC, SNEZANA
   Professor
   Astronomy
   PHD 2000 Univ of Western Sydney, Nepean

• STANKEY, SARAH
   Lecturer
   Art
   BFA 2013 Milwaukee Inst Of Art & Design

• STANLEY, DONALD
   Faculty Associate
   Life Sciences Communication
   MS 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• STANLEY, EMILY
   Professor
   Integrative Biology

• STANOSZ, GLEN R
   Professor
   Forest & Wildlife Ecology
   PHD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• STANTON, MEGAN ANN
   Assoc Lecturer
   History
   PHD 2018 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• STATMAN, ALEXANDER
   Assoc Lecturer
   History
   PHD 2017

• STAUFFER, JIM
   Spec Act Helper-Lte
   Administration
   MFA 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• STECHMANN, SAM
   Professor
   Mathematics
   PHD 2008 New York University

• STEELE, LINSEY
   Associate Professor
   Nursing
   PHD 2009 VA Polytechnic Inst & State U

• STEFFAN, SHAWN
   Assistant Professor
   Entomology
   PHD 2009 Washington State University

• STEFONEK, CHRISTINA
   Lecturer
   Curriculum And Instruction
   MS 2017 Edgewood College

• STEIN, JAMES H
   Professor
   Medicine
   MD 1990 Yale University

• STEINBERG, HOWARD
   Professor Emer
   Pathobiological Sciences
   PHD 1991 Cornell University

• STEINBERG, JESSE
   Faculty Associate
   Philosophy
• STEINER, JAMES D.
  Senior Lecturer
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  B.Arch 1981 Louisiana State U & A&M Colg

• STEINKAMP, LISA ANN
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Family Medicine
  PHD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• STEPHENSON, JASON W
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Radiology
  MD 2004 Washington University

• STEPIEN, REBECCA
  Clinical Professor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• STEWART, KATHARINA S
  Professor (CHS)
  Obstetrics & Gynecology
  MD 1992 Ohio State University

• STIEGERT, KYLE
  Professor
  Agricultural & Applied Economics
  PHD 1993 Purdue University

• STILL, THOMAS
  Senior Lecturer
  Life Sciences Communication
  BA 1974 Drake University

• STITES, ALISON
  Assoc Lecturer
  Law School
  JD 2005 American University

• STODDARD, JEREMY DOUD
  Associate Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• STOEBER, RANDY R.
  Professor
  Community & Environ Sociology
  PHD 1988 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• STOLBOV, MOLLIE
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MBA 2010 University of Phoenix

• STOLL, LINDY K
  Lecturer
  Counseling Psychology
  MS 2011 University of Louisville

• STOLLENBERG, DAVID
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1988 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• STOLZ, DANIEL A
  Assistant Professor
  History
  PHD 2017 Princeton University

• STONE, CHARLES K
  Associate Professor
  Medicine
  MD 1981 Cornell University

• STONE, DONALD S.
  Professor
  Materials Science & Engineering
  PHD 1984 Cornell University

• STONEHOUSE, FREDERICK A
  Professor
  Art
STOVALL,BETSY
Associate Professor
Mathematics
PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

STOWE,JOHN
Professor
Mead Witter School Of Music
PHD 1983 U Rochester, Eastman Sch Music

STOWE,RYAN
Assistant Professor
Chemistry
PHD 2016 Florida Inst. Of Technology

STOWE,ZACHARY N
Professor
Psychiatry
MD 1988 Univ Of TX Med Branch-Galvest

STOY,PAUL CHRISTOPHER
Visiting Assoc Prof
Biological Systems Engineering
PHD 2006 Duke University

STOYCHUK,OKSANA
Assoc Lecturer
German, Nordic & Slavic
MA 2008 Lviv National Univ Ivan Franko

STRAMPP,PIA
Assoc Lecturer
Electrical & Computer Engr
ME

STRANG,KEVIN THOMAS
Dis Faculty Associate
Kinesiology
PHD 1994 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

STRAUB,RICHARD J
Professor
Biological Systems Engineering
PHD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

STRAUS,SCOTT
Professor
Political Science
PHD 2004 Univ of California Berkeley

STREET,BRIAN THOMAS
Associate Professor
Mathematics
PHD 2007 Princeton University

STREIFFER,ROBERT K
Professor
Dept Of Med History&Bioethics
PHD 1999 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

STRIER,KAREN B
Professor
Anthropology
PHD 1986 Harvard University

SULLIVAN,CHRISTOPHER JOHN
Assistant Professor
Economics
PHD 2017 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor
• SULLIVAN, LINDA J.
  Professor Emer
  Pathobiological Sciences
  DVM 1987 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SUMINSKI, AARON
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 2006 Marquette University

• SUNDE, ROGER
  Professor
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 1980 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SUNDLING, KAITLIN E.
  Clinical Instructor
  Pathology & Laboratory Medicine
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SURAMPUDI, BAPIRAJU
  Adjunct Professor
  Engr Professional Development
  PHD 1995 Texas A & M University

• SURASIN, JANPANIT
  Senior Lecturer
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 1996 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SURDYK, JOHN SCOTT
  Faculty Associate
  Init For Studies In Trfm Entr
  MBA 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SURESH, KRISHNAN
  Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 1998 Cornell University

• SURI, DEVIKA
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Nutritional Sciences
  MS 2009 Tufts University

• SUSSMAN, MICHAEL R.
  Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 1976 Michigan State University

• SUTULA, THOMAS PETER
  Professor
  Neurology
  PHD 1985 University of Virginia

• SUZUKI, AUSSIE
  Assistant Professor
  Oncology
  PHD 2010 Nat Inst for Academic Degrees

• SUZUKI, MASATOSHI
  Associate Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 1999 University of Tokyo

• SVAREN, JOHN
  Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 1992 Vanderbilt University

• SVENSON, JAMES ERNEST
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 1980 University of Chicago

• SWACK, JEANNE
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  PHD 1988 Yale University

• SWAN, HEATHER
  Senior Lecturer
  English
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SWANEY, ROSS
  Associate Professor
  Chemical & Biological Engr
  PHD 1983 Carnegie-Mellon University

• SWANKE, JAMES
  Lecturer
  Risk & Insurance
  MBA 1981 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SWANSON, STEVEN M
  Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 1990 Univ of Illinois at Chicago

• SWARTZ, ALEISHA
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2002 University of Georgia

• SWEET, JAMES
  Professor
  History
  PHD 1999 Grad Sch & Univ Center Of Cuny

• SWIFT, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2005 University of Washington

• SYAMKUMAR, MEENA
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2019 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SYDNOR, JUSTIN R.
  Associate Professor
  Risk & Insurance
  PHD 2006 Univ of California Berkeley

• SYTSMA, KENNETH
  Professor
  Botany
  PHD 1983 Washington University
• SZCZYKUTOWICZ, TIMOTHY PETER
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Radiology
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• SZLUFARSKA, IZABELA
  Professor
  Materials Science & Engineering
  PHD 2002 Univ of Tennessee, Knoxville

• TABER, CHRIS
  Professor
  Economics
  PHD 1995 University of Chicago

• TAHK, ALEX
  Associate Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 2010 Stanford University

• TAHK, SUSANNAH
  Associate Professor
  Law School
  JD 2007 Yale University

• TAI, STEPH
  Professor
  Law School
  PHD 1997 Tufts University

• TAKADA, MARILIA
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2004 Universidade de Sao Paulo

• TAKAHASHI, NAOMI
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Social Work
  MSW 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TALAAT, ADEL MOHAMED
  Professor
  Pathobiological Sciences
  PHD 1998 Univ of MD Baltimore County

• TALARCZYK, ALAN
  Dis Lecturer
  Acting & Info Sys
  JD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TALEBIZADEH SARDARI, NASER
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Mathematics
  PHD 2016 Princeton University

• TAMPLIN, OWEN JAMES
  Assistant Professor
  Cell And Regenerative Biology
  PHD 2009 University of Toronto

• TANG, HIN HENG ANTONIO
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  English
  MA 2007 Washington State University

• TANG, WEIPING
  Professor
  Pharmacy
  PHD 2005 Stanford University

• TANG, ZHENGZHENG
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics & Med Informatics
  PHD 2014 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• TANNER, ROBIN
  Associate Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 2008 Duke University

• TANSEY, TIMOTHY NICHOLAS
  Associate Professor
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TANUMIHARDJO, SHERRY
  Professor
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 1993 Iowa State Univ of Sci & Tech

• TARVER, BECKY
  Senior Lecturer
  English
  MAT 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TAS, SINAN
  Asst Prof L/I
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TAYLOR, BEVERLY
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MM 1976 Boston University

• TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MA 1999 New England Cnsrvtry Of Music

• TAYLOR, CLAIRE
  Associate Professor
  History
  PHD 2006 University of Cambridge

• TAYLOR, HOWARD W
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2009 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TAYLOR, JOLANDA VANDERWAL
  Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1987 Cornell University

• TAYLOR, MATTHEW
  Lecturer
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
• TAYLOR, MICHAEL  
  Assistant Professor  
  Pharmacy  
  PHD 2002 University of Washington

• TAYLOR-MARSHALL, SANDRA  
  Lecturer  
  Curriculum And Instruction  
  MS 2012 Concordia University Wisconsin

• TEEPLE, SCOTT  
  Professor  
  Mead Witter School Of Music  
  MM 2000 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• TEIXEIRA, JOSE CARLOS  
  Assistant Professor  
  Art  
  MFA 2006 Univ of California Los Angeles

• TEIXEIRA, LEANDRO  
  Assistant Professor  
  Pathobiological Sciences  
  DVM 2014 Instituto Unificado Paulista

• TEJEDO-HERRERO, FERNANDO  
  Associate Professor  
  Spanish And Portuguese  
  PHD 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TELLE, MARY REBECCA  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 2015 Mississippi State University

• TEMPLE, JACK  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Pharmacy  
  PHARMD 2004 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• TEMPLE, STAN  
  Professor Emer  
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology  
  PHD 1973 Cornell University

• TEMTE, JONATHAN LANE  
  Associate Dean  
  Administration  
  PHD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TEODORESCU, MIHAELA  
  Professor  
  Medicine  
  MD 1992 Univ Med si Farm-Carol Davilla

• TERA SAWA-GRILLEY, EI  
  Professor  
  Pediatrics  
  PHD 1966 Yokohama City University

• TERLAAK, ANN  
  Associate Professor  
  Management & Human Resources  
  PHD 2002 U of California-Santa Barbara

• TERRY, PAUL W.  
  Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1981 University of Texas at Austin

• TERWILLIGER, PAUL M.  
  Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 1982 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• TESLA, JESSICA JOY  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Wiscience  
  PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• THAL, SARAH  
  Professor  
  History  
  PHD 1999 Columbia University

• THATCHER, GRAHAM PAUL  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 2005

• THEIN, JILL  
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Family Medicine  
  DS 2009

• THEISEN, CARA  
  Asst Faculty Assoc  
  Wiscience  
  PHD 2013 Univ of California Davis

• THELEN, DARRYL  
  Professor  
  Mechanical Engineering  
  PHD 1992 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• THERTUS, KETTY  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Psychiatry  
  MD 2010 Rutgers St Unv-New Brunswick

• THEVAMARAN, RAMATHASAN  
  Assistant Professor  
  Engineering Physics  
  PHD 2015 California Institute of Tech

• THIBEAULT, SUSAN  
  Professor  
  Surgery  
  PHD 2001 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• THIFFEAULT, JEAN-LUC  
  Professor  
  Mathematics
• THIMMIG, LESLIE
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  PHD 1974 Yale University

• THOMA, DAN
  Professor
  Materials Science & Engineering
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• THOMA, SHARON L
  Faculty Associate
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1992 Michigan State University

• THOMADSEN, BRUCE ROBERT
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• THOMAS, KAREN
  Lecturer
  Bba Program Office
  MSED 2015 Univ of Wisconsin-La Crosse

• THOMAS, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• THOMAS, TYLER F.
  Assistant Professor
  Acting & Info Sys
  PHD 2013 Michigan State University

• THOMAS, ZEB
  Assoc Lecturer
  Geography
  MS 2012 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• THOMPSON, ANITA
  Professor
  Biological Systems Engineering
  PHD 2001 Univ of Minnesota-St Paul

• THOMPSON, CRAIG
  Professor
  Marketing
  PHD 1992 Univ of Tennessee, Knoxville

• THOMPSON, DAKOTAH RITTENHOUSE
  Assistant Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2018 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• THOMPSON, KATRINA
  Professor
  African Cultural Studies
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• THOMPSON, MINDI
  Associate Professor
  Counseling Psychology

• THOMPSON, PAUL
  Adjunct Professor
  Biomedical Engineering
  PHD 1970 University of Pennsylvania

• THOMPSON, RYAN J
  Asst Professor (CHS)
  Emergency Medicine
  MD 2011 SUNY Health Sci Cntr-Syracuse

• THOMSON, AMY
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2012

• THOMSON, JAMES A.
  Professor
  Cell And Regenerative Biology
  PHD 1988 University of Pennsylvania

• THORLEIFSDOTTIR, KRISTIN
  Assistant Professor
  Planning & Landscape Arch
  PHD 2008 North Carolina State Univ

• THORNTON, MICHAEL
  Professor
  Afro-American Studies
  PHD 1983 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• THURBER, CLIFFORD
  Professor
  Geoscience
  PHD 1981 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• THURBER, MARY
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM 2014

• THURLOW, JULIE
  Faculty Associate
  Nutritional Sciences
  PHD 1985 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• THURS, DANIEL PATRICK
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Physics
  PHD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TIBBETTS, RANDAL SCOT
  Professor
  Human Oncology
  PHD 1995 Northwestern University

• TIGGES, LEANN M.
  Professor
  Community & Environ Sociology
  PHD 1984 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• TIGGES, LEANN M.
  Professor
  Community & Environ Sociology
  PHD 1984 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• TIGGES, LEANN M.
  Professor
  Community & Environ Sociology
  PHD 1984 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• TIGGES, LEANN M.
  Professor
  Community & Environ Sociology
  PHD 1984 Univ of Missouri-Columbia

• TIGGES, LEANN M.
  Professor
  Community & Environ Sociology
  PHD 1984 Univ of Missouri-Columbia
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tikoff, Basil</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Geoscience</td>
<td>PhD 1994 Univ Of Minnesota-St Paul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiller, Heather S</td>
<td>Assoc Faculty Assoc</td>
<td>Rehab Psychology &amp; Special Ed</td>
<td>PHD 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilmann, Christopher</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timbie, Peter T.</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>PHD 1985 Princeton University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tillery, Tessa</td>
<td>Assoc Lecturer</td>
<td>Counseling Psychology</td>
<td>BS 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timm, Daniel Jeffrey</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>Kinesiology</td>
<td>EDD 2012 Walden University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timm, Steven</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>MA 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinglum, Trina</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Law School</td>
<td>JD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tijum, James</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Civil &amp; Environmental Engr</td>
<td>PHD 2006 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tischer, Jeff Garnett</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Wisconsin School Of Business</td>
<td>MA Northeastern Illinois Univ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tischler, Jennifer Ryan</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>Ctr For Rus East Eur Cent Asia</td>
<td>PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titelbaum, Michael</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>PhD 2008 Univ of California Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tjernstroem, Emilia</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tong, Jordan</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
<td>PHD 1973 University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongdaeng, Eve</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Counseling Psychology</td>
<td>MS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tononi, Giulio</td>
<td>Acad Program Director</td>
<td>Sleep Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• TOVAR MORA, JORGE
  Visiting Professor
  Economics
  PHD 2004 Univ of California Berkeley

• TOWNSEND, EMILY
  Libry Ser Asst
  Geography
  MLS 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TOWNSEND, PHILIP
  Professor
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 1997 Univ Of NC At Chapel Hill

• TOWNSEND, RICHARD H
  Associate Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 1997 University of London

• TRACY, WILLIAM
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1982 Cornell University

• TRAN, HUNG VINH
  Associate Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Berkeley

• TRAORE, HASSEME
  Assoc Prof L/I
  Chemistry
  PHD 1995 University of Iowa

• TRAVERS, BRITTANY G
  Assistant Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2011 Univ of Alabama-Tuscaloosa

• TRAYNOR, SARAH ELIZABETH
  Assoc Lecturer
  Academic Affairs
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TREDINNICK, ROSS DAVID
  Lecturer
  Design Studies
  MS 2006 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• TREMONTI, CHRISTY
  Associate Professor
  Astronomy
  PHD 2003 Johns Hopkins University

• TREPANIER, LAUREN
  Professor
  Medical Sciences
  PHD 1997 Cornell University

• TREST, MARIE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Botany

• TREVES, ADRIAN
  Professor
  Academic Programs
  PHD 1997 Harvard University

• TREVINO-MURPHY, ALICIA
  Assoc Lecturer
  Social Work
  MSW 2014 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TREVOR, CHARLIE
  Professor
  Management & Human Resources
  PHD 1998 Cornell University

• TREZK, BEVERLY JANE
  Associate Professor
  Rehab Psychology & Special Ed
  EDD 2004 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TRIANA, MARIA
  Associate Professor
  Management & Human Resources
  PHD 2008 Texas A & M University

• TRIGSTED, STEPHANIE
  Asst Faculty Assoc
  Kinesiology
  PHD 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• TRIPOLI, GREGORY J.
  Professor
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences
  PHD 1986 Colorado State University

• TRIPPAILI
  Professor
  Political Science
  PHD 1990 Northwestern University

• TRONE, CAROLE
  Lecturer
  Educational Policy Studies

• TROTTER, MARY
  Associate Professor
  English
  PHD 1996 Northwestern University

• TROWBRIDGE, AMY MARIE
  Assistant Professor
  Entomology
  PHD 2012 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• TRUE, JAMES MICHAEL
  Adjunct Instructor
  Law School
  JD 2003 DePaul University

• TRUJILLO, MARIO
  Associate Professor
  Mechanical Engineering
  PHD 2000 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRUMBULL, PETER</td>
<td>Adjunct Instructor</td>
<td>Law School</td>
<td>JD 1971</td>
<td>Georgetown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRYON, ELIZABETH</td>
<td>Assoc Lecturer</td>
<td>Counseling Psychology</td>
<td>MAT 2008</td>
<td>Edgewood College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TULLSACHIN</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>MS 2000</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUMARKIN, ANNA</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>German, Nordic &amp; Slavic</td>
<td>PHD 2009</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUN, SAN SAN HNIN</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>Se Asian Summer Studies Inst</td>
<td>PHD 2013</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUREK, MICHELLE</td>
<td>Clinical Asst Prof</td>
<td>Surgical Sciences</td>
<td>DVM 1998</td>
<td>University of Montreal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURNER, ANDREW</td>
<td>Adjunct Instructor</td>
<td>Law School</td>
<td>JD 2008</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURNER, ERICA</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Educational Policy Studies</td>
<td>PHD 2011</td>
<td>Univ of California Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURNER, MATTHEW</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>PHD 1992</td>
<td>Univ of California Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURNER, MONICA G.</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Integrative Biology</td>
<td>PHD 1985</td>
<td>Univ of Georgia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURNG, LIH-SHENG</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>PHD 1990</td>
<td>Cornell University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TZAMOS, CHRISTOS</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Computer Sciences</td>
<td>PHD 2017</td>
<td>Massachusetts Inst Of Tech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDVARISOLNER, ALICE</td>
<td>Instructor L/I</td>
<td>Ed Leadership &amp; Policy Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHLRICH, DAN</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Department Of Neuroscience</td>
<td>PHD 1983</td>
<td>Brown University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULLAND, TYLER KENT</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Pathology &amp; Laboratory Medicine</td>
<td>PHD 2014</td>
<td>University of Iowa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULLMANN, OWEN</td>
<td>Sr Univ Rel Spec</td>
<td>Journalism &amp; Mass Communication</td>
<td>MA 1973</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDERWOOD, JULIE</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Ed Leadership &amp; Policy Analysis</td>
<td>PHD 1984</td>
<td>University of Florida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URRUTIA, MATTIE</td>
<td>Faculty Associate</td>
<td>Soil Science</td>
<td>PHD 1989</td>
<td>U de Santiago de Compostela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSISHKIN, DANIEL</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>PHD 2007</td>
<td>Univ of California Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTTAL, LYNET</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>School Of Human Ecology</td>
<td>PHD 1993</td>
<td>Univ of California Santa Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAIL, DAVID</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
<td>DVM 1984</td>
<td>University of Saskatchewan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALDEZ, CARMEN</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Counseling Psychology</td>
<td>PHD 2004</td>
<td>University of Texas at Austin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALDIVIA, HECTOR H.</td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>PHD 1987</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALENCIA, SARAH ELIZABETH</td>
<td>Assoc Lecturer</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>MSSW 2007</td>
<td>Univ of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALENTINE, RAND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• VALEO COOKE, NINA
  Faculty Associate
  Gender And Women Studies
  MS 2008 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VALKO, BENEDEK
  Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2004 Budapest Univ of Tech & Econ

• VALLEY, JOHN W.
  Professor Emer
  Geoscience
  PHD 1980 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• VALLON, MARC
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MFA 1977 Conserv Nat Arts et Metiers

• VAN HALLGREN, CARRIE
  Senior Lecturer
  Theatre & Drama
  MFA 2006 Yale University

• VAN ASSELTNATHANIEL C.
  Clinical Instructor
  Surgical Sciences
  DVM

• VAN DAN, REBECCA SUSAN
  Instructional Spec
  Information School
  MLIS 1997 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VAN DE WATER, MANON
  Professor
  German, Nordic & Slavic
  PHD 1996 Arizona State University

• VAN DEELEN, TIMOTHY
  Professor
  Forest & Wildlife Ecology
  PHD 1995 Michigan State University

• VAN DER WEIDE, DANIEL
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1992 Stanford University

• VAN DYKE JR., KENNETH JOHN
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Anesthesiology
  MD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VAN KAN, PETER L E
  Associate Professor
  Kinesiology
  PHD 1984 Univ of California Davis

• VAN LEHN, REID C

• VAN MELKEBEEK, DIETER
  Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 1999 University of Chicago

• VAN OS, JENNIFER
  Assistant Professor
  Dairy Science
  PHD 2015 Univ of California Davis

• VAN PLIKEREN, JAN PETER
  Assistant Professor
  Food Science
  PHD 2007 Ireland (Eire)

• VAN RIJK, JORDAN
  Assoc Lecturer
  Agricultural & Applied Economics

• VAN RYBROEK, GREGORY JOHN
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Psychology
  JD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VAN SWOLLYN
  Professor
  Communication Arts
  PHD 1998 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• VANDEN HEUVEL, MIKE
  Professor
  Classic & Ancient Near E Stds
  PHD 1988 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VANDENBOSCH, KATHRYN
  Professor
  Agronomy
  PHD 1984 Univ of Massachusetts Amherst

• VANDENBROUCKE, JUSTIN
  Associate Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2009 Univ of California Berkeley

• VANDER ZANDEN, JAKE
  Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 1999 McGill University

• VANDERBY JR, RAY
  Professor
  Orthopedics And Rehabilitation
  PHD 1975 Purdue University

• VANDERWALL, CASSANDRA M
  Adjunct Asst Prof
  Academic Affairs
  PHD Rush University

• VANVEEN, BARRY
  Professor
Electrical & Computer Engr
PHD 1986 Univ of Colorado at Boulder

• VARDI,HAGIT
  Adjunct Instructor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MLS 1978 Sthrn Connecticut State Univ

• VARDI,URI
  Professor
  Mead Witter School Of Music
  MM 1977 Yale University

• VARESCHI,MARK
  Associate Professor
  English
  PHD 2011 Rutgers State Univ-Newark

• VARGAS-PRIETO,ALBERTO M
  Faculty Associate
  Lat Amer Carib Iber St
  PHD 1998 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VARGHESE,TOMY
  Professor
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1995 University of Kentucky

• VARSAVA,NINA
  Assistant Professor
  Law School
  JD 2018 Yale University

• VATAN,FLORENCE
  Professor
  French And Italian
  PHD 2004 University of Chicago

• VAVILOV,MAXIM G
  Professor
  Physics
  PHD 2001 Cornell University

• VEERAMANI,RAJ
  Professor
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 1991 Purdue University

• VEIT,SAMUEL EUGENE
  Lecturer
  Consumer Science
  BS 1995 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VEITH,TONYA
  Clinical Asst Prof
  Communication Sci & Disorders
  AUD 2009 Indiana University

• VELLIQUETTE,MICHAEL JAMES
  Lecturer
  Acad&Prg-Noncredit
  MFA 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VELTEN,ANDREAS UDO
  Assistant Professor

Biostatistics&Med Informatics
PHD 2009 University Of New Mexico

• VEMUGANTI,RAGHU
  Professor
  Neurological Surgery
  PHD 1991 University of Hyderabad

• VENKATARAMAN,SHIVARAM
  Assistant Professor
  Computer Sciences
  PHD 2017 Univ of California Berkeley

• VENKATARAMANAN,GIRI
  Professor
  Electrical & Computer Engr
  PHD 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VENTURA,STEVE
  Professor
  Soil Science
  PHD 1989 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VENTURELLI,OPHELIA
  Assistant Professor
  Biochemistry
  PHD 2013 California Institute of Tech

• VERBRUGGE,MARIA
  Clinical Instructor
  Medical Sciences
  DVM 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VERMILLION,KATIE LEE
  Assoc Faculty Assoc
  Genetics
  PHD 2013 Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities

• VESTLING,MARTHA M.
  Senior Scientist
  Chemistry
  PHD 1967 Northwestern University

• VETTER,JOHN ROBERT
  Assoc Professor (CHS)
  Medical Physics
  PHD 1990 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VEZINA,CHAD M.
  Associate Professor
  Comparative Biosciences
  PHD 2003 SUNY at Buffalo

• VICKROY,CHERYL SUE
  Adjunct Professor
  Ms In Biotechnology Degree Prg
  MBA 2017 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VIELR,CATHERINE
  Associate Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2010 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• VILA,ANNE
  Professor
French And Italian  
PHD 1990 Johns Hopkins University  
• VILLAGRAN, JOSE G  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Chicana/O And Latina/O Studies  
  PHD 2019 University of Texas at Austin  

• VIMONT, DANIEL  
  Professor  
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
  PHD 2002 University of Washington  

• VINEY, GRETCHEN  
  Dis Clinical Prof  
  Law School  
  JD 1978 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• VITCENDA, ANGELA K.  
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Family Medicine  
  MS 1986 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• VIVIAN, EVA  
  Professor (CHS)  
  Pharmacy  
  PHARMD 1995 Univ of Illinois at Chicago  

• VIVIANO, KATRINA ROSE  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2003 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• VLACH, HALEY  
  Associate Professor  
  Educational Psychology  
  PHD 2012 Univ of California Los Angeles  

• VOERKELIUS, MIRJAM  
  Assoc Lecturer  
  History  
  PHD 2018 Univ of California Berkeley  

• VOGEL, CASSIE  
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Nursing  
  MSN 2000 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• WACHA, HEATHER  
  Lecturer  
  Acad&Prg-Noncredit  
  PHD 2016 University of Iowa  

• WAGNER, AMY LEE  
  Lecturer  
  Human Development&Family Study  
  PHD 2018 Univ of California Davis  

• WAGNER, ROB  
  Lecturer  
  Liberal Studies And The Arts  
  MFA 1994 University of Texas at Austin  

• WAGNER, TERA HOLTZ  
  Faculty Associate  
  Life Sciences Communication  
  BA 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• WAGNER, TIMOTHY J  
  Lecturer  
  Atmospheric & Oceanic Sciences  
  PHD 2011 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• WAGNER, TIAHA  
  Clinical Instructor  
  Academic Affairs  
  PHARMD 2016 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• WAGNER, TRISHA  
  Lecturer  
  Cals Academic Affairs  
  MS 2005 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison  

• WAGNER-HENRY, SHERRY  
  Faculty Associate  
  Bolz Center For Arts Admin  
  MBA 1995 Illinois State University
• WAHBA, GRACE
  Professor  
  Statistics  
  PHD 1966 Stanford University

• WAHEED, SANA
  Asst Professor (CHS)  
  Medicine  
  MD 2011 Aga Khan University

• WAKAI, RONALD T.
  Professor  
  Medical Physics  
  PHD 1987 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• WAKKER, BASTIAAN
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Astronomy  
  PHD 1990 University of Groningen

• WALASZEK, KART
  Professor (CHS)  
  Psychiatry  
  MD 1997 Northwestern University

• WALBRANDT PIGARELLI, DENISE
  Assoc Professor (CHS)  
  Pharmacy  
  PHARMD 1993 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALD, ELLEN R
  Professor  
  Pediatrics  
  MD 1968 Brooklyn College Of Cuny

• WALLEFFE, FABIAN
  Professor  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 1989 Massachusetts Inst Of Tech

• WALKER, CHRISTOPHER A
  Professor  
  Dance  
  MFA 2004 SUNY College at Brockport

• WALKER, JAMES R
  Professor  
  Economics  
  PHD 1986 University of Chicago

• WALKER, JULIE M
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Medical Sciences  
  DVM 2008 Michigan State University

• WALKER, ROBERT M
  Visiting Asst Prof  
  Mathematics  
  PHD 2019 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• WALKER, THAD G
  Professor  
  Physics  
  PHD 1988 Princeton University

• WALLACE, GEOFFREY L.
  Associate Professor  
  Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs  
  PHD 1999 Northwestern University

• WALLACE, SUZANNE BETH
  Clinical Asst Prof  
  Nursing  
  DNP 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Stout

• WALLEN, CHRISTIAN M
  Assoc Lecturer  
  Chemistry  
  PHD 2017 Emory University

• WALLER, DONALD M.
  Professor  
  Botany  
  PHD 1978 Princeton University

• WALLER, KEN
  Clinical Assoc Prof  
  Surgical Sciences  
  DVM 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALLER, SHELLY MARIE
  Lecturer  
  Administration-Vmth  
  MS 2007 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALLMANN, JOHANNES
  Associate Professor  
  Mead Witter School Of Music  
  PHD 2010 New York University

• WALSH, JOHN EDWARD
  Senior Lecturer  
  Wisconsin School Of Business  
  JD 1975 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALSH, JOSEPH G
  Faculty Associate  
  Real Estate & Urban Land Econ  
  MS 1992 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALSH, TOVA B
  Assistant Professor  
  Social Work  
  PHD 2013 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor

• WALTER, ALEXANDRA
  Lecturer  
  German, Nordic & Slavic  
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WALTER, MARTHA JUNE
  Clinical Adjunct Asst Prof  
  Volunteer Staff  
  EDD 2013 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WANDELL, LEE PALMER
  Professor  
  History  
  PHD 1985 Univ of Michigan at Ann Arbor
• WANG, BAOYU
  Assoc Lecturer
  Psychology
  PHD 2017 New Mexico State University

• WANG, BOTONG
  Assistant Professor
  Mathematics
  PHD 2012 Purdue University

• WANG, BU
  Assistant Professor
  Civil & Environmental Engr
  PHD 2012

• WANG, DAIFENG
  Assistant Professor
  Biostatistics&Med Informatics
  PHD 2015 Yale University

• WANG, HAN
  Assistant Professor
  Integrative Biology
  PHD 2013 Univ of Southern California

• WANG, JUE
  Professor
  Bacteriology
  PHD 2002 U of California San Francisco

• WANG, MARY
  Faculty Associate
  English
  MA 2011 University of Hawaii at Manoa

• WANG, MIAOYAN
  Assistant Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 2014 University of Chicago

• WANG, TINA
  Assistant Professor
  Chemistry
  PHD 2015 Yale University

• WANG, XIN
  Assistant Professor
  Industrial & Systems Engr
  PHD 2015 Univ of IL at Urbana-Champaign

• WANG, XUDONG
  Professor
  Materials Science&Engineering
  PHD 2005 Georgia Inst of Technology

• WANG, XUELI
  Professor
  Ed Leadership&Policy Analysis
  PHD 2008 Ohio State University

• WANG, YANG
  Associate Professor
  Lafollette Sch Of Publ Affairs
  PHD 2009 Duke University

• WANG, YAZHEN
  Professor
  Statistics
  PHD 1992 Univ of California Berkeley

• WANG, YI
  Assistant Professor
  Horticulture
  PHD 2012 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WANG, YIJUN
  Visiting Asst Prof
  Asian Languages & Cultures
  PHD 2013 Nankai University

• WANGERIN, JOANNA
  Lecturer
  Accting & Info Sys
  MPA Univ of Wisconsin-Whitewater

• WANGERIN, DAN
  Associate Professor
  Accting & Info Sys
  PHD 2011

• WANNER, ANJA
  Professor
  English
  PHD 1997 Padagogische Hochsch Gottingen

• WARD, DAVID ALLEN
  Senior Lecturer
  Wisconsin School Of Business
  PHD 1999 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WARD, EARLISE
  Associate Professor
  Nursing
  PHD 2002 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison

• WARD, EMILY J
  Assistant Professor
  Psychology
  PHD 2016 Yale University

• WARDDRIP, PETER THOMAS
  Assistant Professor
  Curriculum And Instruction
  PHD 2014 University of Pittsburgh

• WARFIELD, TERRY D
  Professor
  Accting & Info Sys
  PHD 1989 University of Iowa

• WARGOWSKI, DAVID STEPHAN
  Professor (CHS)
  Pediatrics
  MD 1985 Univ of Wisconsin-Madison
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